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David   Jones,   although  highly   praised   by  T.   S.   Eliot   and  W.  H.  Auden,   is   a 
neglected  poet.     This   thesis   seeks   to  make   a   reassessment  of  David   Jones's 
achievement  by  undertaking  a  genetic­critical   examination  of   the  process  by 







Existing   accounts   of   Jones's   writing   process   are   rooted   in   an   attempt   to 
rehabilitate his reputation.  These accounts, in asserting that Jones intentionally 
created   a   formal   sign   for   his   philosophy,   attempt   to   counteract   his   critical 




poem's  writing.     It   emerges   that,   throughout   the   process   of  writing,   Jones 
created the conditions whereby his making could proceed without his having a 
sense either  of  where  or   in  what   form  it  might  end.    Such a  suspension of 
writerly   intention  was   a  means   by  which   Jones   enabled   the   process   of   his 
making to be as gratuitous as possible, and to become as a result a resistance 
movement against the depredation of his core value in modernity.  This view of 
the   making   of  The   Anathemata  allows   Jones's   reassessment   because,   in 
foregrounding the gratuitousness of its making, it uncovers an alternative means 
of assessing the value of an art object whose form was accidentally produced.  As 
a   result  of   this,   Jones's  unique  achievement  becomes  visible:  he  produced  a 







































“Fragments of an attempted writing”
























“That shape that all the mess makes in your mind”

















“This ‘word’ business”: 





















“Interpenetration backwards & forwards & up & down”























“One might have gone on & never got any of it out”












































IN Inner  Necessities:   The   Letters   of   David   Jones   to   Desmond   Chute, 
edited by Thomas Dilworth (Toronto: Anson­Cartwright Editions, 
1984)









KFP Letters   to  W F   Jackson  Knight,   'Knight  Family  Papers'   (MS 75) 
Exeter University
KY Letters to H. S. (Jim) Ede, Kettle's Yard Gallery, Cambridge
DJP  Manuscript,   typescript,   galley­   and   page­proof   materials;   draft 
letters; draft  essays.     These   are   part   of   the   large   'David   Jones 
Papers'   (DJP)  archive   at   the  National   Library   of  Wales   (NLW), 
Aberystwyth.   References to specific items from the  DJP  is made 
using the file  reference,  and adding  the particular  folio number 
(with a v for verso where applicable).























































































































where   a   chronological   order   can   be   determined,   the   second   insertions   are 






double crossing out:  the  earlier deletion  is therefore distinguishable from the 
later   deletion.    Where   sheets   have   had   their   entire   contents   crossed,   this 









◊  I n t r o d u c t i o n  ◊
In his  review of  1961, W. H. Auden called  The Anathemata:   fragments  of  an  
attempted writing (1952) “very probably the finest long poem written in English 
in this century”.1   In the Introductory Note to the second edition (1963) of  In 
Parenthesis,  T. S. Eliot placed David Jones  (1895­1974)  in a select group with 
Pound, Joyce and himself as the leading writers of their generation (IP vi).  And 
yet David Jones is hardly even heard of, he is rarely anthologised, and until very 
recently  The Anathemata  seemed to have sunk without  trace (the poem was 
republished in August 2010, after having spent 35 years out of print).  There are 
some obvious explanations for this.   The Anathemata  is indeed long at almost 

























with orthodox veneration.    Accordingly,  Jones  critics  are  rarely  anything but 
Catholic or High Anglican, and atheists are rarely readers of Jones.  Thus, when 
Drew   Milne   introduces   a   selection   from   Jones   in   the   poetry   anthology 
Conductors  of  Chaos,  he  writes   that   “the   toxic  qualities  of   Jones's  modernist 
Catholicism should not be seen as unfortunate lapses into dogmatics, but rather 
a perspective which enables an antisocial critique which needs to be read against 
its  overtly affirmative claims.”2    'Toxic',   'unfortunate',   'dogmatics'  –  the binary 













2 Drew Milne in Sinclair (ed.),  Conductors of Chaos (1996) 261.  Milne's selection is taken from the 
material Jones had not published at the time of his death, and which Hague and Grisewood edited as The 
Roman Quarry.
3 Dilworth (2008) 1.
15











4 These being David Blamires, David Jones: Artist and Writer (1971); Rene Hague, David Jones (1975); 
and Kathleen Raine, David Jones and the Actually Loved and Known (1978).
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I. The History of David Jones Studies
The first monograph to examine Jones's poetry was David Blamires' David Jones:  
Artist and Writer  (1971).   In this examination, Blamires looks at Jones's ideas 













since,   though   a   genealogy   of   Jones   criticism   can   be   discerned:   from   the 




the  explication  of   Jones's   allusions.     In   the  mid­1950s,   Jones   read  and  was 
deeply impressed by Campbell and Robinson's A Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake 
(1954).    This   experience  no  doubt   lay  behind   Jones's   eager  assistance  with 
Hague's project of assembling A Commentary on The Anathemata of David Jones 
(1977) in the last few years of his life.    In the  Commentary,  Hague takes us 




The  most   recent   comprehensive  assessment  of   Jones's   sources  was  Jonathan 
Miles'  Backgrounds to David Jones: A Study in Sources and Drafts  (1990).   This 
excellent   study  allows  a   chapter   to  address   each  of   Jones's  major   formative 
influences,   including   Jacques   Maritain,   Eric   Gill,   Oswald   Spengler,   Roman 
history, and the archaeological discoveries of the nineteenth century.   Miles is 
particularly  important in providing the first comprehensive account of Jones's 
theory   of   art   in   the   context   of   neo­Thomism,  which  has   been   subsequently 
addressed by Rowan Williams and Thomas Dilworth.6   Miles went on to write 
David Jones: The Maker Unmade (1995) with Derek Shiel, which undertakes an 
analysis   of   Jones's   visual  work  with   regard   to   its   historical   context,   and   in 
relation to his poetry; but also, importantly, it applies a psychoanalytic reading 
to these works, an undertaking which, in view of Jones's treatment in the late 













(1986),   friendships   (2000[a]   and   [b])   and   visual   art   (1997).     Dilworth's 
immersion in David Jones's correspondence and literary manuscripts for the past 
5 Summerfield's An Introductory Guide to The Anathemata and The Sleeping Lord Sequence of David 
Jones (1979) is structured in the same way, but, in being less discursive, covers a greater number and  
variety of Jones's sources.
6 See  Miles  (1990)  chapter  1;  Dilworth  'David  Jones  and  the  Maritain  Conversation'  (2000);  and 
Williams (2005), chapters 1 and 2.
7 'Prothalamion', 'Epithalamion' and 'The Brenner' were published as Wedding Poems in 2002.
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three   decades   has   led   to   his   commission,   by   Random  House,   to  write   the 
definitive biography of Jones, the progress of which the audience of the annual 














preoccupation   with   spatial   form.     Dilworth   steadily   develops   the   tentative 
observation  made   by   David   Blamires   (noted  above)   that   the   form   of  The 
Anathemata  is imitative of Christ as both centre and circumference of a circle. 
Dilworth amasses more and more evidence – moving from a thematic reading of 










8 See Dilworth (1979) 184-5, and (1988) 201-56.
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of   the   so­called  Chelsea  Group,  which   included,   among   others,   Christopher 






for   an   increasing   sense   of   cultural   discontinuity   following   the   industrial 








and in  Eric Gill  and David Jones at Capel­y­Ffin  (1992).   What emerges from 
these studies is a view of Jones's heterodox appetite for isolated fragments of 
knowledge   to   add   to  his   culture­hoard;   he   took  what  he  needed   from Gill, 










Jones   seized   enthusiastically   upon   one   of   Chute's   phrases   to   describe   this 
9 Ward's recommendations are also dismissed by Staudt in At the Turn of a Civilization (1994) 20-26.
10 See Wilcockson (1977) 126-131.







The  importance  of  Eliot  as  Jones's  editor  and publisher  was  matched by his 
importance as a formative poetic influence.   Patrick Deane's early work (1987­
88) on the non­narrative structure of The Anathemata was later developed (in an 






conduct   a   comprehensive   examination   of   Jones   within   the   context   of 
modernism.   Here, the debt of  Jones to Eliot is primarily discovered in their 
shared   allusive   method,   though   Staudt   claims   that   this   method   is   used 
differently by the two: whilst Eliot pieces together his poem from the texts of the 
past in order to signify and lament cultural discontinuity, Jones does the same in 
order   to  signify  a  hopeful   sense  of   the  opposite.13   Staudt  also  explores   the 
'sacramental' nature of Jones's poetics in contradistinction to Eliot's concern with 
the mystical, particularly in  Four Quartets  (1943).14   I agree with Staudt that, 
whilst  Eliot's   influence  on   Jones  was   important,   it  was   tempered  by   Jones's 
awareness of aspects of his friend which ran counter to his own predilection for 
the “contactual”, as Jones himself put it.15
12 Patrick Deane 'David Jones, T. S. Eliot, and the Modernist Unfinished' (1995) 86-7.
13 Staudt (1994) 65-8.
14 See Staudt (1994) 81-2.  Barry Spurr concentrates on this difference between Jones and Eliot in '"I  
loved  old  Tom":  David  Jones  and  T.  S.  Eliot'  in  Yeats-Eliot  Review 17:1  (Winter  2001),  pp.19-25, 
exploring  the  implications  of  Jones's  statement  to  William Blissett  that  Eliot,  in  contradistinction  to 
himself, is not so much concerned with objects as with concepts.  Spurr (2001) 23-4.
15 Jones's full comparison, in a letter he wrote to William Blissett on 16th May 1967, runs thus: “I thought 
what you say on page 265 about Tom Eliot...and 'the centre of the silent Word' as contrasted to my sort of  
centre stated very truly something jolly difficult to state at all.  It is a real distinction.  I have a sort of 
feeling that it may be to do with my being first a visual artist & so terribly concerned with tangible,  
contactual 'things' – not 'concepts' really, except in so far as the concrete, creaturely material 'thing' is a 






most  important   influence on  In Parenthesis,  Finnegans Wake  – and the  'Anna 
Livia Plurabelle' chapter in particular – was by far the most important influence 
upon The Anathemata.   Staudt's readings of passages of The Anathemata  in the 
light  of   the   influence  of  Finnegans  Wake  discover   the  nature  of   Joyce   (with 
Picasso) as one of Jones's two “problem­solvers,” as he described them (DGC 
174).     Paul   Robichaud's  Making   the   Past   Present  (2007)   also   explores   the 
influence  of   Joyce   on   Jones,   and   indeed  undertakes   a   reading  of   the   same 
densely   macaronic   passage   from   'Angle­Land',   the   third   section   of  The 
Anathemata, which Staudt analyses.  In both examinations, Jones's indebtedness 
to   Joyce   in   the   development   of   a   poetics   of   “linguistic   otherness”   is 





David  Jones studies:   it  builds  upon the  work of  Dilworth and Goldpaugh  in 
relation   to   the   genesis   of   the   poem   in   order   to   enhance   the   view   of  The 
Anathemata  as a modernist text which Staudt and Robichaud have produced. 
So, I seek to make a reassessment of Jones's achievement through undertaking a 






16 See Robichaud (2007) 159-62 and Staudt (1994) 136.
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II. Making and Modernity: Jones's Aporetic Idea of Man
(i) Art as making: the importance of Aristotle
“My mind,” wrote David Jones in an undated draft letter, “has been conditioned 
rather   to   think   in   terms   of   those   ‘Aristotelian­Thomistic’   or   ‘neo­Scholastic’ 
modes”   (DJP  CF1/10).     The  most   important   aspect   of   this   conditioning   is 
registered in Jones's essay 'Art and Sacrament' (1955), when he refers to “that 
brief  chapter,  of  about  thirty   lines  only,   in which Aristotle  contrasts   'making' 
(poiesis) with 'doing' (praxis)...it contains so much for those concerned with the 
kind of thing that art is; it is a foundational fragment.” (E&A 172)  This passage 





“the   rational   faculty   exercised   in   doing   is   quite   distinct   from   that  which   is 
exercised in making”; “doing never takes the form of making, nor making of 






17 Aristotle  (1955) 175.   Jones  acquired  a version of  The Nicomachean Ethics translated by R.  W. 
Browne in September 1946, but knew this chapter of Aristotle from the early 1920s.  The very fact that  
Jones bought The Nicomachean Ethics shortly after establishing the conceptual centre of The Anathemata 
as the activity of making (covered in Chapter 2 of this thesis) indicates the importance of this chapter to  
him.  Jones was critical of Browne's use of 'practice' instead of 'doing' (see KFP 21 Jan 1947); for this 



























18 Ibid.  177.  Cf. Jones's statement in 'Art and Sacrament': “'art' describes an activity  of a certain kind 
whereas 'prudence' describes a  quality  of a certain kind.” ('A&S' 145)  Also, “Ars has no end save the 
perfecting of a process by which all sorts of ends are made possible.  It  is that process.  It is concerned 
with perfecting a means.” (E&A 151).
19 Ibid. 176.
20 Ibid.
21 "How frightfully good Aristotle is in the Ethics on 'Art': Of bad art – or the absence of art: 'the habit of 
making joined with false reason.' – you can't say much more.  They ought to have put it in large letters 
over the entrance of 'Britain Can Make' Exhibition!” (KFP 21 January 1947)
22 Aristotle (1955) 176.
24
of art is foreshadowed.
(ii) Making and man: the utile and the gratuitous
In Jones’s view, whilst the 'utile' and the 'gratuitous' are philosophically distinct 
categories,  man’s makings have throughout all   times  incorporated both  'utile' 
and 'gratuitous' elements.  The term 'utile' is used by Jones, as he states in a gloss 
to 'Art and Sacrament', “to indicate what is vulgarly and generally understood by 
'''merely  utilitarian'  or   'simply   functional'”   (E&A  176­7).    Thus,  and as  Jones 
makes clear elsewhere, the utile element of a making is of the same class as the 












rejection  of   the  utile.     Thus,   the   answer   to   the   question,   'What  directs   the 
gratuitous making?' would appear to be love, or devotion, or desire, or praise.





sacramental  world from my point  of  view.”23   Here we encounter another  of 
23 Orr (1966) 102.
25
Jones's   key   terms   –   the   sacramental   –   and   so   can   begin   to   open   up   the 
convoluted and contradictory ideas which formed The Anathemata.












sacrament.    Angels   only:  no   sacrament.     Beasts   only:   no   sacrament.    Man: 
sacrament at every turn” (E&A 167).
So, whilst a diesel engine or screwdriver might be made towards the attainment 
of a specific benefit,   it   is possible for such makings to be utterly different to 
animalic makings if an element of extra­utile devotion enters into that making 
(through the maker's devotion to the achievement of beauty in that engine's or 






performed   gratuitous  makings,   very   few   people   were   or   are   artists.     This, 
though, was an historical issue: for Jones, it was only now that this was the case.
24 De la Taille (1934) 6.
25 Another important aspect to Jones's use of Aristotle's definition of art as making was that it silenced 
the clamour of the competing groups and sub-groups of artists and theoreticians of the first half of the  
twentieth century to subvert art, or destroy it, or revolutionize it, or explain it, and so on.  For a reflection  
on these competing approaches, see Richard Wollheim (1968).  
26





















Hegel, we can see  a   common feature   in  Catholicism and Post­Impressionism 
26 Maritain  wrote  that  Duns  Scotus,  William  of  Occam  and  Suarez  constitute  the  beginnings  of 
empiricism –  see  Maritain  (1930)  41.   Bertrand  Russell  extends  this  belief  beyond  solely  Thomist 
commentators:  “Occam  has  been  regarded  as  bringing  about  the  breakdown  of  scholasticism,  as  a 
precursor  of  Descartes  or  Kant  or  whoever  might  be  the  particular  commentator’s  favourite  among 
modern philosophers.” Russell (1946) 494.  Ockham is held to have reoriented universals from the real or 
God-made, to the conceptual or man-made, with the effect that: “the notion of a creation necessarily  
interrelated  so  as  to  form  a  ‘universe’ whose  principle  of  unity  amidst  diversity  derived  from  the 
exemplification of eternal ideas or from a participation in the divine essence was metaphysically shattered 
into a ‘multiverse’…Despoiled of every possible ontological reference to God, natural phenomena offered 










found the  'morphological'   theory that cultures have  life­cycles persuasive and 
useful (in the same way that Joyce found Vico's theory of the corso and ricorso 
both persuasive and useful).28   Thus,  as   far  as  Spengler  was  concerned,  our 
current ‘Faustian’ culture, having experienced its birth, morning, or Spring with 
Romanesque   and   Gothic   architecture   and   the   troubadours;   moved   into   its 
maturity,  noon or  Summer with  the Renaissance;   then onto  its   late­maturity, 
afternoon or Autumn with Zwinger of Dresden, Watteau and Mozart; and finally 





point   “Western Man moved across  a  rubicon”.    Jones  was   influenced  in   this 







27 For a consideration of pre- and post-Copernican man, see Hulme (1936) 78-85.  Jones described 
Hulme’s  Speculations  (1924),  as  “rewarding”  in  ‘Art  and  Sacrament’ (E&A 172),  and  numbers  that 
collection among the “formative works” of his early mature reading (DGC 188).
28 See Bishop (1986) 174-6.
29  Spengler, The Decline of the West (1932) I.107-8; quoted in Miles (1990) 38-9.
30 Morris quoted in Wilcockson (1977) 130.  For further observations of the link between Jones and 




logically  inescapable outcome of  this  in Jones's  system is  that man too must 
become   extinct.     The   central   dilemma   of   Jones’s   thought   is   that   man   in 
modernity seems both man and not­man: man, being defined and coming into 
existence   as   man­the­gratuitous­maker   however   many   millennia   ago,   is   in 


































(iv) The makerly struggle in modernity









which this essay was first published implies –  Catholic  Approaches to Modern  
Dilemmas  –   and   as   Jones   confirms   for   us   in   the   very   first   sentence   of   his 




emphasise   the   “dilemmas  which   show   themselves   to   underlie   some   of   the 




The purpose of   ‘Art  and Sacrament',   then,   is   to   investigate the nature of   the 
problems  which   face   the  modern   artist   as   a   preliminary   step   to   a   greater 
understanding  of   the   reason   for   these  problems.    The  essay   is   therefore  an 
aporetic   text:   it  explores   the  nature  of   the aporia  –  “a  perplexing  difficulty” 





















individuals,   it   will   be   necessary   that   the   genera   exist   apart   from   the 
individuals,   –   either   the   lowest   or   the   highest   genera;   but  we   found   by 
discussion just now that this is impossible.32
32 Aristotle (1928) 999a24-33.
31
This central aporia in Aristotle’s ontology is fundamental to the aporetic end to 
the   whole   of   the  Metaphysics.    Following   the   identification   of   fourteen 
ontological   aporia,   it   transpires   in   Aristotle’s   subsequent   enquiry   that   an 
explanation for the nature of being can only be found in an explanation for the 
nature of primary being; and that this in turn can only be had with recourse to a 
divine being.33   The Western philosophical   tradition which Aristotle   is   in  the 
process of forming here requires a first cause, to the effect that a divine being 
must underpin an a priori primary being.  As V. Politis observes, the connotation 
of   this   realization   for   Aristotle   –   “that   metaphysics   is   both   ontology   and 
theology”34  –   is   never   systematically   stated.35    The   implication   of   this   for 
philosophy is that Aristotle has reached the systemic limit in his metaphysical 
enquiry: that metaphysics is fundamentally aporetic.  







logical   examination   of   man   as   man­the­gratuitous­maker   has   reached   its 
systemic limit, and is thereby sunk in paradox.





33 See Politis (2004) 120-121 and 292-4.
34 Ibid. 121.
35 See ibid, 292.
36 Eco (2000) 24.
37 Aristotle  explicitly  states  the  difficulty  of  the  aporetic  method in  the  Metaphysics following his 
summary of the fourteen ontological aporia in the Metaphysics: “With regard to all these matters not only 
is it hard to get possession of the truth, but it is not easy even to think out the difficulties well.”  Aristotle  
(1928) 996a15-18.
38 This is why Jones appended a further short essay – 'The Utile' – to 'Art and Sacrament' (E&A 180-5). 
However,  this  essay,  proposing  that  contemporary  makers  of  various  kinds  might  compare  their 
32
reason for the essay’s poor contemporary reception.39  Even sympathetic modern 
critics   continue   to   find  an  obscure   coherence   in   the  essay,  or   to   ignore   the 
implications of the knot at  its centre.40     This, as Howard Caygill  remarks in 
another context,   is “a common response to aporetic texts.”41   I   think that the 
sinuous, disconcerting form of 'Art and Sacrament' should be seen as a mark of 
the   limits  of   logical  discourse  in  treating  of   ideas  which subvert   that   logical 
discourse.   And here we reach a point at which we might tentatively introduce 
The   Anathemata,   if   only   momentarily:  The   Anathemata  is   a   successful 
embodiment of those ideas because it is their  embodiment  not their discursive 
vehicle – but,   in being a successful  making,  it   is  also a kind of  resolution  of 
aporia through embodying it in a made object, through a  making, which these 
very   aporia   appear   to   maintain   is   impossible.    The   Anathemata  is   Jones's 
mobilization of a resistance movement.









difficulties with a view to elucidating the apparently complete dichotomy of the utile and gratuitous, ends 
with the following restatement of dilemma: “In the view of the present writer any data whatsoever which  
help toward our understanding of this dichotomy are data most necessary to us in our present fix” (E&A 
185).
39 Late in life, Jones wrote: “All the bloody sweat of half of  Epoch and Artist simply evidently had no 
meaning.  You will remember how we were a little surprised at the time that no one took up the questions 
raised.  They are or are not real questions” (DGC 232).
40 Very little critical space is given over to treatments of Jones’s essays.  Usually, they are only used to 
support  critical  readings  of  the  poetry.   Miles  (1990),  Staudt  (1994),  Corcoran  (1982)  and  Williams 
(2005), though they do write on Jones’s essays apart from his poetry, do not comment on the puzzles at  
the centre of ‘Art and Sacrament’.   They can therefore only interpret his thinking in relation to individual  
aspects of his theory, such as the utile and gratuitous.  The implications of the questioning and confused 
nature of the essay are therefore overlooked.
41 Caygill (1989) 6.  In an endnote (on page 396) Caygill remarks that late classical and early medieval 
readings of Aristotelian ontological aporia “either dissolved the aporia into a wider unity or analyzed it  
out of existence.”
33
It   isn’t   the artist’s   ‘fancy’  or  ‘imagination’   that  imposes  these qualities on a 
work – the blasted stuff is there as plain as a pikestaff – the bugger of it is how 




And  it   is  here  that  we encounter  Jones's   figure  for  art:   the  bread and wine 
transubstantiated into the body and the blood of Christ at the consecration of the 
Eucharist.
(v) The Eucharist: Jones's aporetic figure for art















(1930) and Gregory Dix’s  The Shape of  the Liturgy  (1943;  though Jones first 
encountered   it   in   the   1948   edition)   became   key   texts   for   Jones   in   the 
development of his analogy into a complex statement and justification of the 









canonical   translation   of   the   Lukan   narrative   emphasizes   the   real   presence 
through   the   use   of   the   original   Greek   ‘anamnesis’   rather   than   the   English 
‘remembrance’.  Dix defines anamnesis as being “a ‘re­calling’ or ‘representing’ of 
a thing in such a way that it is not so much regarded as being ‘absent’, as itself  











the   hidden   reality.”45    In   'Art   and   Sacrament',   Jones  wrote   of   the   “various 
materials” of Hogarth’s 'The Shrimp Girl,' and their presentation of a universal 
reality to us: “It is a ‘thing’, an object contrived of various materials…to show 
forth,   recall  and re­present…such and such a  reality.     It   is  a  signum  of   that 
reality, and it makes a kind of anamnesis of that reality.”  However, what really 
matters  –  what   is  over  and above  the  thingly element –   is,  as  Jones shows, 
beyond our knowledge: “the ‘reality’ shown forth is too complicated to posit with 
43 De la Taille (1934) 210.
44 Dix (1945) 245
45 De la Taille (1934) 206.  Cf. Heidegger’s statement of this dual existence: “the art work is something 
else over and above the thingly element.  This something else in the work constitutes its artistic nature.”  
Heidegger (1971) 19.
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any   precision   or   fullness”   (E&A  174).     Jones’s   Eucharistic   analogy   –   the 
foundational presence of which is again signified in this description by Jones's 
use of the term 'anamnesis' – steps into the discursive breach and shows us what 






bread and wine – themselves "quasi­artefacts" (see  Ana  30­1), as he notes46  – 














makings.   And the Eucharist  in turn re­presents  in the process of the priest’s 
actions and words both the institution at the Supper and the sacrifice on Calvary, 
both of which are seen by Jones as art­acts, and which, being central to Western 
46 In his copy of Gregory Dix's The Shape of the Liturgy (dated 3 August 1948 in his hand) Jones has 
marked the following passage with a large asterisk:  “the offering of bread and wine – not wheat and 
grapes…– is the offering of human labour upon God’s gifts…Do we not expressly call them ‘these Thy 
creatures of bread and wine’?”  DJL Dix (1945).  Jones mis-remembers this passage in the Preface to The 
Anathemata (in note 3, Ana 30).
47 See Miles (1990) 21.
48 See Corcoran (1982) 9.


















or­won’t­it?   nature.    One  of   the   reasons   Jones  was   attracted   to   the   use   of 
analogy   in  general   (as  we  shall   see   in  detail   in  Chapter  4)  was  because  of 






its ambiguity,  its open­endedness.   As such,  it   formally  imitates that which it 
seeks   to   describe:   between   the   immaterial   and   the  material   is   an   invisible 
process of making.   In specific regard to  The Anathemata,  this thesis seeks to 
make that process at least partially visible.
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utile   from Jacques Maritain  (via  Eric  Gill),  and  the overall   structure   for   the 
arrangement of these ideas and knowledge from Aristotle and St Thomas.   The 
Anathemata is at least in part a synthesis of Jones's textual inheritance; but it is 
also  a  poem,  and  it  was  as  a  practising  artist  that  Jones   found his   logically 
cohesive system of thought to be twisted into aporia.   Equally, though, it was 





reality of  that problem at the same time as attempting to overcome it.    The 
Anathemata is a making about the inescapable necessity of making.  As such, this 
thesis gets to the heart of the situational difficulties Jones sought to outline in 
'Art and Sacrament.'     In exploring the making of  The Anathemata,  this thesis 
reassesses  David   Jones's  achievement  by   focusing  on   the  poet's   foundational 
principle, and so also on the poem's subject in action forming the poem itself.
38
III. Methodology, Structure and Aims of this Thesis
The essays  collected as  Genetic  Criticism:  Texts  and Avant­textes  (2004) were 
translated from the French and published in English because the editors felt that 
“since interest in the materiality of texts is now strong in the English­speaking 





















intentionality,   and  ways   of  meaning.   In  what   follows,   I  will   summarise   the 
50 Deppman, Ferrer and Groden (2004) 1.
51 Deppman, Ferrer and Groden (2004) 2.
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(i) The emergence of  la critique génétique
In  order   for   the  emergence  of  genetic   criticism  to  have  occurred   in  France, 
theoretical and material pre­requisites had to be in place.   First, the notion of  
text as an unstable object was required, one in which texts are experienced as 
“the   contingent   manifestations   of   a  diachronous  play   of   signifiers.”     For 
Deppman,   Ferrer   and   Groden,   Roland   Barthes'   'From  Work   to   Text'   (first 
published   in   French   in  1971)   stands   as   the   exemplary   statement   of   such   a 















52 Deppman and Ferrer's introduction to Genetic Criticism: Texts and Avant-Textes (2004) 5.
53 Jean Bellemin-Noël, 'Psychoanalytic Reading and the Avant-Texte' [first published in French in 1982] 
in Deppman, Ferrer and Groden (2004) 30.
54 Deppman,  Ferrer  and Groden (2004) 5.   The increasing preservation of  manuscript  materials  by 
authors is linked by Dirk Van Hulle to the self-consciousness that has characterized literature from the 





manuscrits,  pour quio faire?'  ('Manuscripts:  So what?').55    Invigorated by this 
theoretical efflorescence, a growing number of scholars began working on this 
object of enquiry – process – and formulating a new theoretical framework and 




manuscripts   in   terms of   the  conscious   intentions  of   the  author,  an approach 
which had seemed to be inextricably linked to manuscript studies through the 
1950s and  '60s,   in spite  of   the dominance of   the  nouvelle   critique  in  French 
literary   criticism.     The   passage   Deppman,   Ferrer   and   Groden   quote   from 
Bellemin­Noël   still   stands   today  as   a   summational  description  of  one  of   the 
central tenets of genetic criticism:




by  which,   in  order   to   form  itself,  something   transformed   itself,   all   the  while 
forming that locus of transformation of meaning that we call a text.56







1982   and   1994,   undertake   genetic   critical   examinations   of   Flaubert, 
55 See Deppman, Ferrer and Groden (2004) 7.
56 Jean Bellemin-Noël's  book  Le Texte et  l'avant-texte: es Brouillons d'une poèm de Milosz (1972), 




this,  each   investigation opens  up a  new perspective  on notions  of   textuality, 
literary influence, the embededness of the politico­cultural present in writing, 








expressed   an   interest   in   investigating   the  means   by   which   the   writing   of 
literature   occurs.     However,   it   is   only   with   Edgar   Allen   Poe's   essay   'The 




57 As regards textuality, Pierre-Marc Biasi's 'Toward a Science of Literature: Manuscript Analysis and 
the Genesis of the Work' (pp.36-68) (first published in French in 1985) shows (among other things) how 
manuscript study has altered the conception of the 'work' as 'text'; Jacques Neefs' 'With a Live Hand: 
Three  Versions  of  Textual  Transimission  (Chateaubriand,  Montaigne,  Stendhal)'  (pp.96-115)  (first 
published in 1986) uses a comparative approach to show how different authors had different attitudes to 
the  finality  of  their  published  work;  while  Jean-Louis  Lebrave's  'Hypertexts  –  Memories  –  Writing'  
(pp.218-37)  (first  published  in  1994)  explores  the  difference  new technologies  might  involve in  our 
presentation and conception of texts and avant-textes.  Raymonde Debray Genette's 'Flaubert's “A Simple 
Heart,” or How to Make an Ending: A Study of the Manuscripts' (pp.69-95) (first published in 1984) 
explores the way in which Flaubert dealt with the models of his literary tradition in the completion of his  
short  story.   Henri  Mitterand,  in  'Genetic  Criticism  and  Cultural  History:  Zola's  Rougon-Macquart  
Dossiers' (pp.116-131) (first published in 1989), explores how historical textures enter, and are retrievable 
by us as genetic critics from within, a text.  As regards form, Daniel Ferrer and Jean-Michel Rabaté's 
'Paragraphs in Expansion (James Joyce)' (pp.132-151) (first published in 1989) uses a view of the way 
Joyce's paragraphs grew to suggest a new concept of what a paragraph is; while Almuth Grésillon, in 'Still 
Lost Time: Already the Text of the Recherche' (pp.152-70), explores how Proust's repetitions of 'already' 
and 'not yet' were built up into a grammatico-rhetorical form which interrogates the experience of time.  
Finally, as regards autobiography, Catherine Viollet, in 'Proust's “Confessions of a Young Girl”: Truth or  
Fiction?' (pp.171-92) (first published in 1991), explores the way Proust dealt with and confessed his own 
sexuality  in  the  writing  of  this  story;  while  Philippe  Lejeune's  'Auto-Genesis:  Genetic  Studies  of 
Autobiographical Texts' (pp.193-217) explores how autobiographical texts need to be viewed, and what 





critical   tradition.     Indeed,   as   Deppman,   Ferrer   and   Groden   point   out,   the 
geneaology of interest in process moves from Poe, through Mallarmé and Valéry, 
to the French scholars at CAM and ITEM.59
So,  what  of   the English tradition?    In the twentieth century,  many works  in 
English have appeared, prior to the theorisation of a  critique génétique,  which 
explore the process of writing.   Frank Budgen's  James Joyce and the Making of  
'Ulysses' (1923), published just one year after Joyce's novel, is a precursor to the 
emergence  of   the  most   extensive  genetic   critical   investigation  upon a   single 
author within Anglo­American letters, to which we shall return shortly.   More 
generally, between the late­1950s and the early 1980s, and apparently working 
against   the   dominant   New   Critical   orthodoxy,   a   number   of   critical   works 
dedicated to examining the writerly methods of Eliot, Yeats, Hardy, Dickinson 
and Charlotte Brontë appeared.   For the French genetic critics, however, these 
studies   can   not   rightly   be   described   as   genetic   critical  works   because   they 
“tended   to   be   pragmatic   and   not   theoretically   self­conscious,   to   consider 
textuality and intention as unproblematic, and to see the manuscripts exclusively 
in relation to the subsequent published work.”60   As the structuralist and post­
structuralist   notions   of   text   have   gradually   come   to   assume   theoretical 






An   overview   of   Anglo­American   textual   criticism   is   helpful   here.     In   the 
development of Anglo­American textual editing practices – and of theories of 
58 See Deppman, Ferrer and Groden (2004) 3.
59 See ibid. 6.
60 Ibid. 4-5.




French tradition,   in which such a change occurred as a theoretical  explosion 
between  1968   and  1972.    Nevertheless,   this   conception  of   textuality,  which 
would   appear   to   be   a   precondition   for   the   emergence   of   a   'strong'   genetic 
criticism – one which finds infinite process rather than final text – no longer has 
a whiff of the occult about it: it is relatively mainstream.   Prior to this, the so­
called  Greg­Bowers   tradition   had   predominated   in   Anglo­American   editorial 














Dirk  Van Hulle  points  out   in  Textual  Awareness:  A  Genetic  Study  of   the  Late  
Manusrcipts   by   Joyce,   Proust   and   Mann  (2004),   a   chimera.     Indeed,   the 
foundational precepts of the Greg­Bowers and New Criticism traditions are the 
same: that such a thing as the text exists.  In the mid­1980s, this notion began to 
come under   fire   from textual  editorial   theorists.63   Herschel  Parker  explicitly 
62 Walter W. Greg, 'Rationale of Copy-Text' (1950-1), quoted in Van Hulle (2004) 24.
63 The second of D. C. Greetham's two types of textual theory – a simple and a complex – came into 
being at this time.  “One [the former] is the theory or theories that drive editorial decisions and editorial  
display of those decisions.  This is, if you will, 'simple' theory, and it may appear to be metaphysical  
because it may appeal to generalizations about the supposed nature of text.  The other [the latter] is the 
theory ('complex' theory) that responds to the very instability that these individual theories partake of, and 
emblematize, in their disparate characterizations of text...We may call the first sort of theory Newtonian,  
since it continually appeals to a metaphysical or universal ground, and the second Einsteinean, since it  
denies any stable 'place' for meaning or measurement.” Greetham (1999) 19.
44














and  contingency,   and   thus  destabilise   a   singular  notion  of   textuality.65    It   is 
within this theoretical climate – one in which, to use D. C. Greetham's phrase,  
the  “de­naturalizing of   textual  practice”   is  a  guiding  principle  –   that  genetic 
criticism has   begun   to   emerge   in  Anglo­American   scholarship.66    I  will   now 
present an overview of  the development of  genetic  critical  work on Joyce  in 
order to provide an exemplary account of what Anglo­American genetic criticism 
has been able to achieve.




Joyce industry has been growing.   Fred Higginson's  Anna Livia Plurabelle: The  
Making  of  A  Chapter  (1960),   although   its  methods  of  presentation  are  now 
outdated, nevertheless enables the reader to see how each draft stage of  the 
writing of 'Anna Livia Plurabelle' developed out of its predecessor.   In the late­
1970s,   the   British   Library   (and   other)   Joyce   documents  were   published   in 
64 See Van Hulle (2004) 25-26.
65 Van Hulle (2004) 37-40.
66 Greetham (1999) 5.  According to Greetham, textual editorial practice has lagged behind these de-
stabilized theories of textuality because editing is so time-consuming.  See Greetham (1999) 2-4.
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Finnegans Wake  Notebooks and Radical Philology', published in  Probes  (1995), 
observes   that   David   Hayman   was   practising   a   form   of   genetic   criticism 
comparable   with   the   French  critique   génétique  several   years   prior   to   the 
theorization of the French discipline.  The first properly genetic critical study of 




manuscripts  of  Finnegans  Wake  by   the  James   Joyce  Archive  in  1978,  Claude 
Jacquet, Jean­Michel Rabate, Daniel Ferrer and Laurent Milesi founded the Joyce 
Studies Group in France in 1982, which was affiliated with ITEM, which as we 







yields  much  more  marketable   results.”69   By   contrast,   scholarly  work  within 
ITEM in France has the expectation of long hours and few results institutionally 
written into its research agenda.  Thus, while genetic critical work on Joyce has 
continued  to  be  produced  in  English,   it  has  been  far   surpassed by both   the 
volume and critical reach of the work in French.  
67 In PMLA LXIII (March 1958): pp.136­154.  See Lernout (1995) 20.
68 See Lernout (1995) 25.




study of Joyce's last work,  How Joyce Wrote  'Finnegans Wake',  edited by Luca 
Crispi and Sam Slote, and published in 2007, attempts only to provide a detailed 




and   textuality   remain   uninterrogated.     Moreover,   in   some   essays   in   the 
collection,   the   genetic   approach   –   though   its   purpose   is   presented   in   the 
introduction as being to “understand the writing as a process rather than reduce 
its   complexity”   –   regresses   (theoretically   speaking)   into   literary   critical 










The very title of  Van Hulle's  book  implicitly  stakes the claim that   theoretical 
questions are inextricably linked to the empirical study of manuscripts within 
genetic criticism: through  genetic study we will increase our  textual awareness. 
70 A kind of obverse of this is Lawrence Rainey's Revisiting 'The Waste Land' (2005), which does engage 
with literary historical and sociocritical influences on Eliot's writing, but makes no contribution to the 
theorization of genetic criticism, nor uses its enquiry as a springboard to remark on other theoretical  
issues.
71 For  example,  R.  J.  Schork  concludes  'Genetic  Primer:  Chapter  I.6'  by  stating  that  “without  the 
appication of a modicum of genetic techniques most of these [preceding] insights would lie obscured by  
the series of little clouds that Joyce arranged to dance over the surface of Finnegans Wake.” Crispi and 
Slote (2007) 139.  This conception of genetic criticism, being concerned less with process as an object of 
study than with decoding the final text, is at odds with the presiding view of geneticists, and of myself.
72 See Groden's Preface (pp.vii-xi); Deppman's 'A Chapter in Composition: Chapter II.4' (pp.304-46); 
and Ferrer 'Wondrous Devices in the Dark: Chapter III.4 (pp.410-35) in Crispi and Slote (2007).
73 It should be noted that Van Hulle also contributed the same kind of 'hermetic' Joyce essay to the latter  
















the  making  of   the  book,   focuses  on  the   roles   Jones's  amanuenses  played   in 
altering   the   text.     Such   non­authorial   alterations   were   either   adapted   as 
serendipitous textual 'improvements', were rejected, or went unnoticed by Joyce. 
The   fact   that   textual   editors   cannot   definitively   discover   which   of   these 
categories every part of Joyce's text belongs to in the production of a final text 
leads   van  Hulle   to   the   view   that  Finnegans  Wake  was   always   still  Work   in 
Progress.75  








74 Van Hulle (2004) 1-2.
75 Ibid. 95-113 and 155-8.
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Sally Bushell’s  Text as Process:  Creative  Composition  in Wordsworth, Tennyson,  
and Dickinson  (2009) explores the same context for the emergence of genetic 
criticism,   but,   unlike   Van  Hulle,   then   goes   on   to   explore   in   depth   how   a 








and   the   relation   of   this   work   to   their   native   theoretical   and   practical 
inheritances, Bushell proposes that an Anglo­American genetic criticism, if it is to 
emerge,   needs   to   address   the   relationship   it   has   with   its   critical   heritage. 











Reader and writer are both retroactively placing  intention onto text,  but  the 
difference is that for the writer, this is not just a question of interpretation or 
self­interpretation but part of an active process and event: a sequence of acts will 
76 Indeed, the very title  of Sally Bushell's earlier "Intention Revisited:  Towards an Anglo-American 
'Genetic Criticism'" (2005) reveals how the practice of genetic criticism in English cannot be said to 
participate in a 'movement'.
77 Bushell (2009) 54.
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follow from that reappropriation.   For the writer at the time of writing, unlike 








for  literary composition which  is  structured according to different  intentional 
functions.     Thus   we   find   programmatic   intention,   contingent   intention, 













hypotheses   freely   established   during   the   process   of   reading   through   the 
enormous amount of material in the ‘David Jones Papers’ archive at the National 
Library   of  Wales,  Aberystwyth.    And  one  highly   significant   discovery   of  my 
research as far as an Anglo­American genetic criticism is concerned is that, when 
I came to read Text as Process, its typology of literary composition tallied with my 
own findings  in   relation  to  Jones.    Bushell’s   typology  is   in  my view a  good 
78 Ibid. 55-56.
79 Each of these different types of intention involves (usually) distinct practical manifestations in the 
writing of a work, and so is identifiable.  For a complete list, see Ibid 72-4.






based  largely  on Heidegger’s  approach  to  process   in  Being and Time  (1927). 
The final part of this chapter – ‘A Very Brief Conclusion: The Hermeneutic Circle’  
–   transposes   the   theorized  function of   the  hermeneutic   circle  as   the  process 









The  text  as  process  does not  have a stable  authorial  meaning;   the whole  of 
which it is a part does not exist in its entirety at the time of writing.  As a result, 
the   coming­into­being   of   the   text   holds   three   temporal   interpretative 
dimensions: the writer at the time of active composition moving between part 
and whole; the reader (or the writer, later) responding to the entirety of process 

















of   engagement   with   process:   “[b]y   Genetic   Criticism…I   mean   any   act   of 

















(iii)  Uses of this thesis
An important question to ask at this point is: Where does this thesis fit in with 
82 Falconer (1993) 3.
83 Bushell is well aware of this critical antipathy to process.  One of her main aims is stated as follows:  
“I want to validate process as an object of analysis in its own right and to consider textual material in a  
state of process in a way that allows for its difference from the published or printed text.” Bushell (2009) 
32.
84 Hayman and Slote (1995) 11.
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the tangled history of genetic criticism outlined above?   The thesis itself  will  
provide   the   full   answer   to   that   question;   but   I   should   remark   that   I   draw 
methodologically, and in terms of how I wish to present my findings, upon all of 
the   precedent   works   I   have   mentioned.     I   attempt   always   to   provide   a 



















Wake  (1939),   the   two  most   important   contemporary   texts   for   Jones,  whose 
makings  are  both  well­documented.    Finnegans  Wake,   as  we  have   seen,  has 
become   probably   the  most  written   about  work   in   English­language   genetic 
criticism.   Likewise, the making of  The Waste Land, because its manuscript has 
been available in facsimile since 1971 and is of a manageable scale, has been 
addressed.    The   features   of   these   three   makings,   although   they   vary 
considerably,  exhibit  a   set  of  commonalities  which   I   think  is   specific   to   that 
epoch,   but   by   no  means   those   artists.     These   commonalities   centre   upon 
intentionality, dialectical tension (which relates to Bushell's notion of the role of 
53
the   hermeneutic   circle   in   the   act   of  writing),   and   the  unendingness   of   the 
makerly task.  




the poem's  purpose  is   to   illuminate  towards  rather   than  away  from  paradox. 










an important  moment at which he achieved  'the kind of writing'  he was not 
capable of  seven years before.    'Anathemata'  are votive objects,  but  as Jones 
states  in his Preface,   it   is   intended that  the reader also experience the word 





gradually  amassed a  whole  complex of  oppositions  which were  brought   into 
dialectical   tension with one another  within the fabric  of  his  poem,  from the 
smallest   to   the   largest   scale:   blessed/cursed,   sacred/profane,   high/low, 
gratuitous/utile.  Such oppositions are of course a common feature of modernist 
writing, and indeed of pre­modernist writing.   My proposition, though, is that 
these  oppositions,   in  being   felt   for   the   first   time   to  be   irresolvable  and   felt 
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moreover as  the  dominant epochal force, led to certain characteristic writerly 














form  in   terms of   the  process  of   the  making  of   that   form –   those  dialectical 
tensions   were   an   integral   part   of   the   poem's   genesis.     So,   in   addition   to 
addressing theoretical aspects from the springboard of a genetic critical method, 
each   of   the   five   chapters   also   addresses   a   different   dialectical   tension   or 
movement which was a feature of the making of The Anathemata and places it in 
the context of modernism.  These are (1) the fragment of writing as intrinsically 


















Anathemata  was   published.  However,   I   do  dip   into   Jones's  memories   of   his 

















◊    1    ◊
“ F r a g m e n t s  o f  a n  a t t e m p t e d  w r i t i n g ”


















for  Jones  a  method of  writing  which,   in  the absence  of  a  narrative   form to 
motivate his continuing work, propelled the making onwards but also allowed 





I. The Problem of Makerly Impetus
(i) The challenge of the formal whole








The earliest  mention Jones makes,   in May 1938,  of   the first  writing he was 
engaged upon after the publication of  In Parenthesis  makes it clear that such a 
combination is at play:  "this effort is, I fear, about 'ideas',  the  one  thing I have 









must   be   fundamental   for   the   artist   at   work:   "but   what  is  that   whole?" 
Significantly, no answer to this question is given in the essay.
86 There are several Thomists and neo-Thomists among the people Jones quotes or acknowledges as 
influential to the writing of  The Anathemata in the Preface: Jacques Maritain, Martin D'Arcy, Fr Gilby, 
Duns Scotus and, of course, Thomas Aquinas (see Ana 36-39).
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In the Preface to The Anathemata, Jones asserts that the poet's work is "bound up 























(ii) Movements away from perspective and narrative
“It   is  one  of  my  few convictions,”  wrote  David  Jones   in   the  Preface   to  The 
Anathemata, “that what goes for one art goes for all of 'em, in some sense or 
other” (Ana 34).  As both painter and poet, perspective and narrative order were 








Ede.87    During   this   rare   visit   abroad,   Jones   had   almost   certainly   his   first 
experience of Picasso's work.88   Jones described this experience in a draft letter 
to The Times in 1945: "[Picasso] is the master of the Eclectic in a big[?] way & 








terraced gardens stretch out   in a   line within  the ordering scheme of  Jones's 
single­point perspective; for example, in The Suburban Order (1926) (see Figure 
1).   Two years later, in Landscape at the Coast (1928), Jones's landscapes remain 
tied   to   the   creation   of   an   illusion   of   three­dimensional   depth   on   the   two­
dimensional plain (see Figure 2).  
87 See Miles and Shiel (1995) 106.
88 Jones  probably  knew at  least  some of  Picasso's  work  in  reproduction  in  view of  his  teacher  at 
Camberwell  College  of  Art,  Bernard  Meninsky,  being  an  advocate  of  Post-Impressionism  and  its 
successive movements, amongst them, of course, Cubism.
89 Jones's development during this period is described in Miles and Shiel (1995) 126-130.  The authors  
are not aware of Jones having seen Picasso’s work during his Paris visit.
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Figure 1 – 'The Suburban Order' (1926) Figure 2 – 'Landscape at the Coast' (1928)




subverted  by   the   inchoate   forms  present   in  other  parts  of   the  painting:   the 











extremities   of   the   painting   are   all   that   guides   our   experience   of   three­
dimensional space.  All else is in a riot of colour and line, and the cattle – profile 
and line – might have come straight out of the caves at Lascaux.  
Figure 4 – 'Cattle in the Park' (1932)
In the same four year period we have covered above, Jones wrote almost all of 
In   Parenthesis,   in  which   a   desire   for   order   is   continually   expressed   by   the 
















infantry,  whose  normal   habitat   is   profoundly   alienated   from domesticity,   an 
alienation which the officers are able to avoid:
H.Q.­wallahs,   Base­wallahs   and   all   Staff­wallahs   are   canteen­wallahs,   who 
snore­off with the lily­whites; but these [the infantrymen] sit in the wilderness, 






























Benjamin   has   written   –   it   was   because   the   story   necessarily   reduces   to 
paradigm.90   The story becomes a lie because it tells only what can be known – 
'Narrative',   'narration',   'to   narrate'   derive   from   Latin  gnárus  ('knowing', 
















90 See Benjamin (1992) 83-107.
91 This  etymology is  taken  from the  second  footnote  to  page  1  of  Hayden  White's  'The  Value  of  
Narrativity in the Representation of Reality'.
92 In 'Welsh Poetry' (1957), Jones praises James Joyce's "unflinching integrity" in his efforts to achieve a 














































of  decades  or   thereabouts,   the  very   familiar   stance  of   the   figure,   rather 
bored,   indifferent   glance   toward   a   closely   grouped   fiercely   gesticulating 
Palestinians.[...]
But   occasionally   I   saw   either   from  my  window   or   in  mouching 
around,  a  squad of   these  figures   that   seen singly  evoked comparisons of 
twenty years back, in the Nord or the Pais de Calais or the Somme.  But now 
in   their   full  parade rig…evoked not   the  familiar   things of   less   than  two 
decades back, but rather of two millenia close on[...]  
(TL 22)






A comparison with Proust's  narrator's  tea and madeleine experience  is  useful 
here.





the   ruins  of   all   the   rest;   and  bear  unflinchingly,   in   the   tiny  and  almost 
impalpable drop of their essence, the vast structure of recollection.93
The significance of these experiences of 'evocation' and 'recollection' for Jones 







experience.     If   Jones's  experience   in  Jerusalem was  a  psychological   salve,   it  
seems also to have been an aesthetic one: it offered him a paradigm for the 
fitting   together   in  his   arts  which  did  not   reduce   the   tangle   of   being   to  an 
unrepresentative narrative or perspectival order.










their  existence to this experience  in that  they are all  concerned with Roman 
Judea   at   the   time   of   the   Passion,   at  which   time   and   place  another   ‘fitting 
together’ had occurred: Christ's acts in the Cenacle and on the hill, in which all 
93 Proust (1996) 54.
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time was located within a single moment.




experiment  toward  The Anathemata.    Having said that,  in  spite  of   the Boast 
being an apparent solution to the writing of a non­narrative long poem, it was 















part of a body.   And it is in this sense that I here use the word 'religious'.   It  






















(iii) Experimentation and the makerly ligament
William Blissett,  a friend of David Jones from the late­1950s onwards, noted 







this   form   suggesting   that   form  –   happiness   comes  when   the   forms   assume 
significance with regard to this juxtaposition to each other – even though the 
original   ‘idea’   was   somewhat   different...The   happiest   ones   seem   to   make 
themselves.  
(DGC 137)











him   to   move   away   from   narrative   form:   the   presence   of   this   extraneous 


































adequate   to  modernity   be  made,   it   is   again   true   that   the   risk   of   failure   is 
augmented.  Although the successful realization of a shape is far from certain, it 
is  clear   that  Jones has no other  choice available   to  him.    Jones's  method  is 
presented defeatedly as a kind of absence of method: “it seems all you can do is 








In   the   first   phase   of   his   experimentation   between   1937   and   1941   –  work 
published as 'The Book of Balaam's Ass' (RQ 185­211) and 'The Old Quarry I and 
II'  (RQ  113­131 and 155­184)  by Rene Hague96  –  we witness Jones gravitate 
towards elements of the narrative form he has sought to avoid.  The first section, 
95 See Trotter (2000) 10-15, where Trotter explores the difficulty of ascribing meaning and value to 
chance in a culture in which the dominant discourse is deterministic.
96 Jones's working title, 'The Book of Balaam's Ass', applied to much more of his work than Hague 
allows in The Roman Quarry.  This is discussed in Chapter 2, and is represented in Appendix 5.
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which   Jones  had   typed   in  1940,  presents   a   chaotic  mixture  of   impressions, 
voices,   times,   and  places.    However,   towards   the  end  of   this   sequence   is   a 
passage about the 'Zone', representative of a completely utile existence (RQ 207­
9); and following this, the lamentation at modernity which Jones re­wrote three 







































could  not  be  made   to   achieve   a  whole   after   their  writing   because   such   an 
extrinsic post facto structuration was insensitive to the originary process of their 
making: “I never managed to forge the necessary connecting links,” Jones wrote 
later;   “it   remained   chunks   of   material   that   I   worked   on   sometimes   in 
considerable detail.” (TL 19)  'Chunks' could be worked within, but never across 
– i.e. they could not be made to cease being 'chunks' and become a whole.  An 
holistic   form   to   a   successful   long   poem,   it  would   seem,  would   have   to   be 
generated within and by the making process.

















thing   itself"   (IN  24).    The  motivating   force  behind  its  making  –   the  poem's 
'necessity' – was not some extrinsic structuring principle like a narrative scheme, 
but was emergent from within it.  The 'inner necessities' of The Anathemata are 
those   internal   elements   of   the   text   which   suggested   to   Jones   their   own 
development,   extension,   embellishment,   or   elucidation,   and   propelled   the 
writing on.   By 1945, his 'ligament' had become his own text, so far produced. 
We will examine the specific nature of what I will call Jones's method of the 

























Jones   developed   in   response   to   the   makerly   conundrum   explored   in   the 
preceding section.
(i) The Romantic inauguration of an aesthetic of the fragment










recognises,   began   with   Friedrich   Schlegel's   fragments,   published   in   the 
Athenaeum between 1797 and 1800.  The fragment did of course become one of 
the most recognisable formal properties of the poetry of the English Romantics. 






his   individuality   through   and   against   a   formal   mode   invented   by   his 
contemporaries.  Whereas the German fragments structurally address an already 






"A   fragment,   like   a   small  work  of   art,   has   to  be   entirely   isolated   from  the 
97 Elias (2004) 1.
98 Levinson  categorises  these  into  the  'true',  the  'completed',  the   'deliberate',  and  the  'dependent' 
fragment,  as  exemplified  by  Wordsworth's  'Nutting'  and  Coleridge's  'Christabel'  (true  fragments);  
Coleridge's 'Kubla Khan' and Byron's 'The Giaour' (completed fragments); Byron's 'When, to their airy  
hall', and Shelley's 'The Daemon of the World', 'A Vision of the Sea' and 'Julian and Maddalo' ('deliberate'  
fragments);  and  finally  Keats's  'Hyperion'  and  'The  Fall  of  Hyperion'  ('dependent'  fragments).   See 
Levinson (1986) passim.
99  Levinson (1986) 11.
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and  no   longer   extant  whole;   after   Schlegel,   the  whole  might  be   something 
approached through the fragment (even if its achievement be forever deferred): 




The  authors   of   the  Literary  Absolute  summarize   the   end   to  which   the   Jena 
romantics strove: to "perform...the 'synthesis' of the Ancient and the modern... to 












100 Quoted in Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy (c.1988) 43.
101 Excerpt from Aphorism [Fragment] 116, in Schlegel (1968) 141.  The editors of Schlegel here, Ernst  
Behler  and  Roman  Struc,  translate  'fragmente'  as  'aphorism'.   Thus  they  subvert  Schlegel's  positive 
formulation of the fragment by stubbornly refusing its reformulation.  Compare their translation of the 
'hedgehog' fragment with that of Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy: "An aphorism ought to be entirely isolated 
from the surrounding world like a little work of art and complete in itself like a hedgehog." (Schlegel 
(1968) 35-36); "A fragment, like a small work of art, has to be entirely isolated from the surrounding  
world and be complete in itself like a hedgehog." (Schlegel, in Lacoue-Labarte and Nancy (c.1988) 43). 
Schlegel is quoted as differentiating the aphorism and the fragment in terms of coherence: "aphorisms are  
coherent fragments" (ibid).  Coherence implies a no-longer-becoming, which, as we will see, goes against 






the  perfect  work;  and   that  perfect  work   is,   astonishingly,   exemplified  by  an 
image   for   a   fragment   (the  hedgehog)  as  presented  within  a   self­consciously 
fragmented piece of writing (Schlegel's Athanaeumfragmente).  
By way of commentary on the 'hedgehog' fragment, Lacoue­Labarthe and Nancy 
write:   "Thus,   the  detachment  or   isolation  of   fragmentation   is  understood   to 
correspond exactly to completion and totality."104  They elucidate thus:
Fragmentary totality,   in keeping with what  should be called  the  logic  of   the 














assertion   of   fragmentary   generativity   in   the   last   of   his  Grains   of   Pollen: 
"'Fragments of this kind are literary seeds: certainly, there may be many sterile 
grains   among   them,   but   this   is   unimportant   if   only   a   few   of   them   take 












from past reality.     In Schlegel,  there is  introduced a dialectical nature to the 
fragment: it is both fragment and whole, both unfinishable and finished; and it is 
each of these, moreover, only because it is the other.  The shift in the tropological 
significance  of   the   fragmentary   form which  occurred   in   the  movement   from 
romanticism   to   modernism   introduced   a   historical   (rather   than   a   solely 
philosophical)  element   to   the  self­divided notion of   the   fragment.    Also,   the 
dialectical   relationship   between   broken   part   and   unified   whole   becomes 
resonant with a distinctively modernist sense of cultural decline in contrast to 
the positivity of romanticism.   Thus the two dialectical poles of fragment and 
whole  which   had   been   co­represented   in   the   exultant   Schlegelian   fragment 
become associated also with a cultural­historical fall and redemption.  We shall 
now examine this development in detail.
(ii) The Modernist fragment
In T. S. Eliot's view, James Joyce's development of "the mythical method" in the 
writing of Ulysses (1922) was "a step toward making the modern world possible 
for   art".    The  modern artist,  working   from within  an unstable  and   formless 
civilization, must find "something stricter" than the forms available to his or her 
cultural forebears.  For Eliot, the use of myth "is simply a way of controlling, of 
ordering,  of  giving  a   shape and a   significance   to   the   immense  panorama of 
futility and anarchy which is contemporary history."   The artist, then, will use 





















did   not   produce   the   same   effects   in   all   places,   so   that   the   differences   of 
attainment between the various social strata of one and the same people and 
between different peoples came to be – if not greater – at least more noticeable. 
The   spread  of  publicity  and   the   crowding  of  mankind  on  a   shrinking  globe 









107 Eliot (1963) 201-2.
108 Auerbach (1953) 549-50.  Although Auerbach does not directly refer to fragmentation, he is clearly 
describing an increasing impression of disintegration in modernity.  An alternative representation of the  
causes of this disintegration, or fragmentation, is presented by Marshall Berman in All That Is Solid Melts  
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denies such a possibility.   If  Auerbach's description of  'synthetic and objective 
attempts   at   interpretation'   might   stand   for   the   artist's  desire  in   the   early 
twentieth   century,   the   reality   of   the   experience   of   life   –   a   'violent   clash  of 







very   sophisticated   savaging:   the   literary   artist   gleefully   deploys   his   or   her 
fragments in ululating repudiation of a civilizational fragmentation which has 
made such a form both possible (a cause for exultation) and necessary (a cause 




that  ruined state.     It   is  here that  we  locate the major dialectical   turn which 
underlies   the   literary  modernist  movement:   the   experience   of   a   fragmented 
culture devoid of value leads to the creation of new cultural artefacts in its own 
fragmented image, and which do exhibit value.
Into Air: The Experience of Modernity  (1982).  Berman's title is taken from Marx, whom he places in a 
prophet-of-modernism role.   In  Berman's  reading,  the  modern  West  is  experienced  as  disintegrating 
because this is how, with capital at its centre, it dialectically sustains itself:  “Our lives are controlled by a 
ruling class with vested interests not merely in change but in crisis and chaos.  'Uninterrupted disturbance,  
everlasting uncertainty and agitation' [to quote Marx,] instead of subverting this society, actually serve to 
strengthen it.  Catastrophes are transformed into lucrative opportunities for redevelopment and renewal;  
disintegration works as a mobilizing and hence an integrating force.  The one spectre that really haunts  
the modern ruling class, and that really endangers the world it has created in its image, is the one thing  
that traditional elites (and, for that matter, traditional masses) have always yearned for: prolonged solid 
stability.  In this world, stability can only mean entropy, slow death, while our sense of progress and  
growth is our only way of knowing for sure that we are alive.  To say that our society is falling apart is  











we   can   only   release   an   individual   here   or   there.     T.   S.   Eliot   first   name 
chosen...Eliot,   in bank, makes £500.   Too tired to write, broke down; during 








poem  most   closely   engaged  with   and   formally   symptomatic   of   the   ruin   of 
civilization might be the source of that civilization's regeneration, we find an 
expression of the central dialectical working of the modernist literary fragment: 





development of  the  ideogrammic method  in his poetry, made possible by his 
109 From the Bel Espirit document enclosed with a letter of 18 March 1922 to William Carlos Williams, 

















and   then  another  until   at   some point  one  gets  off   the  dead  and  desensitized  
surface of the reader's mind, onto a part that will register.111









Imagist  movement   in  verse  seems   to  be,   in   retrospect,   to  have  been  critical 
rather   than creative,  and as  criticism very   important."113    Imagism may have 
drawn attention to the need for a more  linguistically unfamiliar approach to 
110 Pound, 'Imagisme and England: A Vindication and an Anthology', T. P. 's Weekly, 25 (February 1915) 
185; quoted by Gefin (1982) 14.
111 Pound, Guide to Kulchur (1938); quoted by Gefin (1982) 38 – my emphases.
112 Pound quoted in Patterson (1971) 23.
113 Eliot, quoted in Patterson (1971) 27.
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fragments of experience, but it was always a single fragment which the Imagists 
sought to represent; Pound's   ideogrammic method, by contrast,  presents  'first 
one facet  and then another.'    Eliot,   in his  own attempt  to  develop a poetics 
appropriate   to  modern   experience  between  1914   and  1922,   drew  upon   the 
French Symbolists, who were concerned with crafting a structure which befitted 
the particular poem in hand rather than fitting a set of impressions or images to 













of  barbaric  civilization.    The reader has  to allow the  images  to  fall   into  his 
memory   successively  without   questioning   the   reasonableness   of   each   at   the 
moment; so that, at the end, a total effect is produced.115






humorous   description,  "a   horrible   agglomerate   compost,...a   doughy  mess   of 
third­hand  Keats,  Wordsworth,   heaven  knows  what,   fourth­hand  Elizabethan 
114 For the influence of the Symbolists on Eliot, see Patterson (1971) 40-49.
115 Eliot, introduction to Perse's Anabasis, quoted by Patterson (1971) 44.
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was   widespread,   as   the   following   exemplary   soundbites   from   four 









Psychologically  it   is  of no  importance that this visible image be composed of 
fragments  of   spoken   language,   for   the  bond  between  these   fragments   is  no 
longer the logic of grammar but an ideographic logic culminating in an order of 
spatial disposition totally opposed to discursive juxtaposition...It is the opposite 
of  narration.    Narration  is  of  all   literary   forms  the one which most   requires 
discursive logic.120
...by   combining   these   monstrous   incongruities,   we   newly   collect   the 
disintegrated event into one whole...121
116 Pound, Literary Essays, p.205; quoted by Gefin (1982) xiii.
117 Pound remarks that the unity of longer ideogrammic poems consists in the same function whereby all 
images contribute to the lineaments of a single image: "I am often asked", wrote Pound in 1916, "whether 
there can be a long imagiste or vorticist poem.  The Japanese, who evolved the hokku, evolved also the 
Noh Plays.  In the best 'Noh' the whole play may consist of one image.  I mean it is gathered about one 
image.  Its unity consists in one image, enforced by movement and music.  I see nothing against a long 
vorticist poem."  Ezra Pound, 'Vorticism', Gaudier-Brzeska (1916) 94; quoted in Gefin (1982) 11.
118 William Carlos Williams, Prologue to 'Kora in Hell' (DATE?); quoted in Patterson (1971) 74.
119 Gertrude Stein,  quoted by Wylie Sypher in  Rococo to Cubism in Art  and Literature (1960) 267; 
quoted in Patterson (1971) 96.
120 Guillaume Apollinaire,  Soirees de Paris, quoted by William Seitz,  The Art of Assemblage (1961); 
quoted in Patterson (1971) 156-7.
121 Sergei Eisenstein,  Film Form (1949), quoted in Wylie Sypher,  From Rococo to Cubism in Art and 
Literature (1960) 283; quoted Patterson (1971) 157.
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a  receptacle   for  seizing and storing up numberless   feelings,  phrases,   images,  
which   remain   there   until   all   the   particles  which   can   unite   to   form   a   new 






modernists   to  be   read,  Eliot   had  better  make   their  works  decode­able   by  a 
general readership through the use of a preface and notes to identify how the 
'logic of the imagination' should treat the fragments it encounters.
Overall,   then,   the   purely   aesthetic   and   positive   romantic   dialectic   of   the 
fragment,  which   is  exultantly  unconcerned with anything  outside  of   itself   in 
either past, present or future, becomes split in its modernist manifestation by the 
crisis of nostalgia and anxiety for an inheritance more replete with value into a 
122 Eliot, introduction to St. John Perse, Anabasis (1930) 8.
123 Eliot, 'The Metaphysical Poets', Selected Essays, quoted Patterson (1971) 30.











text.    Now we  must   turn   to  a   consideration  of  David   Jones's  notion  of   the 
fragment.

















unfinished ('of  an attempted writing')   to  excel  a  poem which he describes   in 
terms that suggest it attained wholeness and completion – of In Parenthesis Jones 
wrote: “by a series of accidents I think I just turned the corner – but O Mary! 
what  a   conjuring   trick   it  was”   (DGC  83­4).    The   fragment,  we  must   surely 
conclude, meant more than simply ruined or unfinished to Jones.   The exact 

































Jones   therefore  asks  us   to   take   into  consideration   "the   further   conditionings 
contingent   upon  his   being   a   Londoner,   of  Welsh   and  English   parentage,   of 
Protestant upbringing, of Catholic subscription” (Ana 11).   The list might have 
gone on forever, listing every sub­category of limited, dependent and contingent 
exposure   to  which   Jones   has   been   subject.     Such   a   variety   of   conditioning 





pied,   fragmented,   twisted,   lost:   that   is   indeed   the   shape   of   things   all   over 
Britain." (E&A 46)




















Thus  we   see   that   Jones   is   unable   to  write   even   a   short   note  without   the 
connections   between   everything   and   everybody   in   his  mind   urging   him   to 
125 Reproduced in Blissett (1981) opposite 52.
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qualify, emphasize, supplement, elucidate, clarify, decorate, commemorate, and 
















It   would   seem   to   me   that   fragments   are  parts  of   a   deposit   ("records   of 




We will   remember from the Introduction to this  thesis  that Jones valued the 
short chapter  'Of Art'   in Aristotle's  Nicomachean Ethics  because "it contains so 
much for those concerned with the kind of thing that art is,” and that he went on 
to   describe   it   as   “a   foundational   fragment"   (E&A  172).     As  we   have   seen, 
Aristotle's distinction of making from doing in this chapter established for Jones 
a structure within which all  his   ideas in relation to art  – and indeed,  to his  
conception of sacrament, and so of man – could function.  It was 'foundational' 
for   Jones's   philosophy   of   art,   as   it  was   for  Maritain's   and   Eric  Gill's.     But 
126 See Bonnerot (1973-4) 78 and 81.
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Aristotle's  chapter  is  part of a systematic exposition;  there is nothing  'ruined' 
about it; this chapter is not part of a broken whole.   So in what sense is it a  
fragment?
My interpretation is that  it  is a fragment because, for Jones, it  extracts itself 
through Jones's experience of its special potentiality from the textual whole from 
which it originates.   The Nicomachean Ethics  is one of Jones's deposits; chapter 
four of  book VI  is   fragmented from the whole because of  its  value over and 
above the rest of that work in relation to all the other fragments which comprise 
his tradition – we thus identify the mechanics of the emergence of the shape­in­











artist  deals  wholly   in   signs")   (Ana  15).    When Jones  experienced a  passage 
within a text of his inheritance as resonant with significance, that passage was 





contingent   tradition)   than   the   whole   from  which   it   is   extracted.     Indeed, 
fragmentation implies as a result a kind of order: a shape is organised around 
the   central   node   of   the   fragment.    As   Jones   experienced   interactions   and 
connections between his  deposits  –  a  shape – certain of   their  parts  acquired 
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mind  at   any   time   and  as  often  as   not   'in   the   time  of   the  Mass'.     The  mental  
associations, liaisons, meanderings to and fro, 'ambivalences', asides, sprawl of the 
pattern, if pattern there is – these thought­trains (or, some might reasonably say, 





























used  in   the  examination  of  Jones's  manuscript.    The  third  part  presents   the 
evidence  for  my argument   that  Jones developed a method of   the generative 
fragment in the writing of 'The Roman Quarry' in 1943, which he then used as 
the method for the writing of the whole of The Anathemata.
(i) Re-thinking Jones's insertional method
In two stages – in 1979, five years after David Jones's death, and then in 1984 –  
Jones's   literary  manuscripts,   letters,  personal  documents  and personal   library 
were donated  to   the  National  Library  of  Wales  (NLW)  in Aberystwyth.    The 
manuscript  material   produced   by   Jones   in   the   15   year   period   between   the 









that even an approximation to the volume of  missing sheets  is   impossible to 
127 The typescripts, galley and page proofs to The Anathemata make a total of almost double this figure 
considered  with  the  manuscripts.   The  David  Jones  Papers  catalogue  is  available  online  at 
www.llgc.org.uk (enter 'David Jones Papers' as a title in the search box).
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determine,   there   is   a   sufficient   wealth   of   material   to   make   a   detailed 
investigation into Jones's method of writing viable.  In order to understand how 
this thesis alters the existing understanding which Jones scholars have of the 




The genetic  development of  Finnegans  Wake  passed  through three main pre­
typescript   material   stages.     First   of   all,   Joyce  wrote   very   short   notes   in 
notebooks.  Following this, he began drafting on loose sheets.  After this, Joyce 
copied a provisional draft out from these drafts into bound copybooks, and then 
continued   that   drafting   process  within   the   same  book.     The   three   different 
material states of Joyce's manuscript allows the construction of a relatively stable 
chronological view of the documents for genetic criticism to interpret because 
the  pages   of   the  notebooks  and  of   the   copybooks  have   locked  within   their 












Jones   manuscripts   have   been   ordered,   both   archivally   and   critically.     The 




Philip   Davies   and   Daniel   Huws,   the   two   archivists  who   catalogued   Jones's 
manuscripts, inherited a set of papers whose order did not reflect the chronology 
of their writing.   Jones's notorious inability to maintain any order to his work, 
either   during   or   after   the   process   of  writing,   no   doubt   interfered  with   the 




the  verso  of  which   Jones  has  written  a  note   to  Louis  Bussell).    Both   these 
behaviours   tend   to   indicate   that   at   least   some  manuscript   sheets  were   not 
deemed worthy  of   fastidious  preservation.    Moreover,  Hague  and Grisewood 
went through Jones's  manuscripts  in order to edit  the material  which Hague 
published as The Roman Quarry, and at the same time they seem to have sorted 
the manuscript sheets of  The Anathemata.128   So, Jones's papers were likely to 












128 Someone has written in pencil the page of The Anathemata as published to which many of the early 
manuscript sheets corresponds.  This is not the kind of intrusion to be expected from the archivists at the 
NLW.  There is a possibility that Jones himself went through these manuscripts later in life and indicated  
where the corresponding text was in the poem as published because he was looking for material which he 
had not used.  Jones had also gone through the material which became The Roman Quarry through the 
1950s and '60s as he sought parts of his experiments to rewrite as individual poems, published in Agenda, 
and then collected in The Sleeping Lord (1974).
129 The alternative (which was not possible at the time but now is) would be the construction of a digital  
archive which does not assign such a fixed structure to groups of manuscript sheets, but treats them on a 













by Jones's  pagination rather than by the textual content of each sheet.    This 
would not be a problem if Jones's text developed in a linear direction, or even if 
it developed in a number of large­scale insertions (such as 5A­T, and 5F1­33, and 











in   hypertext   because   many   sheets   occupied   more   than   one   place   in   the 
manuscript as it grew (as evidenced by the alterations Jones made to the page 
numbers  on  individual  sheets).    The observation  that   the  manuscript  of  The 
Anathemata exhibits a self­divided structure leads us to a recognition that there 
130 Furthermore, some individual manuscript sheets have been renumbered sometimes five or six times, 
such as sheet LA1/5.155, which is paginated first 37P5H, then I, J, K, L, and finally N.  And, even more  
confusingly,  many manuscript  sheets  are  numbered using three different  classifications;  for  example, 
sheet LA1/9.64 is paginated 5F23, but also 39 and 92.  These are important points, but I want to pass over  
them for now so as not to distract attention from the major problem, which is the lack of correlation  




Following my  first  visit   to Aberystwyth  to   look at   the David Jones Papers  in 
December 2007, and the resolution that  I  would undertake a genetic  critical 
study of The Anathemata, I knew that I would need to work on the manuscript in 
great detail.   I therefore ordered a photocopy of all of the pages of the seven 
major  files of  the manuscript of  The Anathemata  so I  could work on it   from 




















actions   of   the   poem  to   its   centre,   and   thereafter   retraces   his   or   her   steps, 
131 The form of the poem is also said to resemble celtic art by Gwyn Williams, and a labyrinth by Jeremy 
Hooker,  though neither  of  these  critics  engages  with  the  manuscripts,  which  were  not  in  the  public  
domain at the time they wrote their studies.  See Dilworth (1988) 154-56, and Goldpaugh (1999) 269.
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revisiting each of those actions in reverse order.  Thus, at the end, we are back 
where   we   began:   at   the   Mass.     Dilworth   describes   this   form   as   being 





as   published),   a   lyrical   celebration   of   Christ.     This   parenthetical   form   is 




The evidence to which Dilworth refers  is  Jones's  scheme of pagination.    The 
movement from one thematic 'parenthesis' to the next one enclosed within it (or 
which encloses   it,  depending on whether  we read  toward or  away  from the 




















































































































































































































Mass Dating the Passion Seafaring Dating the Passion Mass
An
a





starting   with   a   37A­37Q   insertion,   each   of   them   being   inserted   into   its 
predecessor.  The last insertion Dilworth identifies is paginated 37.P.5.O.B.1–9.133 
Sure enough, the lyrical celebration of Christ on page 157­8 of The Anathemata 
as published – the spatial   'centre'  of  Jones's  poem in Dilworth's  analysis  –  is  
contained within  this   insertion,  on pages  37.P.5.O.B.6­7.    This  'centre'  of   the 
poem in manuscript is eight insertional stages from the outer parenthesis, which 






133 The eight foliation stages (in simple terms) are: (i) 1-8, (ii) 5A-T, (iii) 5F1-33, (iv) 37A-R, (v) 37P1-
9, (vi) 37P5A-R, (vii) 37P5O.A-C, and (viii) 37P5O.B1-9.  We will see in due course why this is only 'in 
simple terms'.





and   circumference,   the   poem's   structure   symbolically   corresponds   to   the 
sacrament with which it is coextensive."136  
If  we   look   at   the   evidence  Dilworth  provides   –   the  published   text   and   the 
manuscript  pagination – his  reading does  indeed appear unassailable.     If  we 
trace the chronology of the making of The Anathemata, the different 'insertions' 
clearly do correspond with the makerly progress of the poem.  The chronology I 
established  is  based predominantly  on an analysis  of   the paper  which Jones 









this   (paginated   5A­T)   was   written   around   the   middle   of   1945,   which   is 
corroborated by Jones having made a written request  for  information on the 








135 Dilworth (1988) 171.
136 Ibid 172.









(37P5OB1­9).138   At the very end of  1949, Jones sent his manuscript  to  two 
typists,   and,   receiving   it   back   in   the   first   months   of   1950,   reworked   two 
substantial   passages,   some   of   it  written   earlier,   though  not   included   in   the 
typescript.139




on   those   earlier  manuscript   sheets  being   jumbled  up   into  a   chaotic  mess   – 












138 Paper type data for the other 'insertions' which make up 'The Lady of the Pool' is lacking.
139 Jones dated the front page of his manuscript '1949', though he may not have finished drafting new 
material for it  until December.  The 9A-V 'insertion' to the typescript was rewritten (some time after 
Spring 1950) from the earlier 11A-I 'insertion' (probably originally written around mid-1948).  The 25A-J 




















to   the  pagination  of  The  Anathemata  and   'The  Roman Quarry'   are   identical. 
However, the method of their making is not identifiable simply under the terms 
of the pagination exhibited in the manuscripts, which Goldpaugh takes as proof 
of   the  insertions being embedded  in the Roman Quarry manuscript  in  "three 
separate stages."142
Dilworth's  and Goldpaugh's  shared error  is to have extrapolated a method of 
making from the final manuscript paginational code, and to have suppressed the 
conflicting evidence of the earlier draft sheets.  It is of course axiomatic that the 
140 Goldpaugh  (publication  pending).   Dilworth  has  subsequently  asserted  that  this  'discovery'  had 
already been made by Jones in the making of the engravings for The Chester Play of the Deluge in 1927. 
See Dilworth (1997) 47-51.
141 Goldpaugh (publication pending).











1958   of   the   making   of  The   Anathemata  and   its   resultant   form   –   which 









Goldpaugh   concludes   that   "Jones's   notational   system  offers   a   history   of   his 
compositional process.  More than that, though, his system provides a blueprint 
to   the  way   the  temenos  was   constructed   and   a  map   for   the   reader   to   the 
labyrinth."145    The   problem  with   this  map,   though,   is   that   it   is   one  which 
transforms the landscape rather than representing it.  In this section, I will seek 
to draw up a new, more accurate map of the making of 'The Roman Quarry' and 










Anathemata  I will call  a  'foliational code'.   Within this code, several stages of 
writing are implied, as evidenced by Dilworth's and Goldpaugh's interpretations: 
they refer to these 'stages' as 'insertions'.   As we shall see, though, such 'stages' 
are   illusory;   to  guard against  such  implications,   the ostensible   'stages'  of   the 



















































146 Barthes (1994) 263.
147 I  chose  this  stratum for  the  simple  reason  that  it  contains  more  extant  draft  sheets  within  the 
manuscript than either the first or the third strata.
148 This calculation is made on the basis of the first 17 lexias/scriptias of each analysis.
149 Barthes (1994) 263.
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matching  of   the   earliest   draft   scriptias  with  what   they   became   in   the   final 
manuscript  was   almost  without   exception   easily   done.     It   therefore   already 
became clear during the analysis that Jones's method was to add more and more 
material   (syntagmatic   addition),   and   to   alter   existing   text   (paradigmatic 
alteration) within the terms of its syntactic organisation.  He only rarely deleted 
material or altered the linear order of his text through re­organisation.














































LR8/6.173),   one   short   passage   at   a   fourth   stage   (LA8/6.174),   and   three 
passages at a fifth stage (LR8/6.169 and 169.v).   After doing so, he made no 
further insertions to this part of the text (though he did delete several lines). The 














1 - or do they kennell the she-hounds
2 are these the name-bearing stones of the named hounds of the Arya of Britain?
3 are they <the> night-yards of the dogs of the Island?
4 – the rest kennels at the hog-quest?
5 Do they mark the boar-track
6 & the wounds of his brood
7 that quested the hog from Port Cleis
N/A to Pebidiog down <round> to Aber of the two waters up to the stone enclosure 
& <the> leaning stones by the enclosure
8 to the confluence <at the boundary>
9 where Wye stream <wars with Severn tide>
10 (when the dog-cry
11 & the shout of the Arya shouting the hunt-cry
12 made heaven fall
13 because of the unison of the shouting)
N/A (for it is the prophecy of the men of the island to achieve 
unison only when they shout to venery)
14 when the horn-throats & the dog-throats &
the throats of the Arya were lifted as one)
15 When <he> doubled his tracks & doubled again
16 & stood & withstood in <the> high hollow
17 where the <first> slaughter <was>
18 over Preselly Top down to Nevern fount-head
19 where the Arya waited with the boar spears
N/A and the torc-bearing hunters of the island deployed at the water-
course
20 & the second slaughter was
N/A & the waiting[?] of the quarry when the chief architect of the Island fell to the 
boar thrust & at dawn the third slaughter was.
21 on to Teily[?] town where the wounded tusker thrust again to sorrow the Queen 
of France


















final  manuscript.    Each   column of   the   table   corresponds  with  a  draft   sheet 










(or,  with  characteristically   self­deprecating  humour,   'C.A.C.C.')   is   the  way  he 
described it (IN 39 and 49) – could not have been oriented upon a final form.  
To place the preceding close­up analysis in context, the small dotted rectangle in 
150 The order of Jones's drafts cannot always be established with certainty, so the order is not absolute.  
This, however, does not affect the current analysis.
114
Figure   9   (below)   marks   the   extent   of   the   text   covered   by   the   analysis 
represented by Figure 8 (above).  This, in turn, can be compared with the extent 















The textual extremities of the second draft text 
following 30 further draft  stages
The formerly 
contiguous text of the 




that   the   division   and   insertion   of   his   text   took   place  within  the   foliational 























strata   of   the  manuscript   alone,  we   can   already   call  Dilworth's   analysis   into 
question.  The 'insertions' which Dilworth describes were not made at the 'centre' 
151 For example, 66H5 (LR8/6.183), in order to become the same as the 'final' manuscript, must have 
scriptias 208-9, 212-216, 220, 226-9, 235-240, and 245-8 inserted into its text; which is to say that the  
text receives insertions of groups of only 2, 5, 1, 4, 6 and 4 scriptias.  See Appendix 2.
152 DJP LR8/6.169 (66H2).  Jones uses both sides of the sheet.  The text corresponds to scriptias 1-29,  


















First Base stratum 1-8
foliational 5A-T
order 5F1-33 5J1-3 5O.
1
5F22A




11A-I 37A-R 62A-O 63
A 71A-C










































Base stratum 1-167 (manuscript refoliation) > 1-119 (typescript)











The  preceding  observations   refute  Dilworth's   claim   that   Jones  was   inserting 
material at the centre of his manuscript.  If we undertake an analysis of the base 
foliational  stratum for   the whole poem, paginated 1­8,  using the scriptias   to 
track   the  emergence  of   the   text,  we can  see   that   the   'insertion'  5A­T  which 









years   ago,  man  was  both   'already'  man,   and   'first   of   all'  man:  man  is  here 
impossibly   self­creating.     This   act   is   then   immediately   placed   in   analogical 
similarity   with   the   Latin   Mass   through   the   use   of   the   words   of   the   pre­
consecration epiclesis in the Eucharist: “his groping syntax, if we attend, already 




















the   Last  Supper   can  be  described  as   “appointed”,   and   then  of   the  disciples 
























153 I have suppressed the crossings out on this sheet because these crossings out were only made after 






























154 The two concluding pages of the final manuscript do not survive.  These sheets are the latest extant  
versions, and the final four lines here correspond to the version published.
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place   and   time  at   the   time  of   the   institution  of   the  Eucharist)  was   already 

































































































































































A.  Insertions relating to the 
modern day mass and preparation 
of the Cenacle
B.  Insertions relating to the 
particulars of Christ's institution 
of the Eucharist and its 
universal significance.
Earliest extant draft of the 




















155 Unfortunately, the rubbed-out lines are only visible as indentations on the original sheet – they are  













Look,   for   example,   at   the  way   the   scriptias  gradually   approach   the   state  of 
continuity in the final manuscript within box B of Figure 11, above.  The gradual 
filling of blank space with grey in each successive column reveals that Jones 
made   many   localised   insertions   to   his   text,   not   wholesale   'insertions'   of 










to function.    This  method,  as   the analysis  of   the  text's   'units  of  writing'  has 
shown, was to make small scale insertions into the text and allow that text to 
grow organically, cell by cell.  But if we look once more at the tables of scriptias 













156 This can be seen on LA1/23.1 (MS page 4); LA1/3.13 and LA1/23.3 (MS page 5); LA1/3.18 (MS 












(iii) David Jones's method of the generative fragment














widely   separated   in   following   draft   versions   are   the   loci   of   a   writerly 
'breakthrough.'   With a more detailed analysis of 'The Roman Quarry' stratum, 
we will see how they are subsequently widely separated because the scriptias on 
those sheets  generate  the material which pushes them apart.    Multiple sheets 
157 See, for example, scriptias 1-21, 97 and 201-211 in 'The Roman Quarry' manuscript, in Appendix 2.
128
which contain – or, most emphatically, which begin with – the same scriptia(s) 
indicate   that   this   breakthrough   is   being   pursued:   the   generative   potential 
released by the breakthrough is being exploited, and a new page prepared for 




(a) Breakthrough: the generative fragment
















158 These versions were first published in  Agenda in 1965 and 1967 respectively.  At the foot of 'The 
Hunt' as published in  The Sleeping Lord (1974), Jones writes: "c.1964 incorporating passages written 
c.1950 or earlier" (SL 69); at the foot of 'The Sleeping Lord', he writes: "November 1966 to March 1967"  
(SL 96).
159 The exception here is  the sequence on pages 66H12-14, which were written as  part  of the first  
foliational stratum and then tacked on the end of the second foliational stratum.  Here is another example 








Each   of   these   questions   is   a   fragment   participating   in   the   function   of   an 
overarching theme (which itself no doubt only initially arose as a small and self­
enclosed   fragment   in   the  making   of   the   text)   whose   focus   is   the   remains 








































but   felt   that   this  emerging   image  –  Arthur's  dogs  being  buried  beneath   the 
mastabas  –  might  constitute  a  breakthrough.160   Here,   Jones  was  preventing 
himself from being distracted, and left his nascent work aside – resonating with 
the   potential   of   this   fragment   –   while   he   continued   developing   his 
commemorative material.  In practice, it was only the opening line – an instance 
of the coextension of (my) scriptia and (Jones's) fragment – which was carried 
over, through every 66H2 draft, to the  'final'  manuscript version.   This line, I 
suggest, is an eminently generative fragment.
Jones's   return to  his   'kept'   lines   is   signalled by his   transferral  of   them,  from 











first   fragment­line has generated a trope for  this  thematic  digression,  and  in 
whose   terms   the   following   two   lines   are   structurally   repetitive   of   the   first: 
160 This is clear if we notice that on this sheet Jones has altered 'mastaba' to 'mastabas',  which is an  






margin   beside   these   lines:   they   mark   a   breakthrough   point   at   which   an 
interpenetration of history and myth is conceived.
◊ Case study 2: The 'anthropomorphism of the land' 
breakthrough fragment
While developing the hog hunt material which had been suggested by a single 
imaginative   turn upon a pre­existent   line of   text,   Jones  experienced another 
breakthrough.     This   breakthrough   involved   exactly   the   same   interaction   of 
Jones's imaginative free­association with a pre­existent text, but this time in the 
generation of text concerned with a  'sleeping lord'.    The breakthrough which 
allowed this text to come into being was mediated by alterations made to early 












161 See Goldpaugh (1999) 264.
162 The close genetic relationship between the two breakthrough fragments in this foliational stratum (i.e. 
their early development on a single sheet, even though they end up being separated by ten pages of text)  





















on   the   recto)   implies   that   Jones   was   caught   up   in   the   excitement   of   the 
possibilities such a formulation proposed – he hardly ever drafted on the versos 

















(b) Double actuality: The nature of the breakthrough fragment
In the examples above of breakthrough fragments, we see how Jones's text was 



















Jones's  breakthrough  line­fragments  are  textual  manifestations  of   the  sudden 
conception of a double actuality.  The example from Virgil to which Jones refers 





guise   of   history   (the   stones)   and   myth   (Arthur's   hog   hunt).     It   is   their 
combination which gives that line­fragment its potential: its doubleness works in 
exactly the same way as a metaphor.   In the case of the 'anthropomorphism of 















mountains   /   on   this   hill   /   at   a   time's   turn”   (page   5;  DJP  LA1/3.11),   the 
specificity of time and place emerges as a genetic trope.   Out of this fragment, 
which   as  we  have   seen   had   lead   to   a  meditation  on   the   institution  of   the 













have   it,   to  write   the  huge  insertion  (or   insert   the  already written  insertion) 
paginated 5A­T – we can see very clearly, if we look across the series of drafts 
from this foliational stratum, that Jones keeps returning to the part of the base 
stratum from where he set off.    In  the draft  sheets which comprise the first 










163 As this network of insertions grew, so it  led in turn to the construction of another breakthrough 
fragment in the form of the dating of the Passion in relation to history (see 5F;  DJP LA1/4.23), which 
generated the refrain under which the network of insertions which make up at least 5F-J and 5F1-12 could 
be produced: [number of] [millennia / centuries / decades / olympiads / years] since [historical event].The 
recurrence of this device in the published text brings us closer and closer in time to the Passion, from the  
moment of the first gratuitous making – “Twenty millenia (and what millenia more?) / Since he became / 
man  master-of-plastic”  –  to  the  moment  of  Christ's  own  birth:  “Thirty-three  Janus-nights  gone  /  
since...three dukes venerunt: / halted Arya-van / at Star-halt.” (Ana 59-61, 84-94, 185-9).
164 These  are  found on  the  following manuscript  sheets  in  the  NLW folios:  LA1/23.190.v,  LA1/4.1, 















the   fragment.    The   fragment   and   the   whole   are   engaged   in   a   complex 
interdependence.     The   fragment   is  more  whole   than   the   professedly  whole 








method   of   making:   each   insertion   strives   towards   a   new   whole   whilst 
fragmenting an old one.  Following a breakthrough, Jones rummaged (whether 
manually   or   mentally;   and   in   this   latter   category,   whether   consciously   or 
unconsciously) through the things that "happen to be lying around the place" 
(Ana 34) – his deposits – and, a fragment of his deposits suggesting a particular 
165 I explore the role which the space of the page played in Jones's drafting process in Chapter 4.
166 In specific reference to the hog-hunt breakthrough, the flurry of textual activity which appears on the  
many sheets foliated 62 and 66H2 and beginning 'And does it kennel the bitch-hounds?' (which indeed is 
the cause of so many sheets being written and foliated with those numbers) gives a clear indication of the  
creative excitement immediately following the conception of a new tropological digression by Jones.





























generation   –   adds   a   further   nine   groups   of   riders   to   the   text   immediately 
preceding the reference to Arthur who are classified by their being "of proud 
spirit",   "of   humility",   "named",   "unnamed",   "silent",   "shout[ing]",   "laughing", 








high­stepping   horses")   and   a   group   of   dogs   ("the   princed   hounds  with   the 
<ruby> collar").  The eight groups of riders have become, at this draft stage, of 
greater specificity   in comparison with previous versions:  they are grouped in 















in  David  Jones's  deposits.     In  a   footnote   to   the  manuscript,   Jones  writes   in 
general   reference   to   this  passage   that   "Here we meet   some  ideas  and  terms 
168 The  function  of  this  late  insertion  ("<hundred  & twenty>")  in  increasing  the  specificity  of  the 
reference is ample example of Jones's use of his deposts.  In his note to this passage, Jones writes that  
"[t]he  teulu (house-host),  the  warband  of  the  leaders  and  petty  kings,  traditionally  consisted  of  120 











that   of   the   hog   hunt   –  within  which   further  making   can   occur;   second,   a 
thematic  device within whose terms new fragments  can be fitted together to 
form the text – the numerous different kinds of rider (40 in the end) – and third, 
the  provision  of   raw material   for   that  making   (the   'data'   or   'deposits').    By 
comparing the manuscript drafts  of   'The Roman Quarry'  we can see that the 














earliest experiment towards  'Balaam',  operate within the terms of  a narrative 
device, or are confined within the voice of a character or characters.    When 
Jones began making his insertions into the base stratum of 'The Roman Quarry', 
the  controlling devices  of  narrative  voice,  place,  and action were completely 
abandoned   in   favour   of   the   juxtaposition   of   fragments   through   'quasi   free­
association' to produce a text suitably pied, dappled, and tangled.   The trigger 
for   these  associations  was   the  already­incorporated   fragments   in   the   textual 
interior   of   Jones's  writing   as   he   re­read   them.    The   locus   of   the   'ligament' 
necessary to sustain his making was therefore transferred from orientation upon 
final form – as with narrative – to a place interior to the process of making itself.  



















method in the writing of  Ulysses  and Finnegans Wake  as “continual embroidery 











of  writing  The  Anathemata  and   Joyce's  method   of  writing  Finnegans  Wake.  
Patrick  McCarthy's   description   of   the  making   of   the   'Anna   Livia   Plurabelle'  






first   section   of  Finnegans   Wake  (1939).     Syntagmatic   internal   expansion 
continued throughout the writing and editing of the chapter, though in the later 
169 One such example of Jones's use of this image can be found in Blissett (1981) 87.  The priests at the  
opening of  The Anathemata  are described as “rear-guard details” singing “Within the railed tumulus” 
(Ana 50-1).  Enclosures feature throughout Jones's work.  For example, in the 'Absalom Mass' – published 
as  the  opening  of  'The  Roman  Quarry'  (RQ 113-5)  –  the  priest  is  described  as  a  “maker”,  whose 
performance  of  the  rite  produces  “demarcation...white  wattles...dykes”,  which  are  likened  to  a 
“magician's wall of wove brume or a portable hedge [or a] mazy barrier” (RQ 115).  For an interesting 
exploration of Jones's reliance upon enclosures for protection, see Goldpaugh (1999) 253.
170 Quoted in McCarthy (2007) 164.




chapter  was   ten   times  longer   than   it   had  been   in   its   initial   complete  draft 
form.173  Such an internal, cellular expansion is, as we have seen, exactly the way 
in which The Anathemata developed.
David  Hayman's  account  of   the  writing  of  Finnegans  Wake  reveals   that  each 
addition to the text of Finnegans Wake focused on textual 'nodes' or 'epiphanoids' 










we see how very small  developments,  sprouting everywhere from within  the 
already­written text, lead to the text's gradual expansion toward an ever more 
complex and enmeshed encyclopaedic form.  In both, finding a method in which 
a  balance  between determinism and chance  could  be   reached was  essential; 
Hayman's summary of Joyce's method applies equally to Jones's method, as we 
have discovered  it   in  the preceding analysis:   “In  composing  Finnegans  Wake, 
Joyce was neither  filling  in the blanks of  a prefabricated structural  plan nor 
indulging in free association.”176  
The internal growth of  Finnegans Wake  and  The Anathemata  contrasts starkly 
with the method Eliot used in the writing of The Waste Land.  Laurence Rainey's 
study of the manuscript of  The Waste Land provides us with evidence of Eliot's 
172 See Patrick A. McCarthy, '“Making Herself Tidal”': Chapter I.8' in Crispi and Slote (2007) 163-80.
173 It  is  worth  noting  that  Daniel  Ferrer  and  Jean-Michel  Rabaté,  in  a  brilliant  essay  on  Joyce's 
paragraphs in Ulysses, characterize Joyce's process of writing his earlier novel as operating in the same 
way, the text's growth occuring through “textual inflation from the inside.”  Ferrer and Rabaté (2004) 139.
174 See Hayman (1990) 37-8.
175 See Lernout (1995) 34.
176 Hayman (1990) 55.
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very different way of  working.    This  way of  working  is  not  comprehensively 












What   is   interesting   here   is   that,   in   Jones's   shift   from   the   method   of   his 
experiments   –  writing   separate  passages  and   later  attempting   to  piece   them 
together – to the fragment­insertional method he used  in the writing of  The 
Anathemata – in which the text grew out of itself as if a single, if highly diverse 












177 Rainey (2005) 40.  It is worth remarking that Proust's method of writing, although in prose, was far 
closer to that of Eliot than to that of Joyce or Jones.  As Dirk Van Hulle describes it, Proust moved his text 
around in blocks, something which Jones and Joyce only very rarely did.  See Van Hulle (2004) 65-8.
148
◊ 2  ◊
“That shape that all the mess makes 
in your mind”
The emergence of the poem-concept, 1944-45
Nearly a quarter­century after the event,  T. S.  Eliot recalled  in an article  for 
Poetry Chicago the role Ezra Pound played in the completion of the poem which 





and   particularly   the   nature   of   Pound's   involvement,   has   provided   –   indeed 
continues   to   provide   –   fertile   ground   for   criticism.     A   comparison   of   two 
suggested and more complex chronologies of the writing of The Waste Land than 





edition   of   the   manuscript   and   typescripts,   Valerie   Eliot's   notes   in   the 
introduction, and Eliot's references to his writing in contemporary letters.   The 
earliest   written   sheets   in   the  manuscript   are   dated,   with   reference   to   the 
handwriting,   to   1914   or   earlier;179  and   other   passages,   Kenner   notes,  were 
178 T. S. Eliot, 'Ezra Pound', Poetry Chicago (September 1946); quoted by Gardner (1973) 69.
























for   a   time   –   'He   Do   the   Police   in   Different   Voices'   –   gives   weight   to   the 
interpretation that the original schema for the poem had been the imitation of 
other   voices:   Eliot's   removal   of   these   imitative   passages   following   Pound's 
suggestion removed also the poem's unifying schema.184
180 For example, the Phlebas section was "Englished from a French poem ('Dans le Restaurant') that had 
been published in the Little Review three years before." Kenner (1973) 41.
181 Ibid. 25.  Kenner refers to the letters from which Valerie quotes in Eliot (1971) xviii-xxii. 
182 Kenner (1973) 46.
183 See Eliot's questions to Pound in an undated letter of, probably, late-January 1922 in Pound (1950) 
170-1.










of   visits   to   London.186    All   three   of   these   suggestions,   in   dating   Pound's 
involvement to a time preceding his arrival in Lausanne, suggest also, therefore, 
that Pound's involvement preceded the writing of any part of the fifth section of 







Bough...had   much   pertinence."189    However,   if   we   consider   that   Pound's 
alterations knocked the ventriloquial centre from the poem, to the effect that 
"[i]ts centre had become the urban apocalypse, the great City dissolved into a 




185 Gardner (1973) 80.
186Ibid 73-74.
187 Gardner makes a convincing case for Pound's comments having been made on a number of separate 
occasions: first, both ink and pencil are used by Pound; second, his comments are different in orientation: 
some are explanatory, "as if they were communicated by post", whilst others single out words without 
comment, which Gardner interprets as "the kinds of marks one makes on a piece of work one is going to 
hand back to the author in person." Ibid 74.
188 See Kenner (1973) 42 and Gardner (1973) 73.
189 Kenner (1973) 43.
190 Ibid 46.
191 Laurence Rainey's Revisiting 'The Waste Land' (2005) undertakes a comprehensive analysis of the 
manuscript of The Waste Land using paper data in the same way as I have in this thesis.  The results of 
this analysis conflict with Kenner's and Gardner's theses to a certain extent, but do not invalidate the main 






















The   process   in   which   the   experiments   came   to   be   seen   as   just   that   –   as 
experiments   –   was   very   slow;   Jones's   half­grasped   schema   was   constantly 
restructuring itself in a chase after that shifting centre as he tentatively added or 
excised material.   Whilst in the previous chapter I traced the development of a 
method  of  writing   a   poem about   ideas,   in   this   chapter   I  will   examine   the 
Land' occurred.  Rainey's discovery that part III of The Waste Land was not the first to be drafted is not 
incompatible with the idea that the poem had a 'ventriloquial' form in its earliest conception because it 
still appears to have been written prior to parts IV and V; and parts I and II, before Pound edited them,  
contained such multiple voices already, but none of the Grail myth material.  For a tabular summary of 
the chronology of the manuscript material of  The Waste Land, see Rainey (2005) 34-5.  Although the 
meticulous care Rainey has taken in analysing the extant materials from the manuscript has produced 
some valuable  data,  there  is  simply not  enough extant  material  for  a  comprehensive  genetic  critical 
investigation to be undertaken.  I will return to Rainey's book at the end of this chapter.
192 Eliot, Paris Review Interviews, reprinted in Writers at Work (1963) 79-84; quoted Gardner (1973) 76.
193 On one draft sheet, in the margin next to a long passage in rhyming couplets, Pound has written: “Too 





one   leading   to  modifications   in   the   other.     As   Jones's  writing   and   editing 
progressed,   the   interstress   of   textual   centre   and  writerly   schema   eventually 
reached a position of coincidence – or as near as possible coincidence – to the 
effect  that a  long poem became writeable.    Overall,   if   the preceding chapter 
looked   at   the   steadfastness   of   the   textual   fragment,   entering   the   text   and 
remaining obstinately the same whilst around it innumerable other insertions 
were made, this chapter looks at the mutability of the conceived whole.  
In   the   first   section   I   look  at  how  the  alterations   Jones  made   to  one  of  his  
fragments reveal the gradual conceptual reorientation of his poem about ideas 
toward   a   new   schema   focusing   on  man­the­maker.     I  will   suggest   that   the 
alterations   made   to   this   fragment   were   integral   to   the   conception   of   the 
foundational fragment of  The Anathemata.    In the second section I assess the 
importance of Jones's title in the making of the poem.   Why is it that Jones's 
decision to stick with 'anathemata', in spite of his doubts, coincided exactly with 
the  moment at  which his   long poem underwent  its  conceptual  shift?     I  will 
suggest   that   title,   concept   and   text  were   involved   in   a   complex   reciprocal 
interaction where each aspect  was dependent on  the others   for   its  adequate 
completion,  and that  the discovery by Jones of  his  title marked the point at 
which the interstress of centre and schema became sufficiently stable in order for 
the writing to be undertaken.
Throughout   this   chapter,   I  propose   that   the   recognition  of   the   interstress  of 
centre   and   schema   in   the  making   of  The   Anathemata  necessarily   involves 
differentiating between Jones as writer and as reader.  I suggest that it was as a 




I. Finding Man-the-Maker as Conceptual Centre
In   this   section   I   examine   the   genesis   of   the   fragment  which   acted   as   the 
receptacle   for   the   multiple   insertions   which   form  The   Anathemata.    The 
foundational fragment of the poem, which explores the equivalence of the Mass, 
the institution of the Eucharist, and the Crucifixion as sign­makings194 – and thus 








Jones to enact  this development.     I  will  suggest that  this one­page fragment 
allowed such a conceptual development because it could be read as an 'open' 
text whereas the other experiments were 'closed' to such re­orientative readings. 











































195 Throughout this thesis, Jones's references to notes are indicated in my transcriptions by placing the 




As   far   as   I   have   discovered,   the   only   other   occasions   on   which   Jones 
commemorated a writing  in this  way were when he finished the draft  of  In 
196 Jones's continued use of these pages can be inferred from the different uses to which he tried to put 
them.  The earliest draft (DJP LR8/6.1) has '1-24' written in pencil and circled to the top left of the page,  
though the sequence to which this refers is unclear.  Jones has also circled the '1' on this sheet twice in 
red.  If we look at the first page of 'final' manuscript for  The Anathemata (LA1/3.3 – 'final' because it 
contains instructions to the typist) we see that Jones circles all three '1's (referring to the three different 
foliations the manuscript went through), but only circles one of the three '2's on LA1/3.4.  Circling the '1' 
on the 'made/making' fragment seems, then, to be an emphatic, Yes, I shall begin my poem here.  Also, on 
the  second,  two-page,  version  of  the  fragment,  Jones  has  written  on  LR8/6.2:  "contd.  from  35  of 
Typescript".  This refers to 'The Book of Balaam's Ass' as published by Hague in RQ 187-211.
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matter   of  minutes.     This   passage   is   unrhythmical,   agrammatical,   and  never 











One reason why Jones  may have  felt this way about  this fragment was that it 
marked the first instance of 'anathemata' in his poetry – things lifted up to God, 




marked  out,   separated   from   the   rest.     Jones  seems  here   to  have  found,   in 
embryonic form, the orientation of his  'poem about ideas' – to celebrate man 
through the elevation, in his own making, of the objects produced by others' 

































conceptual   shifts'  (we   might   say   that   this   is   a   kind   of   'intrinsic   makerly 
development',   occurring   during   the   manual   engagement   in   that   making). 
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shall   see   in   the   following   analysis,   do   not   necessarily   identify   the   locus   of 
conceptual  alteration.    Reconceptualisations  occuring  during  a  writing,   rather 
than between writings (which occur in  re­readings), can inform the alterations 






analysis   of   the  motivation   for   such   change.     A   short   fragment  which   only 
survives in two states like the one we are now examining enables us to perform 
such   a   dual­faceted   reading.     Equally,   though,   as   the   core   of   the 
reconceptualisation of Jones's long poem, this fragment absolutely requires such 
a dual­faceted reading.
197 Lines manifestly inserted into a draft generate two different draft versions, and provide evidence of a 
readerly engagement, or of extrinsic makerly development – for it is clear that in such cases Jones has  
read over his writing and inserted new material.
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drafts   of   small,   independent   fragments   were   workings­out:   they   were 












Thomist   adage   'we   proceed   from   the   known   to   the   unknown'  which   Jones 
quoted   in   'James   Joyce's  Dublin'   (E&A  303­7)   is   implemented   as   a   guiding 
principle to makerly process.200
As  Jones's   text   tells  us,   the  made objects   in   this   fragment   share  a   common 
orientation toward the showing forth of reality: they "show in this little what 
gradation   /   &   tangle   of   being   the   school­doctors   please   to   /   call   order" 
(LR8/6.1).  So, at this moment in time, the central concept to Jones's writing is: 
art objects show forth a complex reality – the 'tangle of being'.
198 Jones quotes Picasso's dictum “I do not seek, I find” with approval in the Preface (Ana 35).
199 The continued refrain – 'no', 'nor' – may perhaps be part of Jones's lament at the increasingly utile 
world in which he lives: these hand-crafted objects are no longer being made in the way Jones believed 
they should.  But no-where in the fragment is such a conceptual realisation made explicit.
200 Compare this observation of Jones's experimental listing of art objects with Henrich von Kleist's 
description of the discovery of thought in speaking: “because I do have some dim conception at  the 
outset, one distantly related to what I am looking for, if I boldly make a start with that, my mind, even as  
my speech  proceeds,  under  the  necessity  of  finding  an  end  for  that  beginning,  will  shape  my first  
confused idea into complete clarity so that, to my amazement, understanding is arrived at as the sentence 



























201 Jones would have travelled between his parents' home in Brockley and Westminster (to attend art  































still  not   reached a  conceptual   resolution which   states   the  meaning  of   these. 
Such   a   movement   occurs   in   the   next   drafting   stage,   and   so   reveals   the 























































































































incisions"),   with   the   transposition   of   one   reality   into   another   ("the   form 
transference") and with the core value of these makings ("the cult­intention"). 
Here, as Jones's schema comes into co­operation with the centre of the first draft 
202 Jones links this kind of signification to the co-signification which occurs in the Eucharist and the 
Crucifixion, where the first is an unbloody and the second a bloody sign for the same thing (see DGC 
231-2).   Jones  continues  by  stating  the  following:  "As  for  the  Lascaux  caves  –  well,  there  (if  the  
specialists are right), the superb forms of great horned creatures with a dart or two depicted in flank or  
neck, is about the nearest thing to the acts and words of the inutile Oblation of the Coena Domini, while 
outside on the bitter tundra the great beasts fall before the highly utile spears of the tribe." (DGC 232-3)
168
passage as experienced in the reading – both focusing on making, community, 
and   ritual   –   he   is   able   to   develop   the   syntax,   imagery   and   narrative 
interdependencies suggested by that first draft when he writes this second draft 
interpretive resolution.  The conceptual reorientation which occurred in Jones's 





FIRST DRAFT INSERTIONS TO FIRST DRAFT INCORPORATED IN 
THE SECOND
COMMENTARY
Made objects / act  
of making those 
objects
no bow or laced,  finger-of-man,   parti-coloured
nor opus anglicum case-stictch free to run
star chequed     tree-of-life for small fowles to
sing gilt-pointed for a faire cloth hemmed
cris-wire for a holy shirt    or hawk glove
for a legate a latere or the Queen of
the out Isles’s belly band
These insertions take place within the  
terms of the switch in conceptual focus  
from the made object to the act of  
making which was achieved during the  
process of writing the first draft.
1st resolution (i) to clothe in variety
each inch to inch make a whole
(Made object) nor this pearl
for that plain
1st resolution (ii)
to show in this little what gradation
& tangle of being the school-doctor please to
call order.
Main conceptual resolution: art objects  
show forth a complex reality
Act of making
Nor tip-of finger-worked or
palm smoothed granulated by the rills of man’s
hand who works as the great waters very 
slow to make a fine polish when they
grind or smooth   the caskets filligree or
chased[?] plate-of-proof.  Or set this in paste
carefully
Here, the focus of the first draft has  
shifted to a greater concern with the act  
of making than with the object made.  
The development of this passage in the  
second draft with this insertion follows  
this shift.
Figure 21 – Second draft insertions reorienting the text from made things, to making, to maker (1st of 2 pages)
by
or dappled tunicle, or
Loop a love-knot maze to silk-set
Margaron or garnet for a pou proud
weft
or floriate a 
or coax a temper-out,
now by water & now by fire, the
rivetted & squat barnet[?] or
iron-mesh the hanzer-net in the 
shock-levies, or damascene a
Trojan story, or bas-relief a Venus-
With-a-Mass for cuisses or cuirass
for siegniorial italianates to have mock-death
by fanfare.
the filigree for
Donna belle,   [alteration]
Cezanne's making or (the <to> leaf the centuries)
his coaxing stroke on stroke to turn the
escaping contour <* note> in the blue St Victoire or (to
double-back on time)
and reconnoitre palaeoplast of
dawn-men (the Hearn-heads girondole
branched-shadows for a cavern-vault.)
Stalagmite calls to stalactite, or in the
Caves of dolomite, or where, west-wind
Graved, the toggled dolmens lean. 
<or> where the master of the faunoglyph handles
the instruments: his bone palette
his scalpriform flints, his stone maul, &
and employs the consubstantiating formulas.  
They cry
their placets from their lean haunches
when they see his foreshortened bison,
bulk & linear, splay the mural space.
The totem-master decoys without stalking,
His view is a capture by reason of[...]
the daubed ochre & the considered 
incisions, & the form-transference, &
the cult-intention.
Man in becoming <in the beginning> is already    
lord of plastic.
his plastic is already a signification.
We already, & first of all discern him, bowed
amid the objects.  His groping syntax
if our ears attend, shapes between the
echoing totems:
benedictam, adscriptam, ratam, rationabilem…
& by pre-application, & for them, under modes
& patterns altogether theirs, the holy
and venerable hands lift up an 
efficacious sign.
Pre-historic making his free incision
to run flank & hoof for a fore-shortened
bison in the caves of ice<,>
The contemporary 
engraver
or<,> to come home
(you know him in the tram) who cripples his
eye at lense under the small pool of light<,>
crabbed<,> bent<,> with a coblers’ hunch on him<,>
in small hours<,> with steel point manuevering
the bright copper-disc under gas-flame or candle flame
in the small urban upper-room where he makes 
the image, beats into the material the word.
Figure 21 – Second draft insertions reorienting the text from made things, to making, to maker (2nd of 2 pages)
If   we   turn   to   the   passage   which   immediately   follows,   we   find   that   this 
description of a particular prehistoric making leads into another summational 





















terms   of   the  Mass  metaphorically   to   describe   the   first   act   of  making   by   a 




















This   detailed   analysis   reveals   how   consecutive   drafting   stages   of   the   same 
fragment   are   actually   generative   of   fragments  with   entirely   new   conceptual 
centres: from art works showing forth the tangle of being, to the act of making 
being the means by which that  same tangle  is  discovered,   to   the prehistoric  
maker as the inventor of signification, to that maker as the inventor of himself as 
man, to the equivalence of that man's actions with the actions and words of the 







of  this  incremental  conceptual shift   is  amply demonstrated, I   feel,  by Jones's 
inclusion and then deletion of his old engraver fragment at the end of the second 
draft:  Jones was manifestly a kind of  spectator of  the shifts  occurring to his 
poem­concept, and could only proceed with uncertainty as he manually engaged 
with   his   text's   production;   he   returned   to   the   engraver   fragment,   but   then 




























the   scaffolding  which  had  allowed  him  to   reach   that  point.     Just  as  Pound 
excised what he saw as the redundant material of 'He Do the Police in Different 
Voices',   and   so  was   instrumental   in   turning   it   into  The  Waste   Land;  so,   in 
discarding the material which dealt with made things and prehistoric makers – 
not to mention the numerous longer experiments which were gradually falling 






II. “It Always Came Back to ANAΘHMATA”: 
The Title as Totem of the Making
In the Preface to The Anathemata, written in the summer of 1951, David Jones 
wrote the following: “I mean by my title as much as it can be made to mean, or 
can   evoke   or   suggest,   however   obliquely”   –   and   he   goes   on   to   list   these 
















up another   title,   is  demonstrably  aware  of   this  problem,  and yet  his   title   is 
inescapable: 'it always came back to ANA HMATA'.  We might say that part of itsΘ  
inescapability, part of its efficacy, is ironically its inefficacy: it succeeds by failing. 





Balaam's  Ass';   second,   'The Anathema'  –  to   the chronology of  Jones's   textual 
experimentation.  The finding of the title, I will suggest, was co­incident with the 
finding of  the poem.   One measure of   the inescapability  of  the title which I 
would suggest, and which is investigated here, is that its discovery entailed or 
allowed or effected the first coming together of the centre and the schema of the 
poem.     Indeed,   the   conceptual   shifts   we   witnessed   occurring   through   the 




might   refer  back   to  Eliot,   for   the  change  in   title   from  'He  Do   the  Police   in 










form was   inescapable  because  of   the   emergence  of   the  guiding  principle  of 
'anathemata'.
(i) [Untitled]: an unknown title for an unknown poem
Jones's experiments began, as we might expect, without a title.   In a letter of 
April  1939,  Jones recalls   the origin  in 1936 of   the writing he was currently 
working on: “It started off by talking about how things are conditioned by other 
things  –  a  person  comes   into  a   room  for   instance  and  all   the  disorder  and 
203 I focus merely on the implied transition in this title change from ventriloquism to the Grail legend as 
central preoccupations of the poem.  The implications of 'him' doing the Police in different voices need 










For  'a  person'   in  the description Jones gives  above we might   read  'Prudence 
Pelham' – the woman Jones loved from a distance throughout the 1930s and '40s 
–  and so remark  that   the origins  of  The Anathemata,   in   spite  of   its  author's 
protestations that he doesn't “know about our old friend 'love'” (DGC 86) – are in 
a love poem.  (This needn't surprise us; love being, for Jones, the fundamental 
source   of   sacramental   behaviours.)    Jones   continues   his   description   of   his 
current project by stating that “it has wandered into all kinds of things” – again, 
the  unintentioned making   is   implied  –  which   is   to   say  that   it  has  begun  to 
explore  his   ideas   in   relation   to   the  utile   and  gratuitous:   the  writing   in   the 
manuscript which this passage begins is Jones's first attempt to state in poetry 









204 See  in particular   those passages reproduced in  RQ  190, where the representative for fact­man is 
victorious over that for myth­man. 
205 Jones's use of Australian/New Zealand slang appears peculiar.  However, during the First World War, 
Australian and New Zealand Divisions of the British Army fought in France from April 1915 and April 
1916, respectively, and Jones is likely to have come into contact with them at  the Front.   'Bonza'  is 
probably one of Jones's many war words.
178
about  change  ('how everything  turns into  something else'), and then as about 
contradiction or co­presence of opposites ('everything is a balls­up and a kind of 
'Praise'  at  the same time').    This  latter aspect has gained dominance by April 
1939, when Jones writes: “I think it is really about how if you start saying in a 
kind   of   way   how  bloody  everything   is   you   end   up   in   a   kind   of  praise  – 
inevitably[...]”     (DGC  91).    Here,  we   find   the   first   indication   that   Jones   is 
predominantly   concerned  with   a   'duality',   one  which   is   fundamental   to   the 
schema of The Anathemata.206
I believe that such a 'duality' is important because, for Jones, each single element 
of   his   'anathemata'   in   the  middle   of   the   twentieth   century,   if   blessed   as   a 
gratuitously   produced   art   object,   is   also   cursed   from   the   dominant   utile, 
desacramentalized viewpoint for its inutility.   As noted in the Introduction, the 







Sacrament.    We are not  able   to  do such a  thing,  Jones's   rhetorical  response 
implies:  “It  would appear that there is a dichotomy which puts asunder that 





















Book of  Balaam's  Ass,”  he  concludes  (DGC  91).     In  what   follows,   I  examine 
Jones's first working title as an indicator of an inconsistent schema at the heart 
of his making between 1939 and 1944.
(ii) 'The Book of Balaam's Ass': the wrong title for the wrong poem
As early as Spring 1939, then, Jones had in place the conceptual germ for The 
Anathemata: saying how 'bloody' everything is in poetry results in praise because 











thou shalt  curse   is  cursed” (Num 22:6).208   Of  course,  Balac  misunderstands 
207 Rene Hague draws attention to this facet of the title, though it is subjugated to other, in his opinion  
more important, aspects of the title (which I deal with below).  See Hague's introduction in RQ xxv.












messengers,  and even though he has  latterly gained permission,  angers God. 
Following  Balaam's   arrival,   Balac  and  he  go   to   the  highest  point   above   the 
Israelite camp.   Here, Balaam sacrifices seven bullocks and seven rams upon 
seven altars  and receives   the  word of  God,  by which he blesses   rather   than 




present   at   all.     Balac  may  want  Balaam   to   curse   the   Israelites,   but   as   he 
































immediately as  Jones wrote his  letter  to Jim Ede;   this  shift   therefore almost 
certainly indicates that Jones refined his image rather than entirely shifted the 
allusion from one scriptural narrative to another.  But this also implies that Jones 


















dominate  'by assimilation'   indigenous Celtic  gratuitous sign­making, and thus 




subsequently   considered   title,   'The   Anathema'   –   which  does  articulate   this 
paradox   through   its  amphibolic   structure,  as  Ann Carson Daly   identifies211  – 
seems   to  have   refocused   the   schema of   the   text   and   consigned   the  original 
beginning of 'The Book of Balaam's Ass' to the category 'Experiment'.   Thus we 
find the dialectical modulation being played out between centre and schema of 
the  writing   registered   in   Jones's   shifting   sense   of   an   adequate   title   as   he 
continues to write.
(iii) 'The Anathema': almost exactly fitting requirements
In   February  1944,   Jones   received   a   letter   from  someone  named Norman   in 
response   to  a  query  he  had  made  about   the  word   'anathema'   (DJP  LA5/1). 
Norman, basing his observations on Liddell and Scott's A Greek­English Lexicon, 
notes that there are two Greek sources for the English 'anathema', the difference 
209 A table presenting chronological evidence in relation to the specific titles Jones had in mind during 
















meaning to  'anathema'  spelled with an epsilon.    This word   μ ,  whilstανάθε α  
meaning first 'anything devoted', and afterwards 'devoted to evil', also describes 






requirements   of   dress,   priestly   assistance,   use   of   instruments,   and   spoken 
formula.214    In  other  words,   the  bringing   into  being  of   'anathema'   (with   an 
epsilon)   requires   a   rite  which  uses   objects   and  words   lifted  up   to  God   for 
cursing, which is to say, it requires 'anathema' (with an eta).   As Jones points 
212 Jones  owned  an  abridged  version  of  Liddell  and  Scott's  Lexicon from  October  1945,  and  the 
unabridged version from August 1954.  He perhaps used a reference copy in his local  library to ask 
Norman about 'anathema', though this would have involved leaving his 'dug-out'.
213 In  the  Douay-Rheims  Bible,  the  word  'anathema'  appears  18  times,  with  these  three  uses  all  
represented.  The use of 'anathema' as a noun occurs in a positive sense (in Josue 6:17) but more usually a 
negative  (in  Deut.  7.26  and  13.17;  in  Josue  7:  1,  11  and  12;  in  Zach.  14:11;  in  Rom.  9:3;  in  1  
Paralipomenon 2:7; and, as a proper noun naming a settlement, in Num. 21.3 and Judges 1:17).  It is used  
adjectivally  in  Josue  7:13,  Judith  16:23,  and  Malachias  4:6.   Finally,  it  used  performatively  in  1  
Corinthians 12:3 and 16:22, and in Galatians 1:8 and 9.
214 See   'anathema',  Catholic  Encyclopaedia,  Gignac,   1907.     The   chapter   'ordo   excommunicandi   et 




out, this word –  μ  – is the etymological root of the version of 'anathema'ανάθη α  
which uses an epsilon.215   So, just as sentencing a thing to becoming 'anathema' 
(with   an   epsilon)   in   the   Catholic   Church   required   prior   use   of   objects   or 
'anathema' (with an eta) in the performance of its rite, so too is 'anathema' as a  
curse in ancient Greek culture preceded etymologically by  'anathema' as  'that 
which   is   set   up'   or   as   'votive   offerings',  which   are   of   course  made   things. 
Presumably   this  etymological  development  signifies  a   substantial   reality:   that 
made objects  are  appropriated,  presumably  over  a   long  period  of   time,   into 
functioning as part of a ritual act which designates blessedness or accursedness. 
This in turn implies that there was something in the making of those objects 
which  prefigured   that   ritual   act   –   in   other  words,   that  making,   before   any 
communal ritual was developed, was that ritual: that making was from its very 
inception devotional.  We would do well to remember that the words Jones uses 
from the Canon of   the Mass at   the beginning of  The Anathemata  –   the pre­
consecrational epiclesis – are spoken by the priest in reference to the bread and 
wine,   and   in   a   supplication   to   God   to   bless,   ascribe   to,   ratify,   and  make 
reasonable and acceptable that bread and wine:  benedictam, adsciptam, ratam,  




he considered  it.    However,  the word he accidentally  discovered through his 
research into the word  'anathema' –  'anathemata'  – did the same job, but,  in 
being exclusively rooted in the made object, did it better.
(iv) 'The Anathemata': a coming together of title and poem-concept
On the verso of a sheet which forms part of the 'Roman Quarry' manuscript we 
find written: 'The /  ANATH MATA / The ANATH MA' (LR8/6.142).  This sheet,Ē Ē  
having only one page number ('125 ctd'), unlike most of the  'Roman Quarry' 
215 This much  is  suggested by both words having  the same verb form, which,  as Liddell  and Scott 











is   derived   from   the   Greek   'anathema'   with   an   eta.     In   truth,   the   English 
'anathema'   has   functioned   as   the   descendant   of   both   Greek   forms,   and   so 
operated   as   noun   (a   blessed   or   cursed   thing   or   person),   quasi­adjective 
(describing a thing as cursed), and performative (bringing into being that very 
curse through its use) – but also as a noun defined by its devotional function ('a 




division   of   μ   and   μ .     This   misunderstanding,   or   wilfulανάθε α ανάθη α  
simplification, by Jones is crucial to our view of the changing title of his poem. 


















(ii) blessed/cursed  duality   (though  only  by  means  of   a  pun,  which 









































The   insertions   Jones   began   making   into   the   poem   after   this   point   of 
development was reached continued under the terms of his conceit of dating the 
Passion in relation to historical events.  However, this dating suddenly began to 
be   located   in   relation   to   the  making  of   art   objects.    These   art  objects   are: 
equestrian statues at the Roman Forum,217 Phydias's two statues of Athena, some 
Pergamon bronzes, a marble dedicated by Rhonbos on the Acropolis,218 a sixth­
century Kore statuette,  and some Greek kouroi.219   All   these works are made 
things which fulfilled a votive or devotional function: they are 'anathemata' in 
the sense precluded, in Jones's mind, from 'anathema'.  The text, as produced by 
Jones   up   until   June   1945,   did   not   include   any   such   devotional   objects.220 
217 These statues appear on page 5 F continued; DJP LA1/4.40 and 42 (Ana 85).
218 The Phydias Athenas, the Pergamon bronzes, and the  Rhonbos marble appear on pages 5 F continued 
(DJP LA1/4.52), 5 F continued 2 (ff.53, 55); 5F continued 3 (ff.59, 60, 61, 62, 63); 5 F Continued 4  
(ff.65, 66); and on three unnumbered sheets (ff.56, 57, 58).  See Ana 94.
219 Early versions of the kouroi appear on pages 5 F continued  9  11 (DJP LA1/4.78); 5 F continued 10 
(ff.75-7); and 5 F continued 12 (f.86).
220 The poem at this stage included the following themes or images in order: the origin of man as man-
the-maker  (Ana  49); the  Modern  Mass  (Ana  49-51);  preparing  the  Cenacle  for  the  Supper  (51-53); 
geological formation according to Aristotle's theory of the Great Summer and Great Winter (55); Troy  
(55-57);  geological  formation again (57-58);  dating the  Passion in  reference to:  (I)  the  beginning of 
188
Therefore, it was only after 'anathemata' suggested itself as a title and began to 
tip   the   balance   of   favour   away   from   'The   Anathema'   for   Jones   that   such 
'anathemata' began to be included in the text.  Thus, here, the changed title has 
shifted   the  poem's   conceived centre,  and as  a   result  performed a   refocusing 
function on the schema of the poem during its making.  



















with Jackson Knight (the emphasis on 'was' – 'he thought  Anathemata  was  the 
accurate title for my thing' – denoting confirmation of something already almost 
agriculture (58), (ii) the first Roman invasion of Britain (58), (iii) events of the Roman Empire (186-89), 
(iv) events in the life of Christ (188-89); The Crucifixion (189, 190, 193, 224-233); the manner of the  
institution of the Eucharist  as dependent on the cultural  traditions of the time and place (241-2);  the  
institution of the Eucharist (242); and the equivalence of the Mass, the institution of the Eucharist and the  
Crucifixion (243).
221 The phrase appears on page 5 F Continued  9  10 (DJP LA1/4.81) and page 5F continued 10 (ff.[83], 
84, 85).   As both the 'makers  of anathemata'  and the kouroi passages were first  drafted on different 
versions of 5 F continued 9/10/11, but the kouroi passage was shunted along by growing insertions into 







textual   preoccupations   over   the   same   period.     In  mid­   to   late­1944,   Jones 
returned   to   the   'man­the­maker   Mass'   he   had   drafted   in   1941.   Shortly 









co­generative,   each   guiding,   refining   and   then   ratifying   decisions   made   in 
relation to the other.




















single  word which  behaved  exactly  as  his   first   emerging   fragment  had –  or 
would.   Jones's  writing of the poem is mediated around his discovery of the 










metaphysical  presence,   the co­habitation of   the  utile  and gratuitous  in  those 
things pertaining to man.   It becomes a talisman or totem – indeed, the word 




Where   Chapter   1   covered   Jones   discovery   of   a   method,   this   Chapter   has 
presented   a   view   of   his   discovery   of   the   subject   of   his   poem;   and   as   the 
comparison with Eliot's and Pound's discovery of The Waste Land indicates, such 
a groping movement – and we should remember the maker at the opening of 
























the­maker,   the   construction   of   the   two   titles   'The   Anathema'   and   'The 
Anathemata',  and Jones's transferral of the generative fragmentary method to 
this new text, were involved in a reciprocal process by which the centre and 








the   Poem',   Ann   Carson   Daly   examines   in   detail   the   'dualism'   which   Jones 
establishes  with  his   choice  of   title.    Although  I  am not   convinced  by  Daly's 
precise designation of what constitutes the sacred and profane in Jones's work, I 
do agree that “both the form and content of [the word] 'anathemata' convey that 
Jones's   subject   matter   is   contradiction   itself.”223    Jones's   title,   in   being   an 
amphibole,   formally  performs  the  aporia  which  besets  his   thought,  and  thus 
achieves a characteristically modernist effect where form and content co­operate. 
This was related to Jones's conception of an 'incarnational' poetics, which was 








and   in   spite   of   a   second   nervous   breakdown   in   September   1946   which 
incapacitated him for a year, Jones wrote most of The Anathemata before the end 
222 See Bushell (2008) 159.

















Livia's   two   sons  Shem and  Shaun  of   their  mother's   'delta',  he  wrote   it   very 
quickly.226   Thus, if we recall the process of Eliot's making of  The Waste Land 
described at the beginning of this chapter, we clearly see common characteristics 









224  Joyce quoted in Crispi and Slote (2007) 14.  
225 There are two major accounts of the conceptualisation of  Finnegans Wake, which conflict.  Danis 
Rose believes Joyce was writing a collection of short stories to be entitled  Finn's Hotel, while David 
Hayman believes that Joyce moved gradually from focusing on Tristan and Isolde to the creation of a 
whole family narrative which treated of  HCE, ALP, Shem, Shaun and Issy.  Either  way,  Joyce only 
gradually discovery  Finnegans Wake.  Crispi,  Slote and Van Hulle provide a useful  summary of the 
compositional history of Finnegans Wake, and refer to alternative accounts, in the introduction to Crispi 
and Slote (2007) 5-31.




poem would instantiate was still  by no means certain.    In the following two 








◊  3   ◊
“This ‘word’ business”










the   bodily,  what   the   senses   register,   the   assembled   data   first   –  then  is   the 



















Having examined the development of  a method  in the first  chapter,  and  the 
finding of an overall concept in the second, we now move in this third chapter to 
engage  with   the   specific   poetics   Jones   developed  within   the   terms   of   that 
method and concept.    Although there  is  no distinct  boundary between these 
developments, and although all developments were taking place at once, we can 


















227 See my introduction to Chapter 2 for an account of how this would seem to have been the case in  









ideas,   there   was   no   definitive   moment:   the   resilience   of   this   link   to   the 
'experimental' material registers Jones's feeling that he might be able to salvage 
it – it suggests that he never abandoned entirely the hope that he would be able 
'to   forge   the  necessary  connecting   links'   (TL  19).    This,   I  would  argue,  was 
another essential  ambivalence which enabled the writing of  The Anathemata: 





However,   the   conceptualization   of   his   poem as   the   textual  manifestation  of 
198
'anathemata' had led Jones in the writing of this material (which formed the two 




possible  using his  method.    When Jones  described  the moment  at  which he 
realised that he required a new poetics, his writing of 1945 had led him to this 
realisation by already exhibiting the partial realisation of such a poetics in the 









Earlier   in   the   same   letter,   Jones  wrote  of  his   experimental  material   that   “it 
remained chunks of material that I worked on sometimes in considerable detail. 
There was virtually nothing of ‘The Lady of the Pool’ theme, and very little if any of  
the   geological   stratification   theme,   both   of   which   are   so   important   to  The 
Anathemata.” (TL 19 – my emphasis).   'The Lady of the Pool' and the geology­










I. The Challenge of an Incarnational Art
(i) “The Mass makes sense of everything”
The first experience Jones had of the Roman Catholic Mass occurred in around 
1917 on the Western Front.  He recounts this experience in a letter written the 

















a  Protestant   at   the  Office  of  Holy  Communion   in   spite  of   the   insistence  of 
Protestant theology on the ‘priesthood of the laity.’
(DGC 248­9)
Despite not being able  to remember which part  of  the Mass was being said, 
Jones recalls the scene in great visual detail – and this some 57 years after the 
event.  As an 'uninitiated bloke' of 22 years of age, Jones almost certainly would 




enough memory  of   the   scene  to  mention  specifically   the  alb  hanging   to   the 
priest's feet, the planeta worn over the top, the amice about the shoulders, and 
the  maniple  hanging   from  the   left   arm.     Jones  also  mentions   the  points  of 
candlelight  and the altar  cloths  lying across   the altar   'stone'  (the  improvised 
mensa).     A   sense   of   illumination,  warmth   and   oneness   –   of   community   – 








importantly,   also   things  made  –   are   the   source  of   Jones's   impression  of   the 
“oneness between the Offerant and those toughs.”  They are instruments used in 










signs  was   at   the   forefront   of   his  makerly   impulse;   the   'prehistoric  makers' 




















of   the   Eucharist   –   and   just   as   had   the   cave   paintings   and   burial   rites   of 
prehistory.
So,   looking   through   this   crack   in   the  wall,   Jones   saw  how material   objects 




















(ii) The form of the concrete universal: from Romanticism to Modernism
At   the   beginning   of   January   1939,  when   Jones  was  writing   his   first  Mass 
sequence, he put to Harman Grisewood the major problem of his current work: 
“This   bloody   difficulty   of  writing   about   ‘ideas’   and   somehow  making   them 
concrete is a bugger to surmount – but I believe it can be done” (DGC 89).  Such 
a task has been identified as  the  poetic challenge from Aristotle in the  Poetics, 
through Philip Sidney in his 'Defense of Poesie' (1595), to Ezra Pound, who in 
spite of his wilful new­ness simply restates the same necessity of poetry: "art 








229 Ezra Pound, 'T. S. Eliot', Literary Essays, p.420; quoted in Gefin (1982) 31.  Sidney identifies history, 
philosophy  and  poetry  as  the  three  high  achievements  of  man.   Whilst  history  is  concerned  with 
particulars,  and philosophy with abstraction, “the peerlesse Poet performe[s] both, for whatsoever the 
Philosopher saith should be done, he [the poet] gives a perfect picture of it by some one, by whom he  
presupposeth it was done, so as he coupleth the generall notion with the particular example.  A perfect 
picture I say, for hee yeeldeth to the powers of the minde an image of that whereof the  Philosopher 
bestoweth but a wordish description, which doth neither strike, pearce, nor possesse the sight of the soul 
so much, as that other doth.” Sidney (1923) 14.  As Wimsatt identifies, this has been seen as the ideal 
state of poetry from Aristotle, through Plotinus and Scholasticism.  See Wimsatt (1954) 71.
230 Wimsatt (1954) 76.
203
Wimsatt uses Wordsworth's 'Solitary Reaper' in order to illustrate the means by 
which   the   concrete  universal   functions   in   poetry.    Wimsatt   extrapolates   the 
following  from Wordsworth's   juxtaposition of  a  singing girl  with two singing 
birds:
the   three   figures   serv[e]   the   metaphorical   function   of   bringing   out   the 







We   might   speculate   that   the   poem   would   still   have   existed   as   poetry   if 
Wordsworth   had   written   only   of   the   girl,   but   that   it   is   enriched   by   the 
metaphorical  commonality encapsulated  in the two birds also singing (which 
enriches   the   sense  we   get   of   the   girl’s   loneliness   –   a   universal   –   through 
metaphor); and that this is further enriched by the concrete attributes of the 
birds   (both   their   geographical   position,   and   the   distance   between   those 
positions) which, again by the action of the metaphor, increases in its greater 
concreteness   the   power   of   the   universal   attributes   assigned   to   the   girl. 
Wordsworth  is  not   telling us what   these birds  mean;  neither,   in view of   the 
distance between them,  is  he telling us what  the impossibility  of  hearing all  
three singers at the same time means.  It is the very absence of a stated meaning 








different   from   that   of   science.     For   behind   a  metaphor   lies   a   resemblance 




















from Pound   reveals).    However,   the   advent   of   literary  modernism   involved, 
amongst many other things, an engagement with a different class of the concrete 
altogether.   Whilst in Romanticism the concrete is approached  through  words 
(the images of the girl and the birds are the particulars to which Wordsworth's 
poem   directs   us),   in   certain   kinds   of   modernist   writing,   the   concrete   is 
approached  in  words.     That   is   to   say,   the   concrete   signifier   assumes   a 




233 Paul de Man deconstructs the notion that the concrete universal has an objective reality in the opening 











breakdown   therapy   using   phrases   from   Joyce's   'Anna   Livia   Plurabelle';   he 














234 See Miles and Shiel (1995) 194 for an account of Jones entitling his paintings in this period.  The 
'Northmens thing' inscription is used to illustrate The Anathemata, facing page 55; 'The Arthurian Legend' 
was published in E&A 202-211.
235 William Blissett describes a visit to Jones on 28 January 1959: "Mr Jones wanted to talk about Joyce.  
He  had  memorized  'Anna  Livia  Plurabelle'  from  the  record  –  one  of  the  few  things  he  had  ever 
memorized since his childhood – and it only gradually faded when the record along with a number of  
other things was stolen from his studio; now he has secured another copy."  Blissett (1981) 12-13.





















verse,  from its  place in medieval   lyrics,  through Milton's   'On the Morning of 
Christ's Nativity', to its place throughout Hopkins' work – and indeed in its place 






















up   a   re­calling   poetics   of   history.     Although   Jones   does   not   use   the   term 
'incarnational'   to  describe   it,   I   think  we   can   see   that   this  description   is   the 
missing articulation of the specifics of that poetics.   Exploring the capacity for 









we   know   the   city   referred   to,   and  we  have   the  Viking   assembly   or   Thing, 
'making', in the fullness of time, the Georgian assembly rooms by the same Black 
Water  and  the Dublin of  now.  [Jones's   footnote:   'At   the  time of  writing  this 
article (1948) I was under the  impression that the place­name Dublin derived 
from   two  Goidelic  words  meaning   'black  water'.     I   understand   that   this   is 
incorrect.']
Had  the  author  not  metamorphosed  'Suffolk  Place'   in  both  sense  and 
appearance he would have had a kind of banal and restricted 'now­ness', a total 
lack of  universality  and no poetry.    On the other  hand had he  not   found  a 
'Suffolk Place' of some sort, somewhere, to metamorphose, he would have lost 
208




























The experience of  this  formal patterning  is   the first  step;   it  obliges  us (with 
Jones) to pursue the possibility that a semiotic equivalence might provide a clue 
to an equivalence within the world: semiotic equivalence guides us toward the 




joy   in   the   flexibility  of   language as  much as   it   comments  on   the  history  of 
Dublin.   Jones's  attraction to  'Northmen's thing made southfolk's place' partly 
stems,   I   think,   from the   fact   that  a   sequence  of   six  highly  abstract  common 
nouns are transmuted by the material particularities of their combination into 











The  kind  of  effect  which  Jones  experienced   in  his   reading  of   this  phrase   is 
completely dependent on a kind of stratification of the word.   It is noteworthy, 
however,   that   the   phrase   Jones   chooses   to   single­out   is   in   one   respect   not 




thing  made   southfolk's   place'   is   a   comparatively   rare   case   in   Joyce   of   the 
diachronically performative – in this phrase, the history of language enacts the 
history of culture.  This is the reason for Jones's attraction to it: the whole of The 




















237 Jakobson (1985) 153.  Jakobson's definition is as follows “The poetic function projects the principle  
of equivalence from the axis of selection into the axis of combination.   Equivalence is promoted to the 
constitutive device of the sequence.  In poetry one syllable is equalized with any other syllable of the 
same sequence: word stress is assumed to equal word stress, as unstress equals unstress; prosodic long is 
matched with long, and short with short; word boundary equals word boundary, no boundary equals no  
boundary; syntactic pause equals syntactic pause, no pause equals no pause.  Syllables are converted into  
units of measure, and so are morae or stresses.”
211








have   been   the   subjects   of   full­length   investigations   into   the   effect   of   the 
philological   vogue   of   the  mid­   to   late­nineteenth   century   on   the  writing   of 






(i) Language as material
We must begin, though, by thinking about what the materials of language might 
be.    Julia  Kristeva,  exploring this  question,  divided  that  materiality   into  two 
kinds:   first,   “there   is   no   language   without   sounds,   gestures,   or   writing”; 
language is for communication, and there can be no communication without this 
material instantiation.  Second, every language system follows a set of objective 
laws  in   its  organization –   it  must   consist  of  articulable  units,  and  there  are 
238 Unpublished letter to Harman Grisewood, 19 March 1940; quote in Staudt (1994) 130.
239 See Plotkin (1989) and Taylor (1993)  Plotkin suggests The Wreck of the Deutschland as a watershed 
not only for Hopkins but for English poetry: “The Wreck of the Deutschland and the corpus of poems it 
inaugurates  mark  the  convergence  in  English  of  poetry  and  philology,  with  consequences  for 
discursiveness and obscurity, for meaning and the vehicles of meaning, and for the nature and function of  
language in poetry.” (7-8)
212
objective laws for this division.
The   nature   of   this   second   type   of  materiality   in   language   is   an   important 
element in the consideration of the differential capacities which languages have 
for   morphological   change.     Kristeva   remarks   that   the   science   of   writing, 
immature though it is,240 has traditionally organized writing into three types of 















subtracted   from,   or   altered   within   words   through   time;   and   those   letters 
themselves  have   experienced   the   same   process   –   thus   generating   a   shifting 
morphology   of   words   through   the   language's   historical   development.     The 
monumental result of a century of comparative philology in English, the  OED, 
presents these material changes in infinitesimal detail.  Because its material laws 
of   organization  predisposed   it   thus,   the  English   language  was   found   in   the 
nineteenth century to be rife with historicity. 
240 Kristeva (1989) 23.
241 Whilst the earliest recorded uses in the OED of 'alphabet' (1513), 'alphabetic' (1642), and 'hieroglyph' 
(1598) reveal an early modern understanding in English of the difference between language-types, the 
first recorded uses of 'phonetic' (1826), 'ideograph' (1835), and 'pictograph' (1851) show that this tripartite 
division emerged with the new comparative philology, which forms the subject of the following sub-
section.
242 Kristeva (1989) 27-9.
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(ii) The new comparative philology and the history of English
Etymological speculation is probably only a little younger than language itself. 
In Plato's Cratylus, a foundational text for the argument over whether languages 
are   founded   on   conventional   or   natural   sets   of   signs,   Socrates'  method   of 













of   philosophy.     In   one   short   passage   of  An   Essay   Concerning   Human 
Understanding  (1690), John Locke implied that etymology might be the means 




should be empirical  and anti­speculative,  and  that,   transacted  in this  way,   it 
would reveal the affinity of languages, and thus of nations.247   As Hans Aarsleff 
notes,   “[b]y  making   it   strictly   historical,   comparative,   and   structural,   Jones 
243 Arguments  persist  over  whether  Socrates  is  genuine  in  his  etymological  investigations  and 
conclusions.  See Plato (1997) 101.
244 See Olender (December 1994) 5 and passim.




caused a  revolution  in the study of   language.”248   His  historical,  a  posteriori 
approach   to   language   study   allowed   him   to   formulate   the   Indo­European 
hypothesis in 1786.249  However, because of Tooke's enormous influence, the new 
comparative philology which William Jones's method pre­empted was not able to 
emerge  in England until   the 1830s.   A philological  movement owing a large 
degree of debt to Jones had developed much earlier in Germany with the work 
of  Michaelis,  Herder,   Schlegel,   Bopp,  Rask   and  Grimm,   though   comparative 
philology  did  not  properly  emerge  until   1816  with   the  publication  of  Franz 
Bopp’s  Uber das Conjugationssystem.250   In the 1830s, Benjamin Thorpe (1782­
1870) and John Mitchell Kemble (1807­1857) studied under Rask and Grimm 
respectively,   and   brought   back   their   comparative   philological   methods   to 
England.     From   1830   onwards,   comparative   philology   began   to   become   a 
discipline in England, growing out of an increasing interest in, and a consequent 
increasing   availability   of,   Anglo­Saxon   literature   in   England   from   the  mid­
eighteenth   century   onward.     This   enabled   the   Philological   Society   to   be 
established   in  1842.    However,   the  Society  was   intent  upon developing   this 
interest beyond Anglo­Saxon literature, and encouraged the comparative study 
of   Anglo­Saxon   with   other   non­English   languages.     Despite   the   continued 
survival  of   a   strain  of   etymological  metaphysics   through   the  mid­nineteenth 
century   (exemplified   by  Max  Muller)   the  movement   of   language   study   in 
England was towards the historical and empirical.   One of the most important 
figures in this movement was Richard Chenevix Trench, who believed that the 
study of  language enabled the study of nations.251   Trench's  On the Study of  




the  Philological   Society   to   collect   unregistered  words   in  English;   and   seven 
months   later,   a   scheme   for   a   new   English   dictionary   was   introduced   and 
248 Ibid. 134.
249 Ibid. 136-8.
250 See ibid. 144-61.
251 Ibid. 238.
252 The Study of Words reached its nineteenth edition in 1886; English Past and Present its fourteenth in 








these  were  undated,  no  doubt  because   the  examples  were   taken   from  texts 
written over   the course of  only   the  preceding 160 years.    Richardson's  New 
Dictionary of the English Language (1836­7), by contrast, quoted works from as 
early as 1300, and provided dates of publication; it also eschewed definitions 
altogether,  believing that only exemplary uses were necessary.255   Despite  the 
significant debt which the  OED  owed to its predecessors, in an address to the 
Philological   Society   in   1857   which   inaugurated   the   making   of   this   new 
dictionary, Trench made it clear why such a project was necessary, giving a list of 










and  the  last   (Wise  onward)  in  1928 –  the dictionary had  taken 44 years   to 
publish, and was only completed 70 years after Trench had first conceived of the 




254 Trench, On Some Deficiencies, pp.4-6; quoted in Ibid. 261.
255 Murray (1900) 72.





















collected and exhibited,  much as   it  was   in  the  natural   sciences   in  the  same 
period.258    The  OED   –  “the   climactic   achievement   of   Victorian   historical 
philology” – was that collection and exhibition.259















ACRE (now really ēⁱ‧k )Əɹ , formerly aker, is the extant form of Old English  crǽ , 
the special English form of  acr,  akr, this of West Germanic  akra, this, through 
earlier  akra­z,   of   Original   Teutonic  akro­z,   this   of   original   Aryan   or   Indo­




















an   ambivalence   in   regards   to   another   of   the   great   problems   of   dictionary­
makers: how words can be adequately defined.
261 OED (1933) xxx.
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have  identified, for  the scope of  this and the following chapter,  as the latter 
stages   of   the  writing   of  The   Anathemata)  that   Jones   produced   40%   of   his 
inscriptions.262   Of course, the painting of inscriptions involves an engagement 










the route or  a guide  to tides,  spelt   in  the smaller  Ox.  Dict.   'ruttier'   from Fr. 
routier.   But spelt 'rutter' in old books & so spelt by Prof. E. G. R. Taylor (the 












The   acquisition   of   word­books   in   relation   to   specific   disciplines   –   namely 















discrepancies between the lemmas of  the  Shorter,   the  Concise  and the  Pocket  
OED in regards to the word 'matlo(w)'.  As we would expect, the full OED (the 
263 See  The Library of David Jones: A Catalogue, compiled by Huw Ceriog Jones (1995)  under the 
following author  headings:  In  relation  to  architecture: Ware  (acquired  by  Jones on  4 August  1945); 
Atkinson (c.  1950);  Weale (1950).   In relation to geology-topography-geography:  Moore (11 January 
1950); Gorton (July 1951).  In relation to writing and inscriptions:  Gray (22 October 1948); Tschichold 
(July 1951).  In relation to sea-faring: Harnack (June 1949).  Dates are as written by David Jones on the 
inside front cover or fly leaf.
264 Thompson,  The ABC of Our Alphabet  (acquired by Jones c.  1950);  Webster's  New International  
Dictionary  of  the  English  Language[...]  (June  1950);  Hotten,  The  Slang  Dictionary:  Etymological,  
historical and anecdotal (21 July 1950);  Shorter Oxford English Dictionary  (2 volume edition:) Vol. 1 
(published in 1944; undated by Jones), Vol. 2 (22 Sept 1950); Trench, On the Study of Words (September 
1951); Skeat,  A Glossary of Tudor and Stuart Words (24 May 1952); [catalogued under title:] Latin for 
Lawyers (26 September 1950); Smith, A Small English-Latin Dictionary (2 copies) (1948; 1952).  Again, 
dates are those recorded by Jones himself. 
265 Trench's  work  could  only  have  influenced  the  writing  of  The  Anathemata  in  its  final  stages. 
However, this purchase signifies that the writing of The Anathemata led Jones to an interest in language 
of a kind which made the acquisition of Trench's book necessary or of interest.
220
'big, big, vol. vol. vol.' etc) is the final authority on word forms for Jones.  More 









Access   to   such   a   'factual   and   bodily   origin'   in   words   only   became 















Cognitive   part   of   poetical   language”   than  was   provided   in   the   dictionary.267 
Empson went on to present a system of codes by which this might be achieved. 
First,  he described  the different  codes by which the Implication,  Association, 
266 Harris (1988) xi.




Types   of   equation  within  words  which   seek   to   account   for   the   'compacted 
doctrine' which words seem to carry.269  We need not examine Empson's account 
of the structure of complex words in detail; it is sufficient to note that a rigorous 






(iv) Material and meaning: David Jones's words for 'cockney'
Elen's  monologue  is   introduced with a description of  her  “East­Seaxna­nasal” 
accent, the cockney which Jones points out is rumoured to have its source in 












270 We should note that Empson concludes The Structure of Complex Words by proposing that the next 
edition of the OED should include an account of the interactions between words; but then, claiming that  
such an inclusion is not really so important, states that his main purpose is to improve shorter dictionaries.  










fascinating view not only of  how Jones sought out  historic   forms of  modern 
words for use in his poem, but also of how the meaning of those retrieved words 
was idiosyncratically constituted from his place in the present.

















271 This assertion of value is strongly opposed by the examples of use given under the twenty-third 
definition of 'cock' (n.): “1626 Raleigh's Ghost in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 531 Every minute he produced 
new and unnatural *Cocks~eggs...hatched them from the devilishness of his policy, and brought forth 
serpents to poison all Europe.  1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Cock's-egg, an abortive egg, without a yolk. 





Following  this,   Jones  takes  the raw data of   the  OED  and co­opts   it   into  the 
etymological   function.     Even   though   the  OED  only   lists   its   four   separate 



















for   'cockney'  begin  and end at   the   same points   (moving   from  'cock's­egg'   to 
'Londoner') the diachronic value­meaning exhibited by the two routes taken is 
diametrically  opposed:   for   the  OED,   the  historical  development  of   the  word 
[in Shropshire] cock's eggs..They are very unlucky, and must never be brought into a house.”
272 The OED includes the following as its first quotation: “[1598-1611 FLORIO, Caccherelli, cacklings 
of hens; also egs (1611 egges), as we say cockanegs. Cf. cock's egg s.v. COCK1 23. In Surrey the saying  
goes, ‘When the cock lays eggs, then the hen lays rashers of bacon’.]”  In view of the fact that the square  
brackets in which this quotation is enclosed in the OED denote that it “indicates a use which helps to  
illustrate the development of the sense, while not strictly exemplifying it”, 'cock's-eggs' were only at first 
a figure for something which could never exist.  (OED, Preface to the Second Edition (1989), 'Key to the 
conventions of the Dictionary'.)
224
'cockeneye'/'cockney' – whether applying to a malformed egg, spoilt child, feeble 















Jones  was   completely   unwilling   to   distort   historical  word­forms.     To   use   a 
morphology without historic precedent – to invent one – was cheating, as his 
admiration (quoted above  in full) of Joyce's  attention to “[t]he concrete,  the 
exact dimensions, the contactual, the visual, the bodily, what the senses register, 
the assembled data” makes clear  (E&A  306).   The assembled data of the  OED 
allowed, or compelled, the poet to in some degree or other write about the thing 
with which he or she wrote: language.273   Jones's approach to language is one 




273 Jones writes in the Preface to The Anathemata of the poet's unique position in comparison with all 
other makers: “I name the poets in particular, not to round off a phrase, but to state what appears to me to 
be a fact.  The forms and materials which the poet uses, his images and the meanings he would give to 
those images, his perceptions, what is evoked or incanted, is in some way or other, to some degree of  
other, essentially bound up with the particular historic complex to which he, together with each other  
member of that complex, belongs.  But, for the poet, the woof and warp, the texture, feel, ethos, the whole 






means.   Jones's description of London as the 'nestle­cock  polis'  (Ana  124) is a 
compound of 'cockney', 'nestling place' and the Greek for 'city', all of which are 
part of  a fabric of  cultural history to which Jones assigned value.   The  OED 
defines   'nestle­cock'   as   'The   last­hatched  bird  of  a  brood;   the  weakling  of   a 
brood. In extended use: a mother's pet; a spoilt or delicate child or youth.'  Prior 



















the   sweet   gag?  1986   P.   O'BRIAN   Reverse   of   Medal   V.   161   You   ignorant 
incompetent whey­faced nestlecock.











value which  is   signified by  the  material   linguistic  network which   they carry. 
That network is too vast to grasp in its totality (every material word brings into 
play every other material word in a new shape) and so the experience of a single 
word   can  only  manifest   itself   as   an   immaterial   aesthetic   'sense'.    We  might 
speculate   that   the  OED,   in  order   to  present  a   comprehensive  history  of   the 





meaning   in   terms of  how  it   interacted within   the   totality  of   the complex of 
language.  
And this is the crux of my view of the material of language in relation to Jones: 




possible   to,   by   the   limits   of   its  material.     The   short­circuits,   crossed  wires, 
accidental   similarities,  purported etymologies,  morphological  analogies,  puns, 
homonyms and polysemies – all of these are made possible by the materiality of 
the English language which we identified at the beginning of this section.  These 

























adequate   confirmation   of   this,   particuarly   through   its   use   of   a   kind   of 
'comparative liturgicology', whereby it could be seen how the Church of East and 
West,   though growing  from the   same  root,  had become utterly  dissimilar   in 























history  of   the  English   language.    From  the  moment   that   its  dominance  was 
assured, writers could not help but engage with the material being of language 
in   some  way,   no  matter   how   inadvertently   or   implicitly.     To  modify   Eliot's 
judgement of  Ulysses  in relation to the writerly act, the  OED  was the book to 
which modernist writers were indebted, and from which none could escape.
Jones's attention to English morphology and etymology increased in the years 
1945­52 as he acquired more and more  'word­books'.    The highly specialized 







III. David Jones's Modernist Macaronics
(i) The borders of the English language
In the Cratylus, one of the insuperable barriers to the discovery of the origins of 











those   nebulous   masses   familiar   to   the   astronomer,   in   which   a   clear   and 









274 Plato, Cratylus,  409d, 416a, 421c-d.
275 OED (1933) xxvii.
230
Jones's   literary   tastes  placed him as   the   inheritor  of  a   late  medieval  English 
macaronic tradition; other than Shakespeare, the metaphysical poets, and the 
Rime of the Ancient Mariner, Jones was not taken with much poetry written in 
the   three   hundred   years   following   1600.     His  major   literary   influences,   in 
addition to the  liturgy which dominated all,  were Langland, Malory, and the 
Mabinogion   –  the   great  medieval   quest   narratives,   in   other  words.276    One 
important stylistic similarity between the English strain of this medieval tradition 
and   the  most   important   poem   for   Jones's   own  development  written   in   the 
twentieth­century,  The  Waste   Land,   is   the  use   of   foreign  words   –  what   has 
historically been called macaronic poetry (though the term seems to have fallen 
out of use since the advent of modernism, which is perhaps significant; they are 
not   seen   as   being   of   the   same   kind,   let   alone   continuous).     According   to 
Elizabeth Archibald, the macaronic tradition was at its strongest in Britain in the 





Middle   English   poetry   –   and   noting   that   such   usages   were   almost   always 
quotations   from   the  bible,   liturgy,  or  well­known  hymns   –  Archibald   states: 
“Most of the refrains were so familiar that the audience would not have needed 
much   knowledge   of   Latin   to   follow   them;   and   even   if   the   Latin   was   not 
understood, in many cases the English verse was syntactically complete without 
the refrain.”278   Whilst the discrepancy between this familiarity with liturgical 
Latin   in   the  middle  ages  and  Jones's   feeling   that   such a   foundation   for   the 
articulation of meaning was vanishing (if not entirely vanished; see his reference 
to 'unshared backgrounds' in the Preface, Ana 14) is of the utmost importance, it 
276 To Aneirin Talfan Davies, Jones wrote the following (in 1962), at first in relation to medieval Welsh 
poetry: “There seems to me to be a power & urgency and conciseness and a closer touch with reality in  
the earlier stuff.  But I feel that about English poetry.  Langland (which I can just about manage with the  
constant aid of Middle-English glossaries etc. plus modernised versions) I find far more moving (and also 
amusing) and also other early English poetry – Chaucer, Scot, Dunbar, Skelton, translations of Anglo 
Saxon poetry (for A.S. one can't read without knowing the language – Middle-English is just possible) – 
Dream of the Rood for example, much more is the stuff I like than 75 per cent of the Ox. Bk of English 
Verse, say.” (LF 84)





















his  development of  a poetics  which would exhibit  such  intertextuality   in  the 





might   have   been   familiar   in   their   original   context   (in   the   pre­Reformation 
church), placed in another context (the English poem) their lingual disjunction 
would   perform  a   jolt   of   unfamiliarity.    Unlike   in   the  Church,   two  different 
discourses are brought together.   As such, Archibald's observation identifies a 
way   of   meaning   in   the   macaronic   poem   which   resides   in   a   contextual, 
encyclopaedic   synthesis   of   known   texts,   or   fragments   of   texts.    We   can   be 
familiar with Latin texts without having knowledge of Latin as a language; which 
232
is   to say that   in such  instances,  a different  way of meaning – one based on 
context rather than definition – is being introduced into the text.  As I see it, the 
macaronic method is a means by which the lexical look­up habit of cognition, 
the   automatic­ness   of   the   perception   of   sense,   is   disrupted   in   favour   of   a 















this chapter,   there  is   in Jones's  work a clear  though problematic  relationship 
between the development of a macaronic poetics and the search for a valid sign: 






to  make  a   text  which   forged  a  kind  of   linguistic   community  which   resisted 
dominant  utile  discourse.    The  demands  of   the   incarnational   ideal,  and   the 
provision of a model of working with language as a limited set of material tokens 





signs;   that   is  his   specific   task.”    However,   “[i]t   is  precisely   this  validity  and 
availability that constitutes his greatest problem in the present culture­situation” 
(Ana  23).    As   Jones   continues,   we   find   that   this   'validity'   requires   the 































that   language   is   not   the   preserve   of   poetry   alone:   the   poet's   material   is 
everybody's material.  W. H. Auden's approach to this problem, in The Dyer's Hand 










from another  modern  peril,   that  of   solipsist   subjectivity;  however   esoteric   a 
poem may be, the fact that all its words have meanings which can be looked up 




up   the  meanings   of   the  words   of   a   poem  in   the   dictionary   testifies   to   the 
existence of other people,   veils the logical outcome of such a statement which 
the earlier part of this paragraph sets up: according to Auden, it is  these very  








(iii) Language, community, and 're-calling'
Jones's use of foreign words in  The Anathemata, probably the most off­putting 
aspect of the poem for new readers, is an attempt to negotiate a valid sign in 






the words  'Requiescant in pace'  and  'Quincunque vult'  but to evoke the  exact 
historic over­tones and under­tones of those Latin words.  But should some writer 
find   himself   unable   by   whatever   ingenuity   of   formal   arrangement   or   of 
contextual allusion to achieve this identity of content and identity of evocation, 
whilst changing the language, then he would have no alternative but to use the 





















macaronic  making  of  The  Anathemata  is   I   feel   fundamentally  an  attempt   to 
construct a linguistic community opposed to the utile and desacramentalised. 
The non­English words in the poem are tokens which are filled with a special 
significance  which  an  English  alternative  would  not   allow  in.    Words,   then, 
might  be   seen  to  be  experienced as  differentially  material:  we barely  notice 
articles and prepositions either materially or ideationally, and we habitually see 























work  completely independently  of their place in the text.   However, that Jones 
























(v) Jones's macaronic development
Such a macaronic poetics took time to develop.  In the eight­page base fragment 





















'Mare Austrum'.   It is clear that, for Jones, it was not that important  which  of 
these phrases was in English and which in Latin, but only that one of them must 
be   in   Latin,   and   that   the   combination   of   Latin   and   English   take   place   (a 
combination which  is   in  turn combined with  the  Greek  'thalassa').     In other 












Wash,   the  meditative   consciousness  of   the  poem makes  an   incarnational   re­
calling of St. Guthlac's first experience of the language of the Celtic Britons in 
the fens in the first year of the seventh century.   This was written very shortly 
after   the   passage   containing   the   'qui   vocatur'/'that   they   call'   and   'Mare 






































Welsh other   is  primarily  an encounter  with  linguistic  otherness,  which Jones 













282 Paul Robichaud (2007) 157-9.  Here, Robichaud provides a useful summary of critical interpretations 



















































The  generative   principle   to   the  writing   of   this   passage   is,   quite   simply,   the 
alliterative   'w'   sound.     However,   following   the   writing   of   this   version   the 














can  imagine, a realization that Guthlac must  have encountered precisely  this 
type of   linguistic  confusion  in  the  fen,  and so  the  incarnational  means have 












The reference to  Finnegans Wake  ('come away  to  the Wake')  appears  several 
drafts later (DJP LA1/5.60), after Jones is assured that this incarnational passage 
is   a   fitting   tribute   –   and   thus   'anathemata'   –   to   the  writer  who   solved   the 
incarnational problem for him.  This passage in its eventual form can be read as 
an   almost   direct   imitation   of   that   key   phrase   from   Joyce   which  we   keep 
returning   to,   'Northmen's   thing  made southfolk's  place':   Jones's  use  of   'gone' 
























284 Jones clearly rated this passage highly himself: it is the only passage of his own poetry of which he 






I  have   found  it   exceptionally  hard  to  decide  whether   in  a  given  context  an 
'Whosoever will' is the, so to say, effective sign of a 'Quincunque vult'.  Or to give 






gwlad,  country  or   land  and   in  modern  Welsh  gwledig,   used as   an adjective, 
implies something rural or rustic.   As a noun it belongs only to the early Dark 
Ages[,] when it was used only of very important territorial rulers; it was used of 
















way.     Jones's   feeling   for   the  word   'gwledig'   registers   a   kind  of   internalized 
endorsement of the encyclopaedic character of the OED in its inclusion of dated 
examples of usage, but at the same time, a rejection of its definitional character. 
Jones  carried   in  his  mind an awareness  of   the  words  with  which  gwledig  is 




use   ('of  Maximus...of  God  by  Taliessin')   and  non­use   ('it  was  never  used  of 
Arthur') show.  Jones's mind might therefore be seen as a kind of encyclopaedia 
of European history organised under head­words drawn from Welsh, Latin and 
English   texts,   and   under   which   an   enormous   synthetic   network  writhes   in 
perpetual flux.
The whole of  the macaronic homage to Christ  quoted above began from the 
single   phrase   'Gwledig   Nef!'   (see   '133   continued';   LA1/6.13).     “The   bard 
Taliessin”, Jones wrote in a draft note, “addresses God as gwledig nef a phob tud, 
ruler of heaven and of every country of people” (LA1/6.92.2; Cf. Ana 208, note 












begins   the  highly  macaronic  development  of   this  passage  because  Taliessin's 
phrase demands that 'every country of people' become implicated in this naming 
of Christ.   The different language forms used by Jones – modern English, Old 
English,  Welsh and Latin,  with an additional  nod to  Greek (Alpha es  et  o)  – 
achieve this through the same material performance as we saw in the St Guthlac 
passage.     Thus   the   emerging   passage   exhibits   through   its   concrete   form   – 







present,   but   through   its  macaronic   intertextual   strategy,   it   also   praises   the 
tradition of such praise: it lifts up as anathemata the variety to the history of the 
praise of Christ in Europe which survives in the texts Jones refers us to.   The 
language,  drawing attention  to   the  gap between  then and now,   immediately 






the   new   comparative   philology   and   the   desire   to   uncover   a   valid   sign,   as 
registered   in  his  macaronic   development.     Jones,   after  Chute   suggested   the 
phrase to him, referred often to the 'common tongue of the zeitgeist' as a way of  
explaining how influences upon his  works were not  so much  of  Pound or  of 
Joyce, but of a common epoch upon him and Pound and Joyce (see IN 46 and 
DGC  160­1).    One   common   influence,   I   argued,  was   the   new   comparative 
philology, which made possible the making of poetry which was self­consciously 
archaeological.     The  OED  offered   a   comprehensive   data­set   of   the   English 
language   from   1150   to   the   present   day,   and   so   the   possibility   of   formally 
recalling, with historical exactitude, images or events from the past.  Joyce had 
shown Jones how such a possibility could be made a reality with 'Northmen's 
thing  made   southfolk's  place',   an  endlessly   fascinating   example   for   Jones  of 





'sense'  but  as   the gathering of  overtones and undertones around the present 
material instantiation of a word.   For Jones, the richness to the 'meaning' of a 
word depended upon the degree to which the intertextual web of prior uses of 
that   word   were   experienced   within   that   particular,   current   usage.     This 
intertextual attribute of Jones's macaronics is intimately connected with bringing 














◊  4  ◊
“Interpenetration backwards & 
forwards & up & down”
The Thomist analogical making of The Anathemata , 
1948-50
The most important revision which I believe this thesis has so far made to the 
view of  how  The  Anathemata  was  written  is   that   Jones  did  not   insert   large 
swathes of material into already written 'fragments' in eight discrete stages of 
writing,  but  on   the   contrary,   that  he   continually   altered  his   text   in   literally 
innumerable overlapping insertions as he read over it, to the effect that the text 
developed until   its progress was halted at the moment of publication.285   My 
analysis of his method has revealed that Jones was not building a formal sign 
out  of   the structure of  his  poem,  but   simply  preparing the conditions under 
which the writing of a long non­narrative poem could occur.  
It might therefore appear to be problematic, if we turn back to Jones's writerly 
activity at Christmas 1945,  that he  did  divide his manuscript at  its  centre in 
order   to   insert  material.286   That   this  was  clearly   intentional   and not   just  a 
285 I say innumerable because I do not believe that an 'insertion' can be assigned textual and temporal 
boundaries.  Jones's insertions were a cascade of overlapping alterations and additions.  I discuss Jones's  
method in the context of 'mess' in 'The Messy Making of David Jones's  Anathemata',  Moveable Type:  
Mess 5: 9-14.
286 Jones certainly began writing the 37A-T folational  stratum in late-December 1945,  and most or 
probably all of it was written between January and September 1946, up until his breakdown.  On sheet 
37N1 (DJP LA1/5.85) Jones is working out historiccoal dates in relation to 1945.  On an unnumbered  
page (but which contains a draft toward the formation of Elen's voice, and so corresponds with 37P; DJP 
LA1/5.89) Jones has written a note on the wards of the city of London which begins: "At the present time, 
251
coincidence is put beyond doubt by the calculations Jones has made on the last  





1946,[...]"  Tom Goldpaugh's handwritten notes, included in with DJP LA1/5, identify a reference to the 
Picasso and Matisse exhibition at the V&A, which took place at the end of 1945, on the verso of 37B1 
(DJP LA1/5.21).  Turning back to the recto, we find that the draft has been written on a letter (turned  
upside down) addressed to a Mr Serfell (or Serpell) which refers to a letter of 22 December, which must 
be in 1945.  Jones drafted a letter to The Times on 20 December 1945 in response to a review of the  
Picasso and Matisse exhibition (see DJP CF2/19).
287 The '8' in the centre-top of the page is the first foliational order page number; the '74' to the top-right  
denotes the second foliational order page number.  The two '20's (top-left and top-right) were not made by 
Jones: they indicate the folio number within the  DJP file.  Also, the '=p.243' was written after Jones's 
death, perhaps by Harman Grisewood, though more probably by the cataloguers at the National Library 
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Following this, he turned to page 37 – exactly halfway through his manuscript –  
and began making   insertions.    Out  of   this  decision  to   insert  material  at   the 
'centre' of his poem, the 37A­R set of insertions grew to form another 60 pages, a 
third   of   the   poem   as   eventually   published   (Ana  110­171).     The   important 











at   page   37   (forming   the   37A­R   insertional   stratum),   he   also  made   sets   of 
insertions   at   pages   10,   62,   and   63.288    Although   he   did   not   refoliate   his 
manuscript, he counted the manuscript pages to a total of 120 pages in order 
again   to   find   the   paginal   centre   to   his   poem.     Jones   then   began   inserting 





288 These being 10A-B, 62A-O, and 63A-B.
289 My calculation of the state of the manuscript at 120 pages includes the following second insertional 
stratum insertions  to  the 37A-R (first)  insertional  stratum: 37A1-2,  37B1,  37L/,  37N1,  and 37Q1-3. 
However, it includes neither the first insertional stratum which appears to be equivalent to the numbers 
71A-C, nor the second insertional stratum which appears to be equivalent to 71A1-6.  The justification for 
their absence in my calculation lies in their being only  equivalent  to their paginations: it appears that 
Jones made his third foliational order very soon after the completion of this section because the third 
foliational numbers after page 62O are mostly in pink or orange instead of the earlier black or red.  This  
implies that the third refoliation took place in stages (and the later numbers were of course dependent on  
the earlier ones having been already written in sequence).  The lack of definitive sheets for the 71A-C and 
71A1-6 strata implies that these parts were only definitively included in the text whilst the third foliation 
was  being  made,  and  which  swallowed  up  the  second  foliational  order  designation  with  which  its 
organisation had begun.
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the   course   of   the   74   pages   of   his   re­foliated  manuscript.     The   number   of 


















considerations   of   class,   age,   gender,   and   dialect   emerge,   as   well   as 
considerations  of  geographical  and historical   location.    These  two acts  –   the 
material division of the manuscript, and the return to the monologue form – 


















290 That Jones refoliated his manuscript 1-74 and then calculated its halfway point suggests that the Judas 
narrative (MS pp.9 passim; DJP LR6/1.438-570), because not included in this refoliation, had definitively 
fallen off the back of the growing work.
291 I am grateful to Thomas Dilworth for sharing this information with me, which is to appear in his  
forthcoming biography of Jones.
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year  he  had moved  to  Northwick  Lodge  in  Harrow so  he  could  continue  to 
receive weekly treatment.292  'The Lady of the Pool', one of Jones's favourite parts 
of  The Anathemata,  and which amounts   to  almost  a  quarter  of   the poem as 
published, occupied Jones from late­1947 until the end of 1949.293   Written as 
the  monologue of  a  mid­   to   late­fifteenth­century   lavender­seller,   the   section 
owes its initial impetus to Jones's treatment at Bowden House.   However, the 
motivating principle which underlay the making of this section gradually altered 
to   the   extent   that   Jones's   entire   purpose  was   to   explore  historical   parallels 
through a single socially and culturally specific individual.  In order to arrive at 


















'dapple'   or   'tangle   of   being'.     The   genetic  moment   of   these   four   drafts   is  
transitional, I believe, because it was in their writing that the analogical ideal 
was constructed.  
292 As he wrote to Harman Grisewood on 24 August 1947, “I’ve not  written anything yet – but I’m 
supposed to get down to that also, to wit, Book.” (DGC 134.)
293 In a letter of 17 December 1952 to H. S. Ede (KY) Jones wrote: “So glad you like the ‘Redriff’ bit – 
its one of my favourite bits.  and the Lady of the Pool also.”  Both are extended monologues.
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In the third and final section, I examine the making of the analogical poetics of  







analogy, be seen as  'Thomist'.   Furthermore, a  complex analogy never attains 
rest, but continues to resonate in the mind.  Thus, I suggest a root motivation for 





makerly  act  as  Jones  was  engaged  in,  and more   importantly  with  which  he 
defined man.
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I. Thomism, Analogy, and Diversity-in-Unity
(i) Analogy and knowledge
In   the  Topics,   Aristotle   seeks   to   delineate   dialectical   argument,   which   he 
describes as “a process of criticism wherein lies the path to the principles of all  




example,  if  we know that a skilled pilot  is  most effective, and that a skilled 
charioteer is most effective too, we are able to argue that the skilled man is best 






also   one   means   by   which   the   fundamental   assumptions   which   underlie 
knowledge are constructed.   Indeed, as Aristotle states  in the  Prior Analytics, 
certain kinds of syllogism require the use of a deductive method in order for the 





294 Aristotle (1984) Topics 101b3-4.
295 Ibid. 105a10-18.
296 Ibid. 100a25-6.
297 “Whenever three terms are so related to one another that the last is in the middle as in a whole, and 
the middle is  either in,  or  not in,  the first  as in a whole,  the extremes must be related by a perfect  
deduction.  I call that term middle which both is itself in another and contains another in itself: in position 
also this comes in the middle.” Aristotle (1984) Prior Analytics 25b32-37.
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The   construction  of   a   fitting  analogy   requires   the   assertion  of   a   convincing 
similarity   between   two   things   or   actions   or   relations   in   spite   of   obvious 
difference.     Aristotle   writes   of   the   study   of   likeness   in   the   formation   of 
knowledge through deduction: 































(ii) Thomism and the analogia entis
In   Aristotelian­Thomist   thought,   all   comprehension,   specifically   through 
language, involves an analogical structure of meaning.  In Aristotelian ontology, 
and by adoption in St Thomas's, 'A is to B, as C is to D' is not a conceit of the 





of the analogy of being.    Behind the variety we experience,  there is  not one 
exclusive,   complete,  and  monotonous   reality,  but  a   richness  of  perfection   to 














299 See Gentner, Holyoak and Kokinov (2001) 1-19.  See also Holyoak and Thagard (1995) 2-13.




analogy   enables   the   discovery   and   assertion   of   truths   in   relation   to   reality,  
logically speaking there must be a stable realm or being upon which all analogies 
are finally oriented.  This being is of course God.  In specific relation to how we 




order,   but,   rather,   according   to   priority   and  posteriority.     For   all   things   are 
predicated of God essentially.  For God is called being as being entity itself, and 
He is called good as being goodness itself.   But in other being predications are 




being  makes   necessary   an   analogical   structure   of   meaning   to   underlie   all 
meaningful language use.   This brings us to the central role of analogy in the 
Thomist   system:   analogy   is   not   only   a   trope   of   rhetoric,   but   underlies  all  
meaning.     This   clearly   reflects   Aristotle's   identification   in   the  Topics  of   the 
centrality of analogy in the construction of knowledge.
(iii) Analogy as the Thomistic instrument of linguistic adequacy
In the Thomist system, the subjective cognitive construction of meaning in the 




of   being   which   otherwise   would   be   misrepresented   as   either   an   explicitly 
301 St Thomas Aquinas (1975) I.32.7.
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realisable order or an unapproachable chaos.  The application of any individual 
word   to   multiple   orders   of   being   requires   that   meaning   be   understood 
analogically, which is to say, as neither univocal nor equivocal.
An effect   that  does not   receive a   form specifically   the same as   that   through 













invisible things of  God  are clearly seen being understood by the things that are  
made (Rom. I. 20).  Therefore it must be said that these names are said of God 
and creatures in an analogous sense, that is, according to proportion.
So,   between   the   absolutely   univocal   and   the   absolutely   equivocal   is   the 
analogical, by which the mind, through language, is able to gain a glimpse of 





identification of  one element  with another:   “[t]he  first  quality   to  be  noticed 
302 St Thomas Aquinas (1975) I. 32. 2.
303 St Thomas Aquinas (1920-9) 1a: XIII: 5.
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language   to   overcome   its   inadequacy   through   the  very   performance  of   that 
inadequacy; its analogical relationship to the thing it speaks of negotiates that 












304 Gilby (1949) 84.
305 St Thomas Aquinas (1920-9) 1a.I.9.  Gilby cites the following example from the Summa Theologica: 
“Whether the image of God is to be found in irrational creatures?[...]I answer that, Not every likeness, not 
even what is copied from something else,  is sufficient to make an image; for if the likeness be only 
generic, or existing by virtue of some common accident, this does not suffice for one thing to be the  
image of another.  For instance, a worm, though from man it may originate, cannot be called man's image, 
merely because of the generic likeness.  Nor, if anything is made which is like something else, can we say  
that it is the image of that thing; for whiteness is an accident belonging to many species.” St Thomas,  
Summa Theologica 1a.XCIII.2, cited in Gilby (1949) 89.  Here, the analogical structure is, of course, A 











and communicable   in   the  human order  because   they are  bound  together  by 
analogical relations which have reality.  The structural isomorphism within and 





(paraphrasing   Charles  Maurras):   “poetry   is   ontology.”307    The   neo­Thomism 





from   a   rigorous   intellectual   engagement   with   the   features   of   the   Thomist 
analogical system as described above, I do believe that his developing poetics in 
the late writing of The Anathemata exhibits the same foundational conception of 
a   diversity­in­unity   being   comprehended   through   analogy.     If   in   Thomism, 
306 Max Black, writing in 'More about Metaphor': “I am now impressed, as I was insufficiently so when 
composing  Metaphor,  by the tight connections between the notions of models and metaphors.  Every 
implication-complex  supported  by  a  metaphor's  secondary  subject,  I  now  think,  is  a  model of  the 
ascriptions imputed to  the primary subject:  Every metaphor is  the tip  of  a  submerged model...every 
metaphor may be said to mediate an analogy or structural correspondence.” Black (1979) 31.
307 Maritain (1930) 91.
308 David Tracy describes the emergence of this newly 'open' version of Thomist analogical dialectics  
thus:  “All  forms of authentic modern Thomism have lived by the power of Aquinas’ own analogical  
imagination and his demands for a conversation held in fidelity to the ideal of that kind of unity-in-
difference, not uniformity.  Singly and together, these modern forms of Thomist theology have undone the 








Land',  section three of  The Anathemata.    This was undertaken in the months 
immediately preceding his second breakdown in September, approximately one 
year before he began writing Elen Monica's monologue.  However, the particular 











II. Discovering Unity within The Space of the Page


























Here,   the   subject   (the   road)   the   form   (no   paragraphs)   and   the  method   of 








text of  The Anathemata  was  equally influenced by the space of the page upon 
which Jones wrote, but his desire for a kind of limitlessness depended, inversely 
in comparison with Kerouac, upon limits.  The potentially ceaseless generation of 















309 Kerouac (1996) 315-6 (letter of 22 May 1951).
310 We might mention again Sally Bushell's identification of Wordsworth's technique of allowing himself 
only limited space within his notebook when engaged in writing.  See Bushell (2008) 84-6.
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seem  to  be   likely   that   the   space   of   the  page  upon  which   Jones  wrote  The 
Anathemata  would have an effect upon the shape of   the  ideas that  emerged 
during that writing.
(ii) The rise of the page as genetic unit in the making of The Anathemata
In the four case studies which follow, I examine Jones's writing (on sheets 37A­
B2)   of   a   passage   of  The   Anathemata  in   which   a   ship   sails   from   the 
Mediterranean, up the coast of Spain and France (unmentioned by Jones), along 
the Channel, and up into the North Sea.  After Jones first drafted an insertion to  
page  37   as   37  Continued   (DJP  LA1/23.125)   –  which   is   really   several  draft 
versions,   incorporating   as   it   does   various   rubbings­   and   crossings­out,   and 
alterations – he copied the final version of these multiple drafts (on a single 
sheet) to a new sheet, but, again, making alterations to this as he made the copy 
(37 continued;  DJP  LA1/5.1).   He then copied the final draft on this sheet to 
another   and   crossed   the   old   sheet.     (This   crossing  was   Jones's  method   of 
indicating that this sheet was no longer required – that it had been superseded 
by a subsequent draft; see, for example, Figure 27 below.)   However, this new 
version,   taking   in   a   number   of   insertions,   extended   over   the   page;   Jones 
numbered  these  37 continued 1  and 2  (the  second sheet  does  not   survive). 
Jones repeated this process several times, and his expanding text was re­foliated 
37A­B.   The lines beginning and ending these two pages were, in the earliest 






down to  37B;  DJP  LA1/5.17).     In   this  developmental  sequence,  we see  that 










However,   there   was   a   knock­on   effect   of   the   material   reaction   under 
consideration  here  which  affected   the  writing  of  The  Anathemata.   We have 
already seen (in Chapter 1) how, when Jones inserted material into his text, he 
was departing from and returning to his text in a loop, which formed a 'ligament'  
to  his  making,   securing   the   freedom of   that  making  and  preventing   it   from 
atrophying.  This is true whether the insertion was of a single word or a dozen 















311 The clearest  indication that sheets forming a textual  sequence were being treated as independent 
entities is found in the variable setting-up which Jones made of his sheets for typing.  Versions  DJP 
LA1/5.3 and 4 of page 37A are the only sheets which form a continuous text with the first draft of 37B 
(DJP LA1/5.16), and yet both 37A sheets have their line breaks marked for the typist, whereas the 37B 
version does not.  This therefore indicates a different drafting stage (the only 37B sheet with line endings 
marked is that from the final manuscript: DJP LA1/8.46), which in turn indicates that these sheets were 
being treated as separate entities, and thus that Jones was developing the text contained on these sheets 
within the bounds of the sheet.
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Ariel mountain', on pages '5A',  '5B' (in one case, this  '5B' becomes  '5C' as the 







(the   military   analogy   he   used   for   his   bedsit);   every   makerly   moment,   of 
whatever magnitude, was a kind of parenthesis.  
When   Jones   placed   'fixed'   text   in   ink   at   the   top   of   a   fresh   sheet   (often   a 
breakthrough   fragment,   as  we   saw   in   the  opening   chapter)   there  were   two 







than  inevitable),   but   also   in   terms   of   poetic   structure,   which   I   feel   is   an 
important discovery.
312 These are found on the following manuscript sheets:  DJP LA1/23.190.v, LA1/4.1, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 
180-3, 208, 218-9, LA1/8.11 and LA1/9.139.
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The foliational code was the effect of Jones's micro­insertion method, a reaction 









inserted material into 37A1 until  it  became 37A1 and 37A2.   And again, the 
emerging poem was presenting itself to Jones through two different shapes: as a 
unitary textual sequence indifferent to page breaks, and as two discrete loci for 





continuous   textual   sequence   without   such   repetition.     It   is   the   latter 








313 When Jones reassembled his text as a final manuscript, he deleted the original reference to Albion's 
brume on 37B (DJP LA1/8.46) because it nearly replicated the line on 37A1 (LA1/8.44).  Thus Jones 
veils the bifurcation or self-replication of his text.  This bifurcation was a common occurance in the  
drafting process of Jones's poem.  This is the reason why the poem keeps returning to the hill upon which  
the cenacle is said to have stood: the return is not part of the programmatic intention of the author, but a  
corollary of his unsystematic method.  Jones did not edit-out these repeated references to 'this hill/Ariel  
Hill' (on Ana 53, 187, 233 and 241) because what happened in the Cenacle (unlike 'Albion's brume') was 
central  to  his  thought.   This  is  just  another  example  of  the  method  of  The  Anathemata's  making 













The eight  'sheets'   in bold contain text which gradually grew as a network of 
insertions between pages 37 and 38.314   Of the 27  draft sheets towards these 









late   draft­state  writing,   with   the   late­draft   writing   acting   as   the   quasi­free 
associational root for the development of fresh (early) draft material as Jones 
moved down the sheet.
314 I write 'sheets' because they don't exist as physical entities: even as Jones was working on page 37ctd 
his text was turning into a two page version, i.e. 37A-B.
315 These are 37B[crossed] A1 (DJP LA1/5.8); 37B (LA1/5.16); 37B (LA1/5.17); and 37A2 (LA1/5.14).
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In order   to   identify  which  sheets  constitute   first  drafts,  and  thus  which  text 
might have been affected by the space of page in its originary moment, I used 
the following criteria.    The text  of a  first  draft  version will  of course be (1) 
verifiably the earliest extant draft.  In addition to this, it is likely that the text on 
that   sheet  will   (2)  be  written  in   increasingly  messy  handwriting  as   the   text 
moves down the page; (3) have an increasingly uneven line distribution; (4) 
contain text  whose alterations are increasingly (as we move down the page) 
made  during   the   progress   of   the  writing   of   the   text   on   the   sheet.     In   the 
following,   I   examine   each   of   the   four   sheets   of   manuscript   pages   37A­B2 
identified  as   first  drafts   in  order   to  assess   the   influence  of   the  page on  the 
drafting process.






association.     We   will   see   how   the   discoveries   of   the   preceding   chapters, 
particularly   in   regard   to   Jones's   insertional  method   and  macaronic   poetics, 
participated in this process.




















the  previous  draft   version,317  indicates   that   Jones   copied  his   first   five   lines, 
definitively   incorporating   this   insertion   for   the   first   time,   and   then  had   the 
remaining space of his page to see what arose from those lines.318   Figure 26, 
overleaf,   shows   an   image   of   the   original   draft   sheet,   and   alongside   it   a 
transcription   with   summary   (to   the   right   of   the   transcription)   of   the 
geographical location of each of the specific references.
317 This is p.37 continued 1 (DJP LA1/5.2).  Unfortunately, we are unable to deduce much more about 
the relationship between these two sheets because this earlier draft (of the latterly firmed-up material, but  
not of course that which it generates in the sheet now under examination) is torn, and the lower half  
missing.
318 That the whole of this sheet is drafted in ink (normally taken as an indication of a non-first draft) does 
not, I think, outweigh the evidence adduced for the latter half of the text on this sheet being a first draft.
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the ship travels  further,  and is  moved suddenly from the Solent ('was he off 
Vectis', the Isle of Wight) into “Cronos­meer”, the North Sea beyond the north­




















319 Not only did his grandfather acquire a voice in later drafts, which eventually became 'Redriff', a three 
and a half page section of The Anathemata; but this voice is also the first extended dramatic monologue 
which Jones attempted within The Anathemata as it emerged out of his base fragment.  In other words, it 























meaning   of   London   in   relation   to   'anathemata'   is   later   pursued   by   Elen 
throughout her long monologue (and subsequently is stated by Jones on his dust 
320 Other draft sheets end at the bottom of the page at 'Vectis' and the 'Dodman', which might also be  
deemed destinations.  The ending of these sheets at these 'destinations' is not made in a first draft version, 
and so the coincidence of destination and bottom of the page cannot be part of the making process.  
Therefore,  if  Vectis  and  the  Dodman  are  no  less  destinations  than  London  and  Cronos-meer,  my 
proposition – that the space of the page urged Jones to 'tie-up' the content of his sheets in first draft  
writings – would be discredited.  However, London is a destination unlike Vectis or the Dodman because 
(1) you can't travel any further than it (if you are sailing a trade ship rather than a pleasure boat), and (2) 
precisely because it is 'the city of cities' – it has always been a shipping  destination.   Equally, though 
perhaps inversely, Cronos-meer is open sea: it is a 'destination' here because it is not a destination.  All the 
other places mentioned in the drafts are landmarks which are sailed past; Cronos-meer is sailed into.
321 As this line ('of cities a per se') is written in the same ink as the line preceding, how can we be sure 
that Jones added this line later?  Well, the first word 'of' is written twice: once with a pen whose ink  
catches, next with the ink running.  This indicates to me that Jones read back the full sheet ending (after  
editing) 'did he rove his nautical eye / in the streets of the city' and emphasised the importance of London 
– an importance he felt both in regard to the world and personally – with the line 'of cities a per se', but 
his nib had dried out, and thus at first scratched at the paper. 
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jacket,  on which appears the title:  David Jones'  / Anathemata / Faber Lon / 




Dunbar),  personal   references  (to  Bradshaw),  and geographical  and historical 
references (the Thames estuary as a major shipping lane).  This diversion of the 




construction   of   multiple   analogies.     First,   though   –   and   we   might   recall 
Aristotle's remark that analogy­making takes practice – Jones got worse.
(b) The seduction of the page: an instance of unity as semantic  
closure
Another draft version of 37B again reveals how the space of the page guided 





was   at   Deal,  c.  1903,”   Jones  writes,   “that   ‘I   first   beheld   the   ocean’   and   I 
particularly remember that sometimes, in certain conditions of weather and tide, 
a  number  of  hulks  were  visible  on  the  Goodwins  which   then seemed  like  a 
graveyard of ships” (Ana 110, note 2).  This note refers to the word ‘necropolis’ 
in the line: “(the unseen necropolis banking to starboard of her).”  In this part of  







































proposed   appearance   at   publication,   and   (judging   by   the   different   sizes   of 







on   the   ship   escaping   being  wrecked.     This   is   introduced  by   the  meditative 















Stella  Maris,   Poseidon,   technique,   luck,  wind,   current   and   oblation   are   not 




Poseidon,   technique,   luck,  wind,   current  or  oblation either   saved  this  vessel, 
sailing up this stretch of the channel during this particular time, or they did not. 
However,  by deleting  the  four   final  words –   ‘from death on Goodwin’  –  but 
leaving ‘that kept her’ (on this and the subsequent draft 37B1,  DJP LA1/5.21), 
Jones opened this passage up to ambiguity: if Stella Maris, Poseidon, technique, 
luck,   wind,   current   or   oblation   ‘kept   her   from   death’,  kept  means   only 
‘prevented’; if, however, any one of these only ‘kept her,’ the signification of kept 
opens up, and a number of 'undertones and overtones' are allowed to enter the 












the   drafting   process   of   this   part   of   the   text,   reveal   a   successful   (because 
unaltered) tying­up which was achieved by Jones establishing analogies between 
his data.  In both cases, this occurs at the foot of the sheet.  The following, then, 
suggests   that   the   limited   space   of   the   page   guided   Jones's   construction   of 
analogies (within resolutely 'limited' word­forms: obsolete, macaronic, technical) 
which ventured to set up limitless significances.
(c) Cornwall,  Greece  and  Wales:  linguistic  and  geographical  










322 The  alteration  to  the  line  is  as  follows:  'Did  Albion's  brume /  shroud Belerion'   (LA1/5.16-19) 




























































323 See Jones (trans.), The Mabinogion (1949) 25-40.
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of the writing of  The Anathemata  marks an approximate point at which Jones 
increasingly   collapses  different   times  and  places   into  co­presence,  a   strategy 
which reaches its zenith in Jones's writing of 'The Lady of the Pool', which we 
will examine in the following section.  However, the fact that the use of the river  




The   connection   between  Wales   and  Cornwall  was  developed   in   other  ways 
subsequent to the writing of this draft.  The cryptic connection between the Alaw 
and the Fal in this first draft is later made explicit: in the next draft, King Mark  










alternative name (see  Ana  98, note 1) drives an attempted analogical  'fitting­
together'  of  his  deposits  through  linguistic  form.   When Jones states that his 
reason for first referring to Mark as the ‘horse­king’ is that  March  (Cornish for 
Mark)   means   ‘horse’   in   Welsh   (Ana  97   and   98,   note   1),   he   is   not   only 
establishing a relationship between Wales and Cornwall for the reader, but is 
also indicating to us the terms by which he built up the relationships between 
the   two   as   he   wrote.     Calling   King  Mark   of   Cornwall   the   ‘horse­king’   is 
324 See the final manuscript version for 37A1; DJP LA1/8.44.  That Jones certainly was referring to this 
river is put beyond doubt by the evidence of later drafts, in which he developed the short reference to the 
Alaw and Fal; here (37A1; LA1/5.11) Jones refers to “Aberalaw” (‘mouth of the Alaw’, which fits with 
Fal/Falmouth), and to a 'tref' (Welsh for 'town').  In addition, Jones refers to the river Hayl, which is on 
the north Cornish coast (he also refers to Coffer or Coffar, neither of which I have been able to locate).  
Neither could the Hayl have been passed by a ship sailing off the south coast, so the presence of a Welsh 
river in the writing is given credence.
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the  Mabinogion  and  Morte D'Arthur; which, furthermore, is a sign for Jones of 
the   specifically   Celtic   strain   of   the   cultural   complex   which   exists   between 
Ireland, Wales, Cornwall and Gaul.
The role of the page in the formation of such analogies during Jones's writerly 






self­consciously   literary   locution],  west­waters   [alliteration]”,   and   then   to   a 
parenthetical phrase within this main parenthetical passage which alters those 
waters   in   two   ways:   “(our  thalassa)”   (Jones's   underlining).     As   has   been 
suggested   previously   (and   as  we   shall   see   in  more   detail   in   the   following 
chapter) the tentativeness of Jones's analogy­making – the way he creeps up to 
his already­written text and places an analogical twist upon it – seems to require 
this parenthetical  poetics;   the parentheses here are as much an indication of 
325 See Jones (trans.), The Mabinogion (1949) 29, note 1.
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does  not   sit   comfortably  within   the  meditative  consciousness  of   the  poem – 




Jones’s   own   voice   belies   the   importance  which   he   attached   to   establishing 
cultural historical connections, in this case between two ancient regions – Greece 
and Cornwall (the crew of the ship, we soon discover, have travelled to Cornwall 
because   they   are   tin   prospectors;   Cornwall   was   mined   for   tin   in   British 
prehistory).     Through   Jones’s   desire   for   a   connection   through   time   to   the 





have  English   (‘west­waters’),  Greek   (’thalassa’)   and  Welsh   (’moroedd’).    The 




















Greek,  Cornish  and  Welsh   cultures  with  which   Jones  here   concerns  himself. 
When Jones does use German See  in  The Anathemata, it is in the context of a 
movement up the North Sea: “out of our  mare  / into their  see” (Ana  97), and 
thus  is   logically coherent.326   By using those other  languages, the meeting of 
Welsh, Cornish and Greek ancient cultures is re­called.  
The complexity of the poetry functions analogically for the complexity of this 








page   so   far.     The  macaronic   poetics   is   made   to   function   within   a   larger 
analogically motivated poetic structure.
The   final   example   we   will   look   at   exhibits   the   same   characteristics   in   its 










































In this draft,   the word  'thalassa'  appears again, but  in such a way that  it  no 



































was a playground standard:  'doing something  for  tin'   is  doing something  for 
'schoolboys' money', not for just  anyone's money.     He is young, inexperienced, 
and so Telphousa, we can imagine, will find him easy prey for his 'tin'.  But also, 
schoolboys'   money,   like   tin   now,   is   worthless.     I   believe   that   this 
Victorian/Edwardian boys' phrase,330 which the limit of the page forced Jones to 





327 Hague (1977) in relation to Ana 102.
328 Deception is not mentioned as an aspect of 'femaleness' in Jones's account of his reasons for referring 
to these three mythological figures in particular: “These names of the three sweethearts of the matelots  
each  connote  various  aspects  of  femaleness:  the  earth,  the  seasons,  the  fates,  the  sibylline  art,  the 
menstrual cycle, the moon, so the tides, the huntress, the mother.” (Ana 104)  He goes on to associate 
Telphousa in particular with Delphi.
329 See  Hague  (1977),  in  reference  to  Ana 121.  Perhaps  out  of  squeamishness  when  Jones  begins 
thinking about publication, Telphousa, having been ostensibly willing to 'do it for tin' in the first two 
drafts (this version, and the version on 37A2; DJP LA1/5.15), is from the third draft version (37A2; DJP 
LA1/8.45) to publication (Ana 102) only willing 'to smile for tin'.
330 George Du Maurier (1834-1896) wrote in 1860 (aged 24) in a letter to his mother of an illustrating 
commission:  “You see it's altogether out of my line but I do it for tin of course, and have to force my  









































fabric   by   being   contemporary   words   spoken   by   an   ancient   character,   by 
introducing a metaphoric  aspect  to a  previously only  literal  sense of   'tin',  by 
profaning the sacred (and thus being very much Jones's kind of 'anathemata'), 
and by embodying the duality of the utile and gratuitous with a word for a metal 
whose ancient  and modern values  are opposed.     'Tin',   the  final  word of   the 
passage, binds everything together: it is the conclusion which the space of the 












participated  with   his   insertional  method,   each   egging   the   other   on   as   new 
insertions bred new pages, whose space bred new insertions, and so on.   Their 







informed   the  making   of  The   Anathemata  produced   from   a   simple   formula 
(paradox,   duality,   aporia)   a   highly   complex   organism   which   repeats   itself 
through each strata of its form.  These two major influences upon the form the 




a   single   complex   and   irregular   pattern.   The   textual   space   of   the   fragment­
331 Hague (1977) in reference to Ana 121.
332 In some cases, the two overlap in real genetic terms.  Jones quite often left a space at the centre of a 
page and placed firmed-up draft material at the top and bottom.  In such instances, he was preparing the  
conditions for the quasi-free associational method by experimentally placing a space between parts of his 
text which was expected to generate a writing.  (See, for example, DJP LA1/5.75 where the gap remains 
unfilled, perhaps because the sheet was lost.)  This method requires further examination, but there is no  
















III. The Analogical Making of 'The Lady of the Pool'





















the   page   again   compelling   a   writerly   wrapping­up   –   with   a   return   to   her 
lavender­seller's cry.333
333 The left half of the bottom of the sheet is missing.  However, it is still possible to make out the ends 














lovers),   he   calls   her   by   the   names   Flora   Dea,   Bona   Dea   and   Augusta 















334 Flavia Julia Helena would appear to be the very genetic source of Elen's name.  Helen of Troy is 
mentioned on Ana 128 (written on page 37P4A), 141 (37P5L) and 149 (37P5N-O), but no association is 
made with the speaker of the monologue.  She announces her full name on Ana 167 (37P4-5), which the 
foliational  code  reveals  was  written  earlier  than  any  of  the  parts  which  include  Helen  of  Troy,  but 






poem neared publication.    When  The  Anathemata  was   set   in  page proofs   in 
Spring 1952, Jones was asked by Faber's reader in a marginal note: 'Please cut 8 
lines  of   this   footnote,  as  page   is   long'.     Jones   responded   to   this   instruction 
further down the margin: ''The 8 lines will have to go overleaf where fortunately 














in   her.     That   beauty   and   tangle   are   intimately   connected   –   that   the  most 
beautiful  might  well   be   the  most   tangled   –  was   a   Thomist   conception,   as 
indicated by Jacques Maritain's statement:
art,  as ordered to beauty,  never  stops...at  shapes or  colours,  or  at  sounds or 
words,   considered   in   themselves   and  as   things...but   considers   them  also  as 
making known something other than themselves, that is to say as symbols.   And 











Three relations are stated, therefore, but no relationship  between  them.   When 
Jones moves on, we are given some of the specific instances of the 'tangle' in 
Flavia  Julia  Helena which  stems  from  the  Welsh  cultural  data:  here,   “she   is 
variously   the   daughter   of   King   Cole,   of   Eudaf   of   Arfon,   and   of   Eudav   of 
Cornwall, the Roman roads in Wales bear her name, she is wife of Constantius, 
she  is   the wife of  Macsen Wledig (Maximus)[...]”    In presenting Flavia Julia 
Helena's 'symbolisms' in quick succession, Jones sets up some possibilities.  Being 
both the (historical) wife of a Roman leader and the (mythical) wife of several 
Celtic   leaders,  an  initial  analogical  node  is  established  which  might  guide  a 
tentative   and   experimental   analogy­making   between   the   conqueror   and   the 





definite   analogical   turn   here.     In   'The   Dream   of   Macsen   Wledig'   in   the 







335 Maritain (1930) 57.
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appended   to   these   three   figures   set  up   the  possibility  of   the   creation  of   an 










takes place which places   these analogical  relations  into a  sub­set  of  a  larger 
cross­cultural analogy.  “In these stories [of King Cole, Eudaf of Arfon, etc.] she 
[i.e.  Flavia   Julia  Helena]   takes  on  something  of  her   classical  namesake  and 
stands for the beauty of Britain beguiling the emperor and directing the power­
struggles; her family conquer Rome for Maximus, she is indeed almost Britannia 
herself”  (Ana  131, note 3).    From a sub­set of Flavia Julia Helenas (wife to 
several leaders, builder of roads and walls) we move up one analogical plain to 
find   the   amalgam   Flavia   Julia  Helena   analogically   similar   to   the   dominant 






















Dilworth's   experience  of   Elen,   the  particular   lavender­seller   of  mid­   to   late­
fifteenth­century London, as a type (for many mothers and female lovers, for 




of   God'   (my   emphasis).    We   have   explored   this   relationship   between   the 
particular and the universal in Chapter 3, and we found that Jones's means of 
generating a universal significance was to concentrate on the particulars of his  
data.    The process of  making such analogical  correspondences  is  also clearly 
similar to the emergence of the 'breakthrough fragment', as examined in Chapter 
1, and which was the major way in which Jones built his text throughout all of 
its   stages  of  making.     In  both  cases,  analogical   correspondences   lead  to   the 
aggregation of symbolism in the text.  There is, however, one crucial difference.  
The  breakthrough   fragment   is   conceived  when  a   commonality   is   discovered 




between   two  widely   separated   orders   of   knowledge,   and   the   result   of   that 
conception is the growth of the text under the guiding principle of that double 
actuality.  Jones's later method involved the same kind of doubling, except that 
in  Elen   it   becomes   triple,   quadruple,   and   so   on,   and  each  of   the   elements 
brought   into   the  amalgam  is   itself   patterned  with  multiplicity.    To   compare 
Jones's  method  here  with   his   earlier  method,   as   discovered   in   the   opening 
chapter   of   this   thesis,   there   was   no   activity   of   'stodgeing   on'   after   the 
'breakthrough': every addition to the text had to be an analogical breakthrough 
which increased the tangledness of the text.  









in   sexual   excitement   and   release,   she   has   become   the   goddess   Flora.    Her 
transformation   seems   especially   influenced   by   Botticelli's  Primavera,   which 
depicts the metamorphosis of a quite ordinary nymph into the goddess Flora 
through the sexual attentions of Zephyr – the change being achieved in a 'gale of 
passion'.     In   Botticelli's   painting,   Zephyr   blows   passionately   on   the   nymph 
Chloris,   from  whose  mouth   come   flowers   that   fall   onto   the   dress  of   Flora 
depicted  beside  her.     The   flowers   from Chloris's  mouth   join   the   floral­print 
pattern of Flora's dress.   It is a visual metaphor for metamorphosis, pivoting, I 
think, on a pun on the ora (a form of the Latin for 'mouth') out of which Flora 
comes.    Jones verbalizes  Botticelli's  visual pun in Elen's   tentative articulation 
which ideogrammically depicts the metamorphosis: 'Fl­ora...Flora Dea.'339
339 Dilworth (1988) 218.
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Jones's   action   here   –   splitting   Flora   into   Fl–ora   –   supplements   the   already 
existent complex of Elen Monica and the mythic figure Flora with the presence 
of   a   specific   Flora,   the   one  which   Botticelli   painted.     Any   correspondence 
between Elen and  the mythic  Flora  is   tightened up by  the specificity  of   this 
reference.  
















analogical   'node'.    The   recurring   presence   of   the  mouth   in   these   different 
contexts leads us to begin exploring possible ways in which Elen, Britannia, Flora 









words of the  Vidi aquam –  where water (blood) issues from the right side,  'a 








are   interchangeable,   each   becoming   a   symbol   for   the   others  which   in   turn 
symbolise that original symbol.  No one image or figure predominates.
So, Elen is Helen of Troy, Britannia, the Virgin Mary, Flavia Julia Helena, the 
Lady  of   the   Lake,  Aphrodite,  Athena,   Flora,  Chloris;   London   is  Rome,  Troy, 
Jerusalem, the New Jerusalem; the freestone mason is Christ; the ship is the 
Church.340   But these orders of correspondence are not kept separate: the poem 
sets   up   an   encyclopaedic,   synthetic   interconnected   network   by   asserting 
analogical  correspondences between Jones's  different deposits.     It  does so by 
340See Dilworth (2008) 145-56 and Dilworth (1988) 217-25.
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using words which refer to Jones's deposits as kinds of intertextually operative 
metaphors.    Thus,   the   text   crosses   the   implied   taxonomies  of   'person',   'city', 
'deity',   'object'   and continually  asserts   that  Elen  is  London  is   the   ship   is   the 
Church is Christ, and so on in a vast unending process of semiotic deferral.  Each 
node of this encyclopaedic network leads us to experience its 'data' in a different 
shape.    Taken   together,   these  give   the   text   its   'dapple':   the   text's   analogical 
structure discovers and embodies Jones's experience of cultural history.  As Jones 
wrote,  “the   interpenetration  backwards  &  forwards  & up  & down of  all   the 
images historical, legendary and mythological (both the Xtian Mythos & the non­












notion   of  analogia   entis  and   language's   dependence   on   analogy   for   the 




made"   (Ana  10).     The   construction   of   multiply   enmeshed   analogical 
correspondences  in  'The Lady of   the Pool'  was Jones's  approach  towards  the 
literary representation of a particular kind of experience of reality, one in which 
every part already contains within it a reflection of the whole.  Jones's text, like  





a   certain   point   in   the   latest   stage   of   the   pre­typescript   making   of  The 
Anathemata, appeared to be taking his text into the territory of the Wake.
(ii)  Analogical  non-sense:  interrogating  the  limit-point  of  a  poetics  of 
correspondences
Elen, who describes herself as “unversed” (Ana 135) is continually saying much 








'Let's   to   terrestrial   flesh,   or   /   bid   good­night'   (Ana  134).     Apparently   she 
interprets   his   Latin   as   liturgical,   thinking   perhaps   of   the  lux   aeterna  that 
symbolizes Christ in requiem Masses.  In view of St Helen's role and the destiny 








































342 Rene  Hague  identifies  this  erroneous  version  of  the  twelth-century  mythic  Welsh  figure  in  his  











macaronic   section of   the entire  poem; only  liturgical  Latin  features   in Elen's 
monologue,  which makes  her  historically  plausible  as  a   late­fifteenth­century 
woman.   However, because her monologue incorporates a number of re­cycled 
stories she has heard from a number of lover­sailors, other languages do enter 
briefly.    Elen describes her primary source for these tales,  the captain of  the 
Mary,  as  a  “re­teller”  himself  (Ana  144);  and one of  his  re­tellings  is  of   the 
stories of the Welsh boatswain, which means that Welsh does enter 'The Lady of 










meeting of  Welsh and English  in this  chain of   tale­telling has not  yet  begun 
channelling the form of the writing.  However, its description at this draft stage 
opened up a space within which Jones could play.  Gradually, over the course of 




































343 This part of Elen's monologue appears in the typescript (DJP LA2/1) as an integral part of the text 





from  Welsh  mythology   as   received   from  The  Mabinogion.     Elen   appears   to 
manage to convey come of  the references to us with comprehension: Arthur, 
Gildas,  Merlin,   for   example.    However,   Jones   has   to   guide   us   towards   the 
identification of those references she doesn't get in his note: “The Lady of the 
Pool of London is here giving her cockney version of: Iesu Mawr, Great Jesus; y 






Throughout  this  passage,   the boatswain's  words are approximated to  English 
morphemes,   some   of   which   correspond   to   graphological  OED  lemmas   (or 
encyclopaedic lemmas, in the case of proper nouns), and some of which do not. 











344 The only differences, other than the five inserted lines, are: (1) a line break inserted after 'Third Age 
of the World'; (2) the insertion of 'most' between 'Welshman's' and 'blesséd', and the capitalization of the 
first letters of 'Blesséd' and 'Sibyl'; (3) the addition of an apostrophe after the 'a' in order to stand for 'an' 















with   very   limited   knowledge   to  make   analogical   associations.    Here,   she   is 
puzzling out meaning from the mostly obscure sounds she hears.   The familiar 
name of Samson causes Elen to explore an analogy between Cassandra in the 
Greek  tradition and Delilah   in   the  Judeo­Christian   tradition,  which   she  only 







































presents   to   its   readers   is   bewildering;   and  Elen  Monica's   own bewilderment 
indicates that Jones might well be having a smile at us, his readers, in this part  
345 The major criticism of  The Anathemata in review was its obscurity.  Jones was dismissive of this 
judgement in a letter to Jim Ede: “In a sense The Ana. is the least 'idiosyncratic' or 'obscure' of writings as 
far as data is concerned at all events.  Now one would expect professional literary critics etc. to see all 
this straight away, wouldn't one?” (DGC 156).  But he knew that, just because his poem was rooted in 
written history, that did not mean that the experience of it was not obscure.  As he wrote to Harman  
Grisewood: “I nearly asked you, a bit back, what K[enneth] C[lark] thought of Ana. but I felt for certain 
that his reactions would be as you say.  I think also that B. R. [Herbert Read] found it much the same,  
'obscure'.” (DGC 159)  I think, therefore, Jones was well aware of the kind of reception The Anathemata  






(iii) Analogy-making as gratuitous readerly making
This leads us to a crucial observation of the role of analogy in The Anathemata as 
a poem about making.   The analogical relationships which are made apparent 
through Jones's  use  of  notes   throughout  The  Anathemata  lead   the  reader   to 
explore analogical ways of meaning in words, phrases or images which are not 
glossed.  The only partial presence of notes leads to the recession of a discernible 














one   term,   substituting   it   with   another,   but   unites   three   preexisting   words 
(scherzo,  charade,   and  Scheherazade),   in   a   sort   of   lexical  monstruum 




Jones's   representation of  Elen's   representation of   the boatswain's  boast   tends 
toward the same linguistically driven analogy­making, except that Elen, as we 
saw above, is already trying to make the analogical connections, if ineffectually. 
























346 Eco (1990) 139-40.
347  Eco (1990) 142.
348  Eco (1990) 142.
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Joyce's   method,   they   are   less   likely   to   be   mediated   by   strictly   linguistic 
similarities.  The notes Jones provides, exemplified by that which concerns Julia 
Flavia  Helena   as   the   locus   for  multiple   associations,   guide   us   towards   this 
reading strategy.   When Elen hears Iesu Mawr ('Great Jesus') as 'Jessy Mowers', 
this seemingly rural English name (particularly in respect of the act of 'mowing') 






























Owens   ('Jessy  Mowers')   and   Samson   ('God's   great   athlete',   a   phrase  which 
encourages us to think of Owens) in analogical relationships with one another. 
Jones,  who was   sympathetic   towards  Hitler  and  Germany up   to  and during 
WWII, was of course horrified when knowledge of what happened at the Nazi 
death camps spread across  Europe,  and so could conceivably  be referring  to 
Owens.349   'God's great athletes' – Samson and Owens – are individuals whose 
common   feature   is   that   they   have   become   signs   for   resistance  movements 
against the oppression of empire – and in this they are like Christ too.  And yet,  
unlike   in   the   perception   of   'Jessy  Mowers'   as   an   invented   name   in  which 








And here   is,   in  my opinion,   the  central   reason  for  Jones's  development  and 
deployment of an analogical poetics: the sorting of legitimate and illegitimate 
analogical connections by the reader, whether the judgements are erroneous or 
not,   involves   judgement,   empirical   selection,   the   exercise   of   the   practical 














things   Odysseus   did'   –   can   be   decoded   using   an   analytical,   dictionary­like 












metaphor   of   the   fourth   type,   in   order   to   be   understood,   clearly   needs 
encyclopaedic properties, such as round and concave, war and peace, life and 
death.   Even though each of these pairs of properties can be arranged into one 
Porphyrian tree, all  together cannot and  more  trees are required at the same 
time.”351    But   in   the   construction   of  multiple   Porphyry's   trees   to  meet   the 
demands of the analogical metaphor, there is no preconceived and determinate 
shape which the mind follows: “A componential representation in the form of an 
encyclopaedia...is   potentially   infinite.”    We  must   therefore   experiment   with 
different nodes of the encyclopaedia of our knowledge and see where it takes us. 




350 Eco refers to Poetics, section 21: 1457a31-1458a16.




in difference  in such analogically­founded metaphors   therefore   results   in  the 
experience of a meaning which is fluid and open­ended.
Jones's data, and its meaning and value, was most certainly organised in his 














entire   slew of  dissimilarities  and oppositions  are   found  in   the  encyclopaedic 
semes.  That metaphor is 'good' which does not allow the work of interpretation 
to   grind   to   a   halt...,   but   which   permits   inspections   that   are   diverse, 
complementary, and contradictory – which does not appear to be different from 
the   criterion   of   pleasure   cited   by   Freud   to   define   a   good   joke:   thrift   and 
economy, to be sure, but such that a shortcut is traced through the encyclopaedic 
network,  a labyrinth which would take away too much time if  it  were to be 
explored in all its polydimensional complexity.354
The   cognitive   function  operative   in  decoding   a  metaphor  by  proportionality 
352 Ibid.
353 See for example my analysis of Jones's letter to William Blissett in Chapter 1.
354 Ibid. 266.
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The   ideal   reading   of   the   text,   then,  would   be   for   it   to   be   experienced   as 
continual   cognitive   making   by   the   reader,   where   analogical   domains   and 
elements   are   involved   in   a   rapid   kaleidoscopic  movement   of  mapping   and 
unmapping, numerous elements being compared at once.  David Jones's making 
of   the central   section of  The Anathemata  was,   I  would argue,   fundamentally 







of   the   Thomist   system   of   thought,   that   which   enables   the   discovery   and 






result   expressed   the   fundamental   unity   of   man's   cultural   life   behind   its 
multifarious regional and local manifestations.   In the second section I traced 




to that material  –  the desire  to unify the diverse elements of  such emerging 



















◊  5  ◊
'One might have gone on & never got any of it out':
Completing the incompletable work, 1950-52
At the beginning of 1950, David Jones began to consider publishing some of the 







a 10% royalty publication deal (see  DJP  CT1/2).   After Jones accepted these 






355 Jones's direct quotation on page 73 of his typescript of part of Virgil's Eclogue IV (the so-called 
Messianic Eclogue) is taken from E. V. Rieu's translation in  The Pastoral Poems: A Translation of the  
Eclogues (Harmondsworth:  Penguin, 1949), which he was given as a gift by Helen Sutherland on 18 
January 1950.  So, the manuscript was typed no earlier than that date.
356 In a letter of that date, Jones describes taking his “manuscript” to Eliot.  Jones had been working on 
the typescript for at least the previous six months, and the first galley proofs were ready for proofing 
within four months.  I think it likely therefore that Jones gave his typescript rather than manuscript to  
Eliot, and referred to it as his manuscript for ease of reference (see DGC 152).
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as  much  more   unified   than   at   the   time   he  wrote   the   Preface,  wherein   he 
expressed doubts about his achievement (Ana 33).  When he wrote the Preface, 
in June 1951, he had made almost all the eventual alterations to his typescript 





page –  and all  of   these  on book­sized pages  exhibiting   regularized margins, 
which,   at   the   revised  page  proof   stage,  were  printed  on  publication­quality 
paper.357   That is to say, whilst the language of the text – the lexicographical 
material   of   the   text's   semiological   structure   –   remained   the   same,   the 












357 The galleys (DJP LA3/1-2) were on heavy paper (probably necessary because of their size – about 
three times the length of a normal page, though the same width).  The first page proofs (DJP LA3/3-6) 




Chapter   1);   neither   was   he   solely   placing   new   material   in   analogical 










pre­existent structure.   Space, I will  argue, is a kind of true  'narrator'  of  The 
Anathemata: over and above the voice of the meditative consciousness and of the 
various   speakers   in  The   Anathemata,   the   spatial   arrangement   of   the   text 
superintends all the nuanced juxtapositions, in terms of both form and content, 
which Jones sought to set up in his poem.   I explore three different scales of  
spatial   arrangement   –   the   line,   the  verse/paragraph,   and   the   section   –   and 
suggest that an integral element to Jones's use of space is that it enabled what he 
called the 'twisting' of the text.




leads me  to  two questions which might  seem to be mutually exclusive:  Was 
Jones's   making   unending   because   making   was   the   primary   activity   which 
ascribed  meaning?     Or,   was   he   simply   dissatisfied   with   the   work   he   had 
produced?   In order to assess the relationship between these two questions I 






I. Spatial Poetics: Twisting the Text




every  conceivable   circumstance   feel   that   things  had gone   topsy­turvy.    Such 
associative conditionings are an active participant in the way writers treat their  
writing, and their effects are various.   After the collection's publication in May 




Anathemata  to friends covered  in his handwritten notes,  sent  letters to close 
friends   using   manuscript   sheets   from   his   poetry,   and   was   willing   to   give 
manuscript   sheets   to   friends  who  were   interested   in   his  writing.360    In   the 
difference between handwriting and type, then, we find a complex of issues, 
including   the   opposition   of   private   and   public   exchange   (and   so   signs   of 
intimacy),   impressions   of   the   objective   and   subjective   voice,   competing 
conventions of reading, anxieties in relation to individuality and authority, and 
scales of authorial presence in a kind of differential aura of the written.  
In  The  Study  of  Modern  Manuscripts:  Public,  Confidential  and  Private  (1993), 
Donald H. Reiman classifies two of the three types of manuscript of his subtitle 
358 Ellmann (1982) 260 and 307-8.
359 Beside an excised passage originally opening 'Death by Water', Pound has written: “Bad – but cant 
[sic] attack until I get typescript.”  Eliot (1971) 54-5.
360 See Jones's comment to Desmond Chute that he was going to erase the words from one of his drafts  
which were on the reverse of the sheet he had written the current letter on, but he decided not to ( IN 41). 
In a letter to W. F. Jackson Knight (KFP 23 December 1950), Jones remembers having promised to send 
some of his manuscript to him.
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according to the following criteria:
Public  manuscripts   include...formal   compositions   prepared   for   publication   or 
other transmission (such as lectures, sermons, treatises,  histories,  poems, and 
novels)...Public manuscripts record texts that their authors expect or hope will 
be  made   accessible   to   a  multiplicity   of   readers   whom   the   authors   do   not 






intermediate   revises   that   represent   stages   in   the   gestation  of   a  written   text 
between its original inception and its wider publication.361
Of  importance here  is   the  implicit   recognition  that   the writing of  a  work of 
literature   produces  private  manuscripts   at   first,   and   then   later   on   a  public 
manuscript.   The question I think we need to ask here is: To what extent does 
the material  division correspond to a conceptual  division  in the mind of   the 
writer who produces those manuscripts?  And the answer I would submit is: Not 






marked   historically   the   simultaneous   birth   of   the   modern   text   and   its 





to have been different.    The feeling of  'public­ness'  which attaches itself  to a 
361 Reiman (1993) 38-9.















method,  which   introduced  multiple   discontinuities   and   repetitions   as   Jones 
transferred the  locus of  his  writing from  'textual  stream'   to   'paginal  unit'   (as 






versions which do not form part of this   'final'  manuscript.    We can therefore 





















reason why subtitle,  preface,  epigraphs,   illustrations,  and  the  theme­oriented 
notes (and not the strictly data­oriented ones) were only written or attached to 
the text after the typescript was made.  With the transposition of the text from 
handwritten   to   typed   came   a   consequent   shift   in   Jones's   perception  of   the 
















Throughout   this   thesis,   though particularly   in   the   first   two chapters,   I  have 
maintained that Jones's writing process was rooted in his experience of his text 
as a reader.  However, this reading had always been mediated by an experience 




















363 Jones, referring to his own identification of some critics who call notes “pedantic”, counters that “it 
seems only mere politeness.”  Orr (1966) 100.
364 Such a 'privacy'  in regard to his works can perhaps be detected in Jones's  attitude to selling his  
paintings.   Regarding the  watercolour  Vexilla  Regis which  Jones  sold to  Jim Ede's  mother,  William 
Blissett noted in 1959 that "he [Jones] wishes he had kept the picture, as he needs his main 'things' around 
him." Blissett (1981) 10.
365 I use the word 'substantive' to denote data or the interpretation of data, but not pronunciation.  Data 
and its interpretation in a note add measurably to the semantic effect of a reading of the poem; knowledge 





are   of  between  60   and  100   concluding  words).     These  deletions   are  made 
because,  after  presenting   the  data   in   relation  to  his  poetic   text   (the   textual 




















(ii) 'Twisting' and 'turning'





very  much   and   our   friendship   has  meant   everything   to  me.     So   naturally, 
however much this may be a 'good thing', I've naturally had a twisting, trying to 
get all the tangled delicate emotional bits and pieces tied up and sorted out" 













This   notion   of   twisting  was   related   to   Jones's  wider   conception   of   specific 
moments of time as 'turns'.  The manuscript Jones had typed in 1941, and which 








crucifixion as occurring “at  the turn of time /  not at any time, but /  at  this 
acceptable time” (Ana 58).  But Jones also described the moment when fire was 
366 Jones is referring to the following part of Book XVIII of  The Odyssey: “It was now that Athene, 
goddess of the flashing eyes, put it into the wise head of Icarius' daughter Penelope to appear before the  
Suitors, with the idea of fanning their ardour to fever heat and enhancing her value to her husband and her  
son...Athene carried  her  scheme a  step  further  by making  Penelope  so drowsy that  her  whole  body 
relaxed and she fell back sound asleep on the couch where she was sitting.  The great  goddess then 
endowed her  with  more  than  human gifts  in  order  that  the  young lords  might  be  overcome by her  
beauty...Her appearance staggered the Suitors.  Their hearts were melted by desire, and every man among 




it   is   'his   other  marvel­day'   is   that   this   description   immediately   follows   the 
description of the Willendorf Venus, the making of which marks a 'turn' for man 
which is gratuitous.   Here,  in the case of  the  'Easter of  technics',   it   is   'other' 
because   motivated   by   the   utile   consideration   of   the   provision   of   warmth. 
Moreover, the Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross on 14 September is described 
as taking place at “About the turn of the year” because the end of summer on the 
12th, and the Ides of Autumn on 13th  September, are  “at  the turn” itself  (Ana 









function as   sign,  or   signs  take on a  new signification.    There   is   in   the  very 
structure of the poetic line in Jones's work a sense of hanging on the image at  
the end of the line, and then a drop to a following line which complements the 




again   at   one   of   the   passages   already   quoted   above.     On   page   53   of  The 
Anathemata (see Figure 31) the syntactic and perspectival 'turns' of the text are 
coincident with its spatial turns as verse:
367 'Stat crux dum voluitur orbis' Jones hand-writes at the foot of DJL Ana #2.242.
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Figure 31 – Detail from Ana 53











remain unchanged,  but   the  effect  of   those  words   is  altered by  their   relative 
spatial disposition.   In a poem whose title­concept propounds the reality of a 
number of dualities in tension (as explored in Chapter 2; see also Ana 27­9), the 
attraction   of   setting   up   such   'twisting'   structures   becomes   apparent.      The 
moment of a 'twisting' is the moment at which it a thing becomes concurrently 





book   under   the   pressure   of   financial   restrictions   and   a   characteristic 
dissatisfaction  with  his  work   in   reproduction  was   clearly   a  difficult   process, 
Jones  approved  of  one  of  his   illustrations   in   particular:   “I   think   the  Merlin 
334



















AD)   as   dated   from   the   founding   of   Rome;   the   absence   of   spaces   between 
“TiberiusClaudiusNeroCaesar”   attests   to   the   power   and   (for   Jones)   the 
homogenizing effect of the Roman Empire – the very power that defeated and 
killed   the  Celt   in   the   opening   image.     Following   the   identification  of   these 
general   characteristics   of   the   Roman   Empire,   Lucius   Ælius   Sejanus,   the 




















So,   facing   Jones's   'Merlin­Land'   illustration,   and   on   the   following   page,   is 
presented in the text the utile power which licensed the crucifixion of Christ. 








use  of   references   to   the   liturgy  of  Mary,  presents   the  Virgin   in   the  guise  of 
multiple linguistic, geographical, mythological and historical Welsh figures (Ana 




220,  221);    animals  kneel  at   the  byre   (Ana  206);  Argos   the  dog  (from  the 
Odyssey) appears – “Let him come gently”, says the witch, “See! he would reach 
to lick / the trickling blossoms / by the ancient stone” (Ana 192); and Christ (as 





























are  a  number of  blooming plants.    These,  however,  also appear  as   the (art­
historically traditional) stars of Christ's divinity and Mary's role in bringing forth 
the incarnation.  Moreover, they also appear as the embroidered pattern on the 
veil  which the female figure beside Arthur has above her   face (a star and a 
flower are brought together, though without this kind of inscriptional identity, on 
the   embroidered   cloth   in   the   very   foreground   too;   see   Figure   34,   above). 







action   in   relation   to   the   figure   of   the   Dying   Gaul   in   the   text   facing   the 




This   interpretation   of   the   twisting   effect   of   the   combination   of   text   and 
illustration  which   Jones   identified   is   only   intended   as   an   indication   of   one 






is  to twist  the images of  the text  into making a co­signification of ostensibly 










structures   to   his   text   through   modifying   the   spatial   organization   of   an 
unchanging text.   First, though, I want to explore Jones's sense of how textual 
space operated as a means of signification.
(iii) Visual-verbal possibilities: Space as punctuation
All  printed poetry  must,  of   course,  be   spatially  arranged.     In   the  modernist  
period, the conventions of that arrangement became increasingly contested.  The 
recession   of   recognizable   forms   in   modern   poetry   was   matched   by,   and 
connected to, an equal recession of recognizable visual forms because prosodic 
form had  always   superintended   spatial   form.     If   a  poet  was   liberated   from 
conventional prosodic form, why should he or she not be liberated also from 
conventional spatial  form?   Thus we see a combination of prose poetry, free 








368 David Jones's work is neither concrete poetry, nor pattern poetry.  Concrete poetry, which emerged in  
the 1910s and '20s, and again in the 1950s and '60s, presents words which are not syntactically related to 
one another (see Bradford  The Look of It (1993),  Chapter 7,  which excludes concrete poetry from a 
'sliding scale' of visually-verbally double patterned poetry on these grounds).  Pattern poetry, which has 
existed in Western and Eastern cultures for millennia, is iconic; that is, the 'pattern' of a poem signifies  
through constructing a visible resemblance to a thing in the world.  A good example of this is George  































text   operate   at   a   number   of   different   scales:   between   consecutive   lines,   in 
369 David Jones's annotations to T. S. Eliot's The Music of Poetry (1942) 26; David Jones's Library, NLW.
370 Eliot (1975) 33.
341
patternings   across   numerous   lines,   in   patternings   within   and   between 
paragraphs/verse­paragraphs,   and   –   the   largest   –   between   the   text   and   its 

























might  have  a   separate   function   to   the  aural   function;   that   it   is  not  a  mere 
participant in the aural 'score' of the text.  If the visible marks of punctuation are 
371 Letter of 19 July 1922 to John Quinn, quoted in Eliot (1971) xxiii.
342
aurally  motivated,   then   the   spatial   punctuation   –   the  marks   of   an   invisible 
punctuation, if you like – might be used to set up an opposing structure.   Two 
different  punctuations –   from Latin  punctus,   'the action of  pointing'  (OED)  – 
might be made to set up a counterpoint.
One   significant   example   of   the  makerly   procedures   attached   to   these   two 
punctuational functions can be found in the typescript to The Anathemata: once 
it   was   brought   out   of   manuscript,   Jones   went   through   his   poem   and 
systematically removed every single comma which ended a verse line.   Here, 
Jones   was   making   his   text   more   syntactically   ambiguous,   and   so   more 
semantically  'open'.   But there is more to the removal of these commas than 
what appears to be a change in attitude to the text.  If we look at  In Parenthesis, 








































therefore   appear   to   be   inconsistent.     However,   the   punctuation   has   been 



















(iv) Contrapuntal patterning with the space of the line
As we read The Anathemata  in its published form, we find that the sound and 
sight   rhythms  are  predominantly   in   concert   in   the  passages  narrated  by  the 
meditative consciousness of the poem.   Jones's line endings coincide with the 
aural   form indicated by their  syntax  in either a  declamatory or   interrogative 
mode.  Here is an example which I selected at random (Figure 35):
Figure 35 – Ana 92 (detail)
The  line divisions correspond with pauses  to the enunciation of  the passage, 









Jones's   unusual   spatialization   of   these   lines   is   only   justified   if   there   is   a 
difference of effect between it and this prosed version.  Certainly, the pauses we 
make in this prosed version are less distinct, the halts and recommencements in 
reading less crystalline.     So, how about if we organise it as verse, following a  




































eighth   lines   as   contrapuntal   echoes   of   the   first,   third,   fifth   and   seventh 

















372 Jones's spelling of cuckoo as 'cucoo' on DJP LA1/4.76 (see Figure 37) supports this interpretation. 
'Sumer is icumen in', if we are reading this part of  The Anathemata with Spengler in mind, implies the 
succession of a cultural Spring with its Summer.  This is indicative of a culture already moving towards 
its decline, which is of course where Jones's lines lead us: the 'if then', hanging on the bottom of the 








the   quasi­parenthetically   voiced   second   and   eighth   lines.     The   spatial 
organisation of these eight lines, then, whilst not being resistant to the aural 
effect  of   the passage  as  guided by  its   syntax,   is  a  means  by which  multiple 
rhythmical  correspondences can be set up between different  pairings of  lines 



















engaged   with   the   spatial   arrangement   of   the   words:   there   are   too   many 
348















the   typist  (Figure  40) –  whilst   the   indentational  pattern occurs   in  the same 


























































'As   though:'.     Second,   the   indentation  of   these   separate   sentences  as  quasi­
paragraph breaks emphasises this first disruption.   The clauses are divided, as 
they need to be by some kind of mark.   But the division, being made with full 




of   the   full­stops   and   leading   capital   letters   is   part   of   this   effect   –   and, 
significantly, it was an effect Jones added only at the typescript stage after the 


















Yes,   the syntax  is  disrupted by the punctuation,  but  it   is  only  disordered;  no 
alternative pattern is set up.  Thus, this prosed version does not exhibit the 'twist' 
which Jones's spatialised version exhibits.   The indentation which Jones exacts 



















the   previous   chapter),   participates   in   this   pattern   of   split   logic.     Thus,   the 
twistings of the text into exhibiting a dualized syntactic logic in the boatswain's 
boast can be seen to participate in a symbolic resistance movement against the 
utile   'world­orderers'   whose   imperialistic   logic   refines   the   dapple   of   native 
cultures out of existence.374
(v) Making space: 'twisting' and the verse-paragraph







various   points   through  his   text.    Over   the   course   of   the   198  pages   of   the 
typescript, Jones reinforced the spaces already included in the text by the typist 
on sixty­five occasions in red pencil.  In addition to this, he also newly inserted 
lines  of  space between previously continuous runs of   text   in 28 parts of   the 
typescript.   When the printer received Jones's typescript, the compositors set it, 
including  all   the  space,  and Jones  and  the  Faber   reader   received one  set  of 
galleys each.375   After the Faber reader had proofed and made comments on the 
374 The non-narrativity is of course a major participant in this.  For a discussion of resistance to narrative 
as a theme of the poem, see Deane (1987-88) 306-320.  We should note also that oppositional logic is part 
of  the  explicit  subject  of  'The  Roman Quarry'.  The  Celts  are  said  (by the  anti-sacramental  Roman 
speaker)  to  "feed  on  illusion"  because  his  Roman  mode  of  logic  –  which  is  to  say  the  Western 
philosophical canon which forms our and Jones's orthodox inheritance – cannot organise or understand 
the Celtic system of myth.  Thus, in the eyes of the Roman conquerer, the Celts have an entirely alien  
experience of life: "Most like his mind's on the canteen with the rest of us – but in his mind within his 
mind are other eyes that see not quadrilateral shapes as ours do, but broken contours and drifting things 
and confluences between small hills[...]" (RQ 4).


















There   was   very   little   room   for  manoeuvre,   unless   he   wanted   to   pay   the 
enormous amount of money it would cost to reset the entire text.
Of course, space exists on a type­set galley in the same way as it exists on a type­

























376 These three actions eliminated the five-line space between: '...all poor men besides.' and 'And other 
such prospectors...' (on Ana 158); the two-line space between '...entasis and all.' and 'At the Fisher with 
the ring...' (on Ana 160); and between '...They sting like death / at afternoon.' and 'On rune-height by the 
garbaged rill...' (on  Ana 239-40).  See page proofs  DJP LA3/5 and /6, and compare with galley sheets 
















































of­plastic',   from  which   it   is   divided.     From   this   perspective,   Jones's   spatial 










refers   back   to   that   original  moment   from  where   the   poem   left   off   at   the 























enables   a   continuity   of   a   different   order   to   arise.     The   fact   is   that   the 
introduction of space here enables both: the text is made to exhibit two orders at 





Anathemata  enables   it   to   exhibit   its   anathemata   as  multiply   connected   at 

























(vi) Large-scale twisting: the implementation of section breaks
Another twist was made to take place at an even larger scale than that achieved 
by the insertion of blank space into the poem: at the level of its eight sections. 
Jones gave titles  to   the sections of  his poem at  about  the same time as  the 
Preface  was  written,   in  early  Summer  1951,  a  year  and a  half  after  having 
divided his text.  So, while in the poem as published there are lexical additions 
to it  in the form of the section titles, the divisions as first  conceived did not 





378 See typescript pages 25H (DJP LA2/1.146), 30 (f.158), 70 (f.243) and 81 (f.264).
362
four (on typescript pages 1, 9i, 20 and 73A)379 were cancelled, and three newly 
conceived  divisions   inserted   in   Jones's  hand.    One  of   these   latterly   inserted 
section divisions was that which separates 'Redriff' from 'The Lady of the Pool'. 
This   choice  of  place  at   the   typescript   stage  was   therefore  guided by  Jones's 
experience of reading a text which had been shorn of its makerly history (in the 






When   Jones   received   the   typescript,   he   could   begin   to   read   his   text   as 
provisionally complete, and thus assess  its  form, because he could read each 
word,   phrase,   sentence,   paragraph/verse,   and   page   in   relation   to   a   known 
whole, not just as an isolated fragment of an amorphous body of handwritten 
text   which,   because   of   that   non­differentiation,   continued   provisionally   to 
include his experiments, but also to include a potentially enormous amount of 
as­yet unwritten material.   When Jones wrote of his poem in the Preface, “If it  
has a unity  it  is that what goes before conditions what comes after and  vice  
versa” (Ana 33), the 'conditioning' he referred to implies two different attitudes 

















a   determinate   and  post   facto  structure   upon   an   organically   generated   and 
formally   elusive   text.     The   poem   had   been,   from   the   point   at   which   the 
experiments receded, and up to the point of its division into sections, an organic 



































































































































































































































































that,  just because the opening of the next section is  genetically  prior to what 
precedes it,  that does not mean that it will be experienced in the reading as 


















'Was  it  dropped to half  gale...?”,  “Did he hold his course...?”  (Ana  97),  “Did 
Albion put down his screen of brume...?”, “Is that why...he sighted no land...and 
did   he   call   it   the   Dodman?”,   “And   did  Morgana's   fay­light...?”,   “But   what 














the   point   at  which   the   ancient  Greek   voyage  metamorphoses   into   the   late­
sixth/early­seventh century AD voyage  in the absence of  any other  indicator. 
The questioning of the meditative consciousness is unbroken, and the journey of 
the ship(s), from the port of Athens, through the mouth of the Mediterranean, 
and   in   towards   Cornwall   in   'Middle­Sea   and   Lear­Sea'   (Ana  95­108),   is 











opposing   states:   as   continuous   and   discontinuous.     This   continuous/ 
discontinuous   form   is   a   suitable   vehicle   for   two   voyages  which   should   be 




The   interrogations   in   relation   to   a   sea­faring   captain   by   the   meditative 
consciousness,   as  we   have   already   noted,   also   begin   'Angle­Land',   the   third 
section.  They come thick and fast – there are eight questions asked in the first 
13 lines, and a further four questions in the course of the next 14 lines – and 







smaller  scale,  of   the returning­to­its­beginning of   the  form of   the poem as a 
whole.     However,   the   section   break   prevents   this   structure   from   being 
experienced; the interruption means that 'Angle­Land' can be experienced as a 
digression.    However,   the  most   important   effect   of   this   division   is   that   the 
opening   of   'Redriff'   with   the   return   of   the   meditative   consciousness's 
interrogative voice marks the same re­beginning (rather than a returning­to­its­
beginning) which the divisions at the ends of sections I, II and also VII set up.  A  








compromising  the quality of  his  workmanship as  a  block­maker  for  a  higher 
payment (Ana 118­121).   There follow the three asterisks, half a blank page, a 
whole blank page (its verso), and then the title page of section five, 'THE LADY 
380 The only questions the poem asks subsequent to this point relate to the communities which live along 
the coastline which the ship passes, not to the course of the ship itself, and so are not of the same kind.
368



















































































































III­VI,   through the application of   section divisions  is   to  set up a structure  in 
which the beginning of each section recalls the beginnings of the others.  Thus, 





II. “One could have gone on and never got any of it out”: 
Publication as Interruption





































would  like to  suggest   that  Jones  felt  his  poem to be  incomplete and flawed 
because publication interrupted its process of making.   Paradoxically, it would 






(i) The infinite making of The Anathemata
As we have seen, Jones felt compelled to add still more notes to his text at the 
galley stage, even when the Faber reader had requested that he cut them down. 
This   process   continued  at   the  page  proof   stage,   at  which  point   Jones  went 
through his   text  and added six completely  new notes,  and supplemented 12 
existing notes with new substantive material – where space allowed, of course. 
Jones was working within a new limit now: the incontrovertible space of the 


















annotations,   providing   in   some   cases   his   own   commentary   on   Jones's   self­
annotative process.381   There are several  particularly perplexing notes   in this 
copy, which quote directly   from Jones's  own letters  to Desmond Chute, even 
giving the date (for example, at the foot of DJL Ana #5.141).  Another curious 
characteristic of some of the annotations, as Dilworth identifies, is that there are 









a question  is  not clear.   In a  letter of  12 March 1953 to Desmond Chute,  he 
conveys this information without reservation.”382  In response to Jones's gloss on 
381 Dilworth (1980) 240-54.






reader   of   his   poem,   not   as   its   author,   his   tentativeness   possibly   being   in 




























































One of the phrases Jones has glossed in copy #2 of  The Anathemata  is  'gens  














genitive   plural.*           *   I  apologise  to   you…who  went   into   the  matter   of 

































384 Dilworth (1980) 247.
385 Compare the final page of the typescript  (DJP  LA2/1) with the manuscript  draft insertion (DJP 




of   resetting   the   type.386   What   does   it  mean   that   Jones   only   acted   on   the 
compulsion to insert more material to  The Anathemata  on its very last page? 





















386 Faber paid half  of  Jones's  correction costs,  but  judging from Jones's  reaction to this generosity,  
writers were generally expected to pay for the rectification of mistakes not identified at the typescript  
stage (see IN 40). 
387 The 'OK' and 'very good' notes in the right margin refer to Dylan Thomas's reading of this passage in  




Are these identifications part of the text,  making it  a quasi­drama?   Or does 
Jones insert them only to remind himself?   But, if the latter, doesn't this lead 













nor   is   its   textual/para­textual   status   in  doubt:   Jones   signals  here   that  he   is 
willing to perform insurgent acts upon the very core textual being of his poem 
after its publication.  In the same way, on page 239, at the foot of the poetic page 
following   the   printed   line   'They   sting   like  death   /   at   afternoon',   Jones   has 
inserted: 'Agios et / Palestrina' (see Figure 56).  Although this latter is admittedly 
in very shabby handwriting (as compared with the 'Deus meus' insertion), it is 
clearly  poetic­textual,  as   the   lineation and spatial  disposition  indicate.    That 










and altering  it   for   subsequent  publications.     Indeed,   it  was something  Jones 
noticed other writers doing – he wrote admiringly of Coleridge's attention to 
detail in altering a line of  The Rime of the Ancient Mariner  from one edition to 
the  next.388   However,   none  of   Jones's   post­publication   insertions  were   ever 
adopted in subsequent editions of The Anathemata?  So what was he up to?
388 Coleridge changed 'the furrow follow'd free'  to 'the furrow stream'd off free'  in  The Rime of the  
Ancient Mariner because he saw that this is how it appears for a person on a boat which is forming that 
furrow.  Jones sees in this the same kind of "irrefutable evidence of his almost over-scrupulous and most 













makerly  history  appear   to  have  been   continuous.    With   Jones's  handwritten 
insertions   to   published   versions   of  The   Anathemata,   however,   such   a 
differentiation is stark: there is type, and there is also handwriting.   I would 
argue   that   Jones's   handwritten   insertions   can   be   seen   as   a   response   to   an 
ambivalence in regard to the published form of texts in general.
(ii) David Jones, print, and the book
David Jones was exposed to the material conditions under which the word was 
printed from an early age.   His  father James Jones worked as a compositor, 
overseer  and  then production manager  at  The Christian Herald,   the office  of 
which David visited as a child.389   He described his home environment as one 
which fostered an attitude which “took the printed page and its illustration for 
granted.”390    This   basic   familiarity   with   printing   was   supplemented   during 
Jones's  work under Eric  Gill.    Between 1923 and 1931,  Jones   illustrated 21 
books   published   by   seven   different   publishers.     Ten   of   these   books   were 
published by the St  Dominic's  Press,  established by Gill  and Hilary Pepler at 
Ditchling in 1916, where Jones had met Gill in 1921, and thereafter trained to 
be   a  wood   engraver   in   the   early   years   of   his   intermittent   residence   there 
throughout the 1920s.   Jones would  therefore most certainly have seen, and 
389 Blissett (1981) 72, cited in Miles and Shiel (1995) 63.













1929 and came to be known as  Perpetua,   the type which Jones directed the 
printer to use for  The Anathemata.   Thus, Jones was exposed to the technical 
aspects of high volume printing (The Christian Herald and Monotype) as well as 
the   reactionary   low­volume   St.   Dominic's   Press   at   Ditchling.    This   split 
experience of printing and book making leads me to suggest that Jones held an 













391 See Wilcox (1991) 43-5.
392 See Miles and Shiel (1995) 74.
393 See Miles (1992) 77-9.
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process  –  a   reconstitution of  meaning,   in  memory,   from unexpected sources. 
Here, the material conditions of the book – the colour, feel and indeed the sound 
of   it  being   read  to  him –  are   integral   to   the  meaning   in   feeling  which   this 




This attribution of  'aura',   'feeling' or meaning to the physical being of a non­
unique object is presented by Jones as a characteristic which lessens with age.  
Concluding the part  of   the Preface which deals  with his  early  influences,  he 
wrote: “It would seem that whether or no 'old friends are the best', they appear,  
in some ways, to be stayers” (Ana 42).  We find a concrete illustration of one of 
Jones's   particular   'stayers'   (though   in   relation   to   remembered   conversations 
rather than books) in his only annotation in the flyleaf of Eliot's  Poems: “p.75 
C.i.f. London” he has written, referring to line 211 of  The Waste Land.   Jones 
referred   himself   to   this   particular   phrase   because   it   re­called   the  maritime 
language used by his extended Thames­side family when he was a child: “when I 
first   read   in   'The   Fire   Sermon'   of  The  Waste   Land  the   line,   'C.i.f.   London: 
documents at sight',” Jones wrote late in life, “the poet evoked for me an echo 
dead   central   to   all   that  world,   a   real   bull's­eye   and  no  mistake”   (DG  20). 


































394 Richard de la Mare to David Jones, 13 October 1936 (DJP CT4/2).





the   text,  as   I  hope  the opening  of   the preceding section of   this  chapter  has 
demonstrated.  But the conventions which entailed such positive attributes also 
entailed   the   dangers   of   the   non­individualized,   and   so   the   non­individually 
made.
(iii) Publication and the gratuitously made object
Through   the   whole   of   copy   #2   of  The   Anathemata,   we   see   Jones's   post­
publication penetration into the text become more and more bold.   Between 
pages   49   and   112,   only  marginal   glosses   to   the   text   are  made:   Jones   is 
tentatively engaging with his text from the periphery, drawing attention to links 
between The Anathemata and In Parenthesis (Ana 49), to The Waste Land (50), to 










dereliquisti  me?'  and  'Agios et / Palestrina'  nearly at the end of the poem on 
pages 238­9.   The final and most emphatic post­publication incursion into the 


















Anathemata  simply   by   exhibiting   the   unique   trace   of   the  movement   of   the 








its   author.     This   presence   was   a  motivating   force   behind   Jones's   rigorous 
attention to the possibilities of the spatial layout of his text, which was becoming 






























◊  C o n c l u s i o n     ◊
The Anathemata as Fractal
In   the   course   of   the   first   two   chapters  of   this   thesis,   I   challenged   the   two 
dominant   spatial   analogies  by  which   the   form of  The  Anathemata  has  been 




effect   was   never   intentioned   during   the   process   of   its  making.     A   critical 
challenge arises from this: if we find a cause (process) and an effect (form), but 
without intentionality as the deterministic mechanism which links them, how 










method   other   than   that   Jones's   achievement,   little­recognized   already,   will 
likewise be liquidated?  My proposed analogy for The Anathemata – the fractal – 
will, I hope, negotiate this difficult problem.












thesis,  I   identified the necessity of  in­depth knowledge in the construction of 
analogical correspondences between two different 'domains'.  With this in mind, 
I hope the reader will indulge the following rather extensive account of fractals.
Fractals have their origin  in set theory  in mathematics.    The first  sets which 
exhibited   fractal­like  properties  were   formulated   in   the   latter  quarter  of   the 
nineteenth century.   The  implications of  these simple sets participated in the 
crisis of mathematics between 1875 and 1925.397   As with the epistemological 
crisis in mathematics, science and philosophy, so the aesthetic crisis in the arts 
(of  course,  such cross­disciplinary historical  co­incidence  is,   since Foucault,  a 
commonplace and repeated discovery).  The Cantor point­set was a foundational 
development   for   the   emergence   of   fractal   geometry.     In   this,  Georg  Cantor 
(1845­1918)  established  the   idea  of  a   'limit­point',  which   is  a  number  upon 






396 Jones wrote to Hayward on 10 December 1957: "It seems to me, as far as I can tell, that you have got 
hold of the kind of thing that The Ana tried or, rather, happened, to be.  I say 'happened' because it would 
be a great mistake to suppose it was a planned work – it took the shape it did as it went along in virtue of  
what I wanted to say and because that was the only way I knew of saying it." (WH 16)





tangent.     This   is   formed   by   taking   a   line,   removing   its   central   third,   and 
replacing it with the uprights of an equilateral triangle.  This can be repeated on 















of   points   generated  by   an   equation  which  undergoes   iteration   to   infinity   is 
termed a fractal set – and its geometric visual representation, usually processed 


















as an  input   into  the same calculation,  and so on and on –  fractals generate 
hugely   complex   patternings   (speaking   numerically   in   the   first   instance,   of 
398 A fractal only exists in the abstract; visualization is necessarily insufficient because it is a limited,  
concrete sign for an infinite function: “'fractal' is a mathematical concept, and it relates to the real world 
in the same manner that 'sphere' relates to the shape of the Earth and 'spiral' relates to the shape of a snail  
shell.”  Stewart  (2004) 12.   Just  as  with Euclidean  geometry,  “all  self-similar  fractal  curves  are also 
unbounded and infinitely thin.  Also, each has a very specific lack of smoothness, which makes it more 
complicated than anything in Euclid.  The best representation, therefore, can only hold within a limited  
range[.]” Mandelbrot (1983) 22.










similar   fractals   (like  Koch's   curve)  are  described  as  scaling   fractals,  where  a 
formal repetition occurs  identically at different scales to  infinity.   And yet,  in 
even such a simple scaling fractal as Koch's curve, there is significant variation of 






noun.   While the primary term  fractal  points to disorder and covers cases of 





glimpse   an   important   aspect   of   the   analogy,   one   which   ties   up   with   the 
dialectical relationship we have seen in the experience of form, where order and 
400 Here, a and b are arbitrary numbers – in every case a fractal is produced.  See Lauwerier (1991) 124.
401 The bi-directional arrow indicates that the result of the calculation (Z) is fed back into the calculation 
as z.
402 Mandelbrot (1983) 18.
396
disorder   play   against   one   another   –   and,   in   the   process   of  making,  where 
determinism and chance do the same.  
Self­similarity in fractals means that a pattern at any one scale is replicated – 
either  absolutely  (in  scaling   fractals),  or   stochastically  –  at   smaller   scales   to 
infinity, and at larger scales up to the originary form.   Fractals which do not  
exhibit scaling – stochastically self­similar fractals – are far from un­patterned.403 
Near­repetition,   mirroring,   and   echoing   occur   in   all   fractals;   indeed, 
stochastically   self­similar   fractals  are  absolutely   self­similar   from   a   certain 

















An important consideration here  is   that  infinitely self­replicating patterns are 
403 See Mandelbrot (1983) 147-99.
404 In one description of 'Celticity', written in a letter of 1970, Jones writes: “It is the natural genius for  
the ‘abstract’ that is the dominating feature [of Celtic art].  They borrowed motifs from the mediterranean  
world or from anywhere and immediately made it ‘abstract’ – and usually  asymmetric – even when it 
looks symmetrical you find it’s most subtly asymmetric in all its details.” (DGC 228).




















hope, be apparent.    Taking the points  listed above in sequence, we can now 
relate each of these characteristics of fractals to the processes involved in the 
making of Jones's poem as discovered in the course of this thesis.  In Chapter 1, 

















locked   in   an   opposition   exemplified   by   that   amphibolic   word,   but   also 








level   of   the   line,   verse­paragraph   and   section,   setting   up   a   structural 
isomorphism in the visual­verbal form of the poem.  These self­similar aspects as 
regards  both   the   form and content  of   the  poem take   their  place  within   the 
overall analogical structure by which Jones knitted his data together, and which 





























The Anathemata  is   founded on  the repetition of  a simple 
formal structural isomorphic principle of the co­presence of 












performative   linguistic   unit   –   is   both   the   largest   and 
smallest of the poem's self­similar scales.  Between these are 
numerous   'anathemata'   which   participate   in   the   same 
structure   at   every   scale.     Despite   this   repetition,  The 










and self­similar  –  was oriented upon  infinity.    Even after 
publication, Jones felt the desire to add to his work.   But 














describing  and  explaining   chaotic  nature  as   the   cumulation  of  many   simple 
steps.”406  Ian Stewart holds – or held – the same kind of view: 




much   one   of   technology   as   of  what   used   to   be   called   natural   philosophy.' 







Here,   if  we take a  step back and consider   the historical  development  of   the 
notion of the fractal, we find the trajectory of its development to be an issue 




as modelling tools.    From the perspective of  The Anathemata's  philosophy of 




















The   second  major   analogy  which   Jones   used   in   relation   to   art   (after   the 
Eucharistic one) was military, which I would argue has its source in his feeling 








enemy shelling,  which we encountered  in the opening chapter of  this thesis: 












simple   function   is   unpredictable;   the   variety   of   the   appearances   of   visual 
representations of fractal functions means that, while the form of the aesthetic 
object is fully determined by that function, the connection is not motivated by 






The Anathemata,  the aesthetic quality of the overall  pattern which arises  is a 















Thus the difficulty which unintentional  form poses  for  the evaluation of  The 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































letters).     I   am  indebted   to   them  for   this   suggestion.     I  have   continued  their  work  by 

































Appendix 1.i - Paper-type data for letters written by David Jones between 1935 and 1952
1
Date Addressee Sent from Folio # Watermark L/W Paper – notes Location Reference
7-Mar-35
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 L 327.5 202.5 KY L.14.1977/1
7-Mar-35 2 "PIONEER / FINE" L 327.5 206 KY L.14.1977/2
11-Mar-35
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 L KY L.15.1977/1
11-Mar-35
2 L KY L.15.1977/2
12-Jun-35
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 L KY L.16.1977
8-Feb-36
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 W 324 203 KY L.25.1977/1-2
8-Feb-36
2 W 324 203 KY L.25.1977/3-4
12-Feb-36 HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L 324 KY L.26.1977
2-Jun-36 HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L 325 KY L.29.1977
1-Mar-37
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 L 323 KY L.33.1977/1
1-Mar-37
HSE 2 L 323 KY L.33.1977/2
29-Mar-37
HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 W 324 KY L.34.1977
10-Jun-37
ECH 1 "BEN JONSON / BOND / WHS BS" W 265 Tate Archive TGA958/2
26-Jul-37
HSE 1 "BEN JONSON / BOND / WHS BS" W 265.5 175 KY L.36.1977/1
26-Jul-37
2 "BEN JONSON / BOND / WHS BS" W 265.5 175 KY L.36.1977/2
19-Oct-37
HSE 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" W 323 KY L.37.1977/1
19-Oct-37 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" W 323 KY L.37.1977/2





[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS? BRITANNIA?]
[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS?]
[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS?]
[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS?]
"Century / [in circle around a lion] LION 
BRAND MANUFACTURE / White W"
"Century / [in circle around a lion] LION 
BRAND MANUFACTURE / White W"
[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS?]
[OVAL WITH CROWN ATOP; SITTING 
FIGURE WITH CROWN AND SCEPTRE 
HOLDING FLEUR DE LIS?]
"Century / [in circle around a lion] LION 
BRAND MANUFACTURE / White W"
3 Glebe Place, 
London






Eastnor / staying at 
Colwyn-Crescent / 
Llandrills-yn Rhos / 
Denbighshire
Appendix 1.i - Paper-type data for letters written by David Jones between 1935 and 1952
2
20-Oct-38 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" w DJP CF2/26
20-Oct-38 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" W DJP CF2/26
11-Apr-39 HSE Fort Hotel, Sidmouth 1 "BASILDON /SUPERFINE" L 323 202.5 KY L.41.1977/1
15-Feb-40 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" W 327 199.5 DJP CF1/12
30-Jun-40 TFB 1 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L 323 Bound * DJP 21797E
30-Jun-40 2 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L 323 Bound DJP 21797E
30-Jun-40 3 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L 323 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 TFB 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" w 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" W 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 3 "The New / Smooth Ivory" 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 4 "The New / Smooth Ivory" 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 5 "The New / Smooth Ivory" 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 6 "The New / Smooth Ivory" 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Aug-40 7 "The New / Smooth Ivory" 325.5 Bound DJP 21797E
4-Sep-40 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
4-Sep-40 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 7 L 330 Bound DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 3 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 4 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 5 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
14-Sep-40 6 "The New / Smooth Ivory" DJP 21797E
27-Oct-40 4 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Bound DJP 21797E
27-Oct-40 5 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Bound DJP 21797E
29-Jan-41 1 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Bound DJP 21797E
29-Jan-41 2 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Bound DJP 21797E
29-Jan-41 3 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Bound DJP 21797E





3 Glebe Place, 
London
3 Glebe Place, 
London
3 Glebe Place, 
London
[L graph paper; green squares 63.5 = 10 
squares]
3 Glebe Place, 
London
3 Glebe Place, 
London
Appendix 1.i - Paper-type data for letters written by David Jones between 1935 and 1952
3
15-Apr-41 1 Bound DJP 21797E
21-Jun-41 1 Bound DJP 21797E
21-Jun-41 2 Bound DJP 21797E
21-Jun-41 3 Bound DJP 21797E
21-Jun-41 4 Bound DJP 21797E
11-Aug-41
3 L DJP CF2/26
11-Aug-41
4 L DJP CF2/26
11-Aug-41
TABLET ? 1 L DJP CF2/1
11-Aug-41
2 L DJP CF2/1
15-Aug-41 2 L 330 DJP CF2/13
15-Aug-41 2 L 330.5 DJP CF2/13
5-Sep-41 The Tablet 32 "[CUT OFF]  N LTD." [RYMAN?] L DJP CF2/13
5-Sep-41
22 L DJP CF2/13
5-Sep-41 24 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" L DJP CF2/13
5-Sep-41
36 W DJP CF2/13
5-Sep-41
37 W DJP CF2/13
21-Sep-41 Tom Burns 2 L 329.5 Bound DJP 21797E
57 Onslow Square, 
London
"SAWSTON / BOND" [HEADER:] 3 Glebe 
Place, London / CHELSEA S.W.3 / FLAXMAN 
0829"
57 Onslow Square, 
London
"SAWSTON / BOND" [HEADER:] 3 Glebe 
Place, London / CHELSEA S.W.3 / FLAXMAN 
0829"
"SAWSTON / BOND" [HEADER:] 3 Glebe 
Place, London / CHELSEA S.W.3 / FLAXMAN 
0829"
"SAWSTON / BOND" [HEADER:] 3 Glebe 
Place, London / CHELSEA S.W.3 / FLAXMAN 
0829"
"SAWSTON / BOND" [HEADER:] 3 Glebe 
Place, London / CHELSEA S.W.3 / FLAXMAN 
0829"
"SUPERFINE / CREAM L / [WITHIN OVAL:] 
WHS"
"SUPERFINE / CREAM L / [WITHIN OVAL:] 
WHS"
[EMBLEM OF WOMAN (BRITANNIA?) 
SITTING WITHIN AN OVAL, CROWN ATOP, 
HOLDING SCEPTRE]
[EMBLEM OF WOMAN (BRITANNIA?) 
SITTING WITHIN AN OVAL, CROWN ATOP, 
HOLDING SCEPTRE]
"SUPERFINE / CREAM L / [WITHIN OVAL] 
WHS"
[EMBLEM OF WOMAN (BRITANNIA?) 
SITTING WITHIN AN OVAL, CROWN ATOP, 
HOLDING SCEPTRE]
"[ILLEGIBLE BECAUSE CUT OFF] / CREAM 
L / [WITHIN AN OVAL] WHS"
"[CASTLE EMBLEM] ABERMILL / BOND / 




"[CASTLE EMBLEM] ABERMILL / BOND / 




[GOING UP PAGE] "ESPARTO"  [EMBLEM 
APPROX 10CM ABOVE: A SHIELD (WITH 
WRITING INSIDE - ILLEG.) SURROUNDED 
BY A WREATH]
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4
16-May-42 Tom Burns 1 [STAG EMBLEM] "J & F R / KENT" W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
16-May-42 2 [STAG EMBLEM] "J & F R / KENT" W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
16-May-42 3 [STAG EMBLEM] "J & F R / KENT" W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
17-Jun-42
ECH 1 "[STAG] J & F R / KENT" W 329 Tate Archive NA327.52
28-Jun-42 Tom Burns 1 [STAG EMBLEM] "J & F R / KENT" W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
28-Jun-42 2 [STAG EMBLEM] "J & F R / KENT" W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
5-Oct-42 Tom Burns 1 W 330 Bound DJP 21797E
29-Nov-42 1 "[STAG] J & F R / KENT" W 329 203 DJP CF1/27
15-Apr-43




HSE 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 323 Torn
Pale grey/blue
KY L.46.1977/1
19-Apr-43 2 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 323 Torn Pale grey/blue KY L.46.1977/2
6-May-43 Tom Burns 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 323.5 Bound DJP 21797E
6-May-43 2 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 323.5 Bound DJP 21797E
19-May-43
HSE 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 323
Pale grey/blue
KY L.49.1977/1
24-May-43 HSE 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L Pale grey/blue DJP CF1/15
6-Jun-43








HSE 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 324
Pale grey/blue
KY L.52.1977/1
3-Jul-43 2 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L 324 Pale grey/blue KY L.52.1977/2
16-Jan-44
"EXCELSIOR / FINE / [ILLEGIBLE]" L DJP CF1/15
16-Jan-44
WFJK 1 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE" L 327.5 202 KFP KFP
16-Jan-44 2 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE" L 327.5 202 KFP KFP
27-Jan-44
WFJK 1 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE" L 327.5 202 KFP KFP
9-Feb-44
TIMES 1 L DJP CF2/20
16-Feb-44 INGHAM 1 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE" L DJP CF1/15
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
[UP PAGE] [WITHIN OVAL:] "WHS" 
[BELOW:] "VOUCHER / BOND"
CATHOLIC 
HERALD
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London








12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
"EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / 
[ILLEGIBLE]"
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3-Jun-44 1 L 328.5 202.5 DJP CF1/12
8-Aug-44 REX 1 W 328 DJP CF2/26
9-Aug-44 HSE Piggots, Bucks 1 "WHS / VOUCHER / BOND" W 328 KY L.58.1977/1
9-Aug-44 2 "WHS / VOUCHER / BOND" W 328 KY L.58.1977/2
26-Sep-44 HSE Piggots, Bucks 1 "WHS / VOUCHER / BOND" W 328 KY L.59.1977/1
10-Oct-44
HSE 1 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE" L 202.5 KY L.60.1977/1
23-Oct-44




HSE 1 [NONE] L 339.5 KY L.62.1977/1
19-Nov-44 Tom Burns 1 W 328.5 Bound DJP 21797E
19-Nov-44 2 W 329 Bound DJP 21797E
6-Dec-44 MR ALLSOP 1 W 327.5 202 DJP A2/1
19-Jan-45 RUTH 1 W 328 DJP CF2/26
19-Oct-45 HELEN 1 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" L Blue/grey DJP CF1/16
27-Nov-45 ? 1 […] Ledger" [I.e. Portland] L Torn 206 Blue/grey DJP CF1/8
31-Jan-46
WFJK 1 W Ledger sheet DJP CF1/15
13-Mar-46 1 "GRAY VALLEY / PARCHMENT" W 327 201 DJP A2/1
15-Mar-46
1 W DJP CF1/15
23-Oct-46 1 L 329 202 DJP CF2/14
23-Oct-46 2 L 329 202 DJP CF2/14
GWYN 
JONES
"EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / 
[ILLEGIBLE]"
[IN OVAL] "WHS" THEN: "VOUCHER / 
BOND"
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
"J & F H / KENT" [NB THERE IS NO STAG, 
UNLIKE OTHER PAPER MADE BY KENT]
[NB BY FEEL [THICK, GOOD QUALITY] AND 
COLOUR [WHITE], THIS SEEMS TO BE THE 
OTHER HALF OF THE FOOLSCAP SHEET 
WITH W/MARK: "J & F H / KENT"
"[IN OVAL] WHS" THEN: "VOUCHER / 
BOND"
"J & F H / KENT" [NB THERE IS NO STAG, 
UNLIKE OTHER PAPER MADE BY KENT]
[SHIELD WITH LAUREL WREATH CUPPING 










"EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / 
[ILLEGIBLE]"
"EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / 
[ILLEGIBLE]"
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23-Oct-46 3 W 329 204 DJP CF2/14
23-Oct-46 4 W 329 204 DJP CF2/14
21-Jan-47
WFJK 1 W 329 204 KFP KFP
21-Jan-47
2 W 329 204 KFP KFP
11-Feb-47
1 W DJP CF1/16
20-Feb-47 ? 1 W 329 204 DJP CF1/13
12-Aug-47
HSE 1 W 328 KY L.69.1977/1
1-Feb-48 1 W 326 201 DJP CF1/27
1-Feb-48 2 W 326 201 DJP CF1/27
28-Mar-48 1 L 327.5 202.5 DJP CF1/27
28-Mar-48 2 W DJP CF1/27
28-Mar-48 4 W DJP CF1/27
28-Mar-48 5 W DJP CF1/27
23-May-48
HSE 1 W 327 KY L.70.1977/1
23-May-48
2 W 327 KY L.70.1977/2
8-Sep-48 PRESS 1 W 331 204 DJP CF2/10
8-Sep-48 3 W 331 204 DJP CF2/10
8-Sep-48 4 W 331 204 DJP CF2/10
1-Nov-48
WFJK 1 W 329 202 KFP KFP
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCM /[SAME LINE] SH 
/ TUB SIZED"
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCM /[SAME LINE] SH 
/ TUB SIZED"
12 Sheffield Terrace, 
London
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCIT /[SAME LINE] 
SH / TUB SIZED"
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCIT /[SAME LINE] 
SH / TUB SIZED"
Helen 
Sutherland
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCIT /[SAME LINE] 
SH / TUB SIZED"
"KINGSWAY / BOND / BCIT /[SAME LINE] 
SH / TUB SIZED"
Northwick Lodge, 
Harrow




"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"





"EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / 
[ILLEGIBLE]"
"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"
"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"
"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"
c/o C. Carlile Esq. 
Northwick Lodge, 
Harrow
"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"
"TITAN BOND / MADE AT [LION EMBLEM] 
CROXLEY"
"[CROWN] / EDEN GROVE / BOND / TUB-
SIZED   AIR DRIED"
"[CROWN] / EDEN GROVE / BOND / TUB-
SIZED   AIR DRIED"
"[CROWN] / EDEN GROVE / BOND / TUB-
SIZED   AIR DRIED"
Northwick Lodge, 
Harrow
[SHIELD WITH CROWN ATOP, IN OVAL 
SURROUNDED BY WRITING:] 
"PLANTAGENET [CLOCKWISE ATOP] / 
BRITISH MAKE [ANTI-CLOCKWISE, 
BENEATH]"
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26-Nov-48
WFJK 1 W DJP CF1/15
13-Jan-49 TIMES 1 W DJP CF2/26
13-Jan-49 TIMES 1 W DJP CF2/26
16-Mar-49
2 W 329 KY L.71.1977/2
16-Mar-49
HSE 1 W 329.5 KY L.71.1977/1
16-Mar-49
3 W 329.5 KY L.71.1977/3
25-Apr-49
Cecil Collins 1 "INVERFRUIN" W 329 Tate Archive NA327.92
23-May-49
HSE 1 "INVERFRUIN" W 329 KY L.72.1977/1
1-Jun-49 1 "INVERFRUIN" W 329 203 DJP CF1/27
31-Jul-49
HSE 1 L Torn KY L.73.1977/1
20-Aug-49 1 L 329 DJP CF1/27
31-Aug-49
HSE 1 L 329 KY L.77.1977/1
25-Sep-49
HSE 1 L 329.5 KY L.78.1977/1
7-Dec-49
HELEN EDE 1 "INVERFRUIN" W KY L.79.1977/1
9-Dec-49
HSE 1 "INVERFRUIN" W 329 KY L.80.1977/1
9-Dec-49 2 "INVERFRUIN" W 329 KY L.80.1977/2
20-Dec-49 1 W 331 205 DJP CF1/27
15-Jan-50
WFJK 1 W 330 205 KFP
20-Jan-50 MRS EDE 1 "DEVON VALLEY / PARCHMENT" W DJP CF1/15
7-Sep-50
HSE 1 W 330 205 KY L.82.1977/1
"EXCELSIOR / SUPERFINE / BRITISH MAKE 
/ BCM / SH"
[CENTRE: CROWN ATOP SHIELD; 
SURROUNDED BY OVAL, READING 
ROUND:] "PLANTAGENET / BRITISH MAKE"
[CENTRE: CROWN ATOP SHIELD; 
SURROUNDED BY OVAL, READING 
ROUND:] "PLANTAGENET / BRITISH MAKE"




"EXCELSIOR / SUPERFINE / BRITISH MAKE 
/ [ILLEGIBLE]"




































"[castle emblem] / DEVON VALLEY / 
PARCHMENT"
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15-Jan-51
HSE 1 "[castle emblem] / Waterton[?] Bond" W 329 205 KY L.83.1977/1
15-Sep-52
WFJK 1 W 330 204.5 KFP KFP
17-Dec-52









"[CASTLE EMBLEM] DEVON VALLEY / 
PARCHMENT"
* 'Bound' refers to 
those sheets whose 
widths cannot be 
measured because 
the archivists have 
bound those letters 
into a volume
Appendix 1.ii - Table classifying the different paper-types which David Jones used between 1935 and 1952
Code Laid/Wove Length mm Width mm Watermark First occurance Last occurance Concentration
§01 L 323-4 201-2 "BASILDON / SUPERFINE" Feb-36 Sep-41 Jun-40
§02 W 327 201 "The New / Smooth Ivory" Oct-37 Jan-41 Mid-1940 to early 1941
§03 L 328 201 "ESPARTO" [shield emblem with laurel] Sep-41 Sep-41 Sep-41
§04 W 329 203 [stag emblem] "T & J H / KENT" May-42 Nov-42 May - Nov 42
§05 L 325 204-5 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" [blue/grey paper] Apr-43 Nov-45 Mid-1943
§06 L 328-330 202-3 (W*) "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / BCM / SH" Jan-44 Sep-49 1944, late-46, mid-49
§07 W 328 202 (W*) "[within oval:] WHS [below:] VOUCHER / BOND" Aug-44 Dec-44 Aug - Dec 44
§08 W 328-9 ? "T & J H / KENT" [without stag emblem] Nov-44 Jan-45 Nov - Jan 45
§09 L 330 201 "ESPARTO" Jan-46 Jan-46 Jan-46
§10 W 328-9 202-3 (W*) "Gray Valley / Parchment" Mar-46 Mar-46 Mar-46
§11 W 329-330 204 (W*) "KINGSWAY / BOND / BCM /SH / TUB SIZED" Oct-46 Feb-47 Oct 46 - Feb 47
§12 W 329.5 202-203 [not W*] "EXCELSIOR / SUPERFINE / BRITISH MAKE / BCM / SH" Aug-47 Mar-49 N/A
§13 W 327 201 "TITAN BOND / MADE AT [lion emblem] CROXLEY" Feb-48 May-48 Feb - May 48
§14 W 331 205 Sep-48 Sep-48 Sep-48
§15 W 329 202.5 [around a shield:] "PLANTAGENET / BRITISH MAKE" Nov-48 Jan-49 Nov 48 - Jan 49
§16 W 329 203 "INVERFRUIN" Apr-49 Dec-49 Apr - Dec 49
§17 W 331 205 "[castle emblem] / DEVON VALLEY / PARCHMENT" Dec-49 Dec-52 Dec 49 - Jan 50
§18 W 329 203 "[castle emblem] / Waterton Bond" Jan-51 Jan-51 Jan-51
§19 L 330 204 "CHARIOT / [emblem] / FINE LAID" N/A N/A N/A
§20 L 324 202 "Criterion" [within laurel wreath] N/A N/A N/A
§21 L 330 204 "Lombardy / Cream Laid" N/A N/A N/A
§22 W 323 203-4 “[castle emblem] / BUCKSBURN / IVORY" N/A N/A N/A
§23 L 323 202 "Portland / R J Ryman Ltd / Ledger" [cream paper] N/A N/A N/A
§24 L 330 203 N/A N/A N/A
§25 W 323 216? N/A N/A N/A
§26 L 328-330 202-3 "EXCELSIOR / FINE / BRITISH MAKE / BCM / SH" N/A N/A N/A
§27 W 322-3 197-9 "The New / Smooth Ivory" [different dimensions] Oct-37 Jan-41 Mid-1940 to early 1941
Identifiable non-watermarked paper: types §31-§33 **
§31 L 330 202 [None] Oct-40 Oct-40 Oct-40
§32 L 340 214 [None] Mar-44 Nov-44 Mar - Nov 44
§33 W 400 255 [None] Jul-46 Aug-47 Jul - Aug 46
*  'W' denotes 'whole': where a sheet is not a halved piece of foolscap.
** Paper types §28-30 excised from table because of a lack of reliable data
"[crown emblem] / Eden Grove / Bond / TUB SIZED - AIR 
DRIED"
[Lined paper: single line left margin, 4 lines right margin, first two 
paired]
[Header:] "Il Ministro / della Cultura Popolare"; top right: 
"mod.264", and below this: "Appunto per il Duce"




LA1/3.1 §34 3 1 49, 53
LA1/3.2 §6 1 (4) 1 49, 53
LA1/3.3 §34 4 53, 49-50
LA1/3.4 §6 2 (5) 2 49-50, 51
LA1/3.5 §34 5 50, 51
LA1/3.6 §6 3 (6) 3 50
LA1/3.7 §34 6 51
LA1/3.8 §32 51-52, 53
LA1/3.9 §32 4 51-52, 53, 241
LA1/3.10 §32 52-53
LA1/3.11 §32 5 53
LA1/3.12 §32 241
LA1/3.13 §32 5 241-242, 243
LA1/3.14 §32 6 241-242
LA1/3.15 §32 241-242
LA1/3.16 §32 6 241-242
LA1/3.17 §10 241-242, (229)
LA1/3.18 §32 6 243
LA1/3.19 §32 8 243
LA1/3.20 §41 8 74 243
LA1/3.21 §32 6A, B
LA1/3.22 §32 6C
LA1/3.23 §23 7
LA1/3.24 §32 51 (verso)
DJP cat. ref. Pre-Ana fol. 1st fol. order 2nd fol. order




LA1/4.1 §4 5A 55, 57, 58, 241
LA1/4.2 §35 5A 55
LA1/4.3 §35 55, 57, 58, 241
LA1/4.4 §35 5A 55, 57, 58, 241
LA1/4.5 §4 5A 55, 57, 58
LA1/4.6 §36 5A 55, 56
LA1/4.7 §32 5A 55
LA1/4.8 §35 5B
LA1/4.9 §35 5B 57-58
LA1/4.10 §35 5B, C 57-58
LA1/4.11 §35 5B 55-56
LA1/4.12 §35 5B 56-57
LA1/4.13 §7 5B 55-57
LA1/4.14 §7 5B 55-57
LA1/4.15 §7 55-57
LA1/4.16 §7 5B 55-57
LA1/4.17 §35 5C 56-57




LA1/4.22 §41 5E 10 58-59
LA1/4.23 §32 5F 185-186, 187-188
LA1/4.24 §6 5F 185-188
LA1/4.25 §6 185-187
LA1/4.26 §32
LA1/4.27 §32 5F 11, 11C 58-59, 60-61
LA1/4.28 §37 5F 11 59-60
LA1/4.29 §37 59-60
LA1/4.30 §37 10A 59-60
LA1/4.31 §12 10A 59-60
LA1/4.32 §41 5F1 84, 185
LA1/4.33 §41 5F/ 84, 185
LA1/4.34 §41 5F/ 84, 185
LA1/4.35 §41 5F/ 84, 185
LA1/4.36 §41 5F/ 84, 185
LA1/4.37 §41 5F/ 84, 185
LA1/4.38 §41 5F 84, (85, 86, 89)
LA1/4.39 §32 5F/1 84, 90
LA1/4.40 §32 5F/1 85, 86, 89
LA1/4.41 §32 5F/2 85, 86, 89
LA1/4.42 §32 85, 86
LA1/4.43 §41 5F/2 85, 86
DJP cat. ref. 1st fol. order 2nd fol. order 3rd fol. order
57-58, 185-186, 
187
58, 59, 61, 84, 
185
58-59, 60-61, 84, 
185
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LA1/4.44 §41 5F/2 85, 86-87
LA1/4.45 §41 5F/2 85, 86
LA1/4.46 §41 5F/2 85
LA1/4.47 §41 5F/3 85-86
LA1/4.48 §41 86-87, 89, ?185
LA1/4.49 §41 86-87
LA1/4.50 §41 5F5 86-87
LA1/4.51 §41 5F6 87-88
LA1/4.52 §41 5F/ 94, 185
LA1/4.53 §32 5F/2 94, 185
LA1/4.54 §41 94
LA1/4.55 §32 5F/2 94, 185
LA1/4.56 §32 94
LA1/4.57 §32 94, 95
LA1/4.58 §41 94, 95
LA1/4.59 §32 5F/3 94, 95
LA1/4.60 §32 5F/3 94, 95
LA1/4.61 §41 5F/2, 3 94, 95
LA1/4.62 §41 5F/3 94, 95, 96
LA1/4.63 §41 5F/3 94
LA1/4.64 §41 5F/4, 3A 95, 96
LA1/4.65 §32 5F/4 52 185
LA1/4.66 §38 185
LA1/4.67 §41 5F/3 185
LA1/4.68 §41 5F/5 53, 35 185
LA1/4.69 §41 5F/4 88, 89, 90
LA1/4.70 §41 5F/4 88, 89
LA1/4.71 §41 88-89, 90
LA1/4.72 §41 89-90
LA1/4.73 §41 5F/7, 8, 8A 20 89
LA1/4.74 §41 5F/8, 9 21 89-90
LA1/4.75 §41 5F/10 90, 91-93
LA1/4.76 §41 5F/10 90, 91-93
LA1/4.77 §41 5F/11, 10 90, 91
LA1/4.78 §41 5F/9, 11 90-91
LA1/4.79 §41 5F/11 90-91
LA1/4.80 §41 5F/11 90-91
LA1/4.81 §41 5F/9, 10 90
LA1/4.82 §41 90
LA1/4.83 §41 90
LA1/4.84 §41 5F/10 90
LA1/4.85 §35 5F/10 90
LA1/4.86 §41 5F/12 91
LA1/4.87 §38 5F/14A 93-94
LA1/4.88 §41 5F/12, 13, 16 94, 95, 96
LA1/4.89 §35 5F/16 94, 95, 96
LA1/4.90 §35 94, 95, 96, 182
LA1/4.91 §41
LA1/4.92 §41 5F/16 95, 96
94, 95, 96, 182, 
93
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LA1/4.93 §32 5F/16 94, 95, 96
LA1/4.94 §39 5F/16 94, 95
LA1/4.95 §39 5F/16 94-5
LA1/4.96 §39 5F/16 94-95
LA1/4.97 §39 5F/16, 17 95-96
LA1/4.98 §39 5F/17 95-96
LA1/4.99 §39 5F/17 95-96
LA1/4.100 §41 5F/17 182, 96
LA1/4.101 §7 5F/17 96, 182
LA1/4.102 §32 5F/18, 17 96, 182
LA1/4.103 §39 5F/18 182, 96
LA1/4.104 §39 5F/17, 19 96
LA1/4.105 §39 5F/18 96-7, 173, 172
LA1/4.106 §39 5F/19
LA1/4.107 §39 5F/19, 21 97, 172, 173
LA1/4.108 §39 [5F]19, 20 172, 173
LA1/4.109 §39 5F/22 172
LA1/4.110 §39 [5F/]22 172
LA1/4.111 §38 172-173
LA1/4.112 §38 5F/21, 22 97, 171-172
LA1/4.113 §38 5F/22 97, 171-172
LA1/4.114 §38 5F/22 97, 171
LA1/4.115 §39 5F/22 97, 171
LA1/4.116 §39 97
LA1/4.117 §39 5F/23 172-173, 181-182
LA1/4.118 §39 5F/23 172-173, 181-182
LA1/4.119 §38 5F/23 173
LA1/4.120 §39 5F/24 182, 181, 96
LA1/4.121 §39 5F/24 182, 181
LA1/4.122 §38 182, 181
LA1/4.123 §41 181, 173, 174
LA1/4.124 §39 181, 173, 174
LA1/4.125 §38 5F/24 181, 173-174
LA1/4.126 §38 5F/25 174, 175, 180
LA1/4.127 §38 173-174
LA1/4.128 §38 5F/25 173-174
LA1/4.129 §38 5F/25 173-175
LA1/4.130 §38 5F/25 173-174
LA1/4.131 §38 5F/25, 26, 27 43 173-174
LA1/4.132 §38 174-175
LA1/4.133 §38 5F/26 174-175
LA1/4.134 §38 174-175
LA1/4.135 §38 5F/26 174-175, 180, 181
LA1/4.136 §39 5F/26 174-175
LA1/4.137 §38 5F/28 174-175
LA1/4.138 §39 5F/28 174
97, 172, 173, 
181-182
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LA1/4.139 §39 5F/28A 175
LA1/4.140 §39 5F/28A 45 175
LA1/4.141 §39 5F/27
LA1/4.142 §38 5F/27
LA1/4.143 §39 5F/27 175-176, 178-179
LA1/4.144 §39 5F/29 46 175-176, 178-179
LA1/4.145 §24 176-177
LA1/4.146 §38 5F/28 179-180
LA1/4.147 §38 5F/29, 30, 31 180-181
LA1/4.148 §39 181, 182
LA1/4.149 §39 5F/28 181-182
LA1/4.150 §39 5F/28, 31 181-182
LA1/4.151 §38 5F/30, 31, 32 181
LA1/4.152 §38 5F/32 181
LA1/4.153 §39 5F/32A 181
LA1/4.154 §39 5F/32 181
LA1/4.155 §39 5F/32 181
LA1/4.156 §38 5F/33 181-182
LA1/4.157 §39 5F/33 51 181-182
LA1/4.158 §6 5G 185-186-187
LA1/4.159 §32 5G 185-186-187
LA1/4.160 §32 5G 185-186-187
LA1/4.161 §32 5G 54 185-186-187
LA1/4.162 §39 54 185-186-187
LA1/4.163 §42 186, (237)
LA1/4.164 §7 5H 187-188, 193, 189




LA1/4.169 §32 5H 187-188, 189
LA1/4.170 §41 5H 187-188, 189
LA1/4.171 §41 5H 55 187-188
LA1/4.172 §32 5I 189, 193
LA1/4.173 §36 5I
LA1/4.174 §35 5I, K 189, 190, 193
LA1/4.175 §41 188
LA1/4.176 §41 188-189
LA1/4.177 §41 188, 231-232
LA1/4.178 §41 189
LA1/4.179 §41 5I 188-189











189, 190, 193, 
226




LA1/4.183 §35 5K, M, N 228-229, 232, 233
LA1/4.184 §41 5N 228-229
LA1/4.185 §40 5J
LA1/4.186 §32 5J 193-194, 224
LA1/4.187 §32 5J, L 62 193-194, 224
LA1/4.188 §41 5J 189
LA1/4.189 §41 5J 189
LA1/4.190 §41 5J/ 190, 191-192
LA1/4.191 §41 5J/1 190-191
LA1/4.192 §41 5J 190-191
LA1/4.193 §41 5J/1 190-191
LA1/4.194 §41 5J2 191
LA1/4.195 §41 5J/2 192
LA1/4.196 §32 224, 225-226
LA1/4.197 §32 5K, M 63 224, 225-226
LA1/4.198 §10 63 224-225
LA1/4.199 §10 63 224-225
LA1/4.200 §10 63 224
LA1/4.201 §10 63 225
LA1/4.202 §10 63A, C 147 226
LA1/4.203 §6 5K 226-227
LA1/4.204 §32 5K, L 226-227-228 *
LA1/4.205 §32 5M 227-228
LA1/4.206 §41 5M, O 227-228
LA1/4.207 §41 229, 232
LA1/4.208 §41 5O, T 229, 232, 233
LA1/4.209 §41 5O 229, 230-231
LA1/4.210 §41 229, 230-231
LA1/4.211 §41 229, 230-231
LA1/4.212 §41 5L 229-231
LA1/4.213 §41 5O, 5Q 229-230
LA1/4.214 §41 5O 230-231
LA1/4.215 §41 5O, P 231
LA1/4.216 §41 5Q, S 231-232
LA1/4.217 §10 70 231-232
LA1/4.218 §41 5T 232, 233
LA1/4.219 §41 5T 232, 233
LA1/4.220 §10 71 232, 233, 241
LA1/4.221 §10 71 232-233, 240, 241
LA1/4.222 §10 71 232-233
LA1/4.223 §10 71A 233, 240, 241
LA1/4.224 §10 71A 233, 238-9
















LA1/4.233 §42 71A1 233-234-235, 237
LA1/4.234 §42 71A2, 1/ 235, 237
LA1/4.235 §42 71A1/ 235, 237
LA1/4.236 §42 235, 237
LA1/4.237 §42 235, 237
LA1/4.238 §42 71A2 235, 237
LA1/4.239 §42 71A2 235-236, 237
LA1/4.240 §42 71A2 235-236
LA1/4.241 §42 71A2 235
LA1/4.242 §10 237-238
LA1/4.243 §42 71B, A1 237-238-239
LA1/4.244 §42 71A2 237, 236, 238
LA1/4.245 §42 71A2 236, 237-238
LA1/4.246 §42 71A6 162 236, 237, 238-239
LA1/4.247 §42 236, 237






LA1/4.254 §42 71A4 236-237

























LA1/5.2 §38 37/1 97, 98, 110
LA1/5.3 §5 37A 97, 98, 110
LA1/5.4 §5 37A 97, 98, 110
LA1/5.5 §5 37A 97, 101
LA1/5.6 §5 37A 97-98
LA1/5.7 §5 37A 97-98
LA1/5.8 §38 37A1 98, 101
LA1/5.9 §5 37A1 98, 101
LA1/5.10 §5 37A1 98
LA1/5.11 §38 37A1 98
LA1/5.12 §38 98, 101
LA1/5.13 §38 37A1 98, 101
LA1/5.14 §38 37A2 98, 102
LA1/5.15 §41 37A2 98 x 102
LA1/5.16 §5 37B
LA1/5.17 §5 37B 98, 110-111
LA1/5.18 §5 37B 98, 110
LA1/5.19 §38 37B 98, 110
LA1/5.20 §5 37B/ 110
LA1/5.21 §5 37B1 110-111
LA1/5.22 §5 37D, C 111, 114-115
LA1/5.23 §5 37C 111
LA1/5.24 §5 37C 111





LA1/5.30 §5 37C 111
LA1/5.31 §5 111, 113
LA1/5.32 §5 37D 111-112
LA1/5.33 §5 37D 111, 113-114
LA1/5.34 §5 37D 111, 113-114
LA1/5.35 §5 37D 111, 113-114
LA1/5.36 §5 37E 111, 113-114
LA1/5.37 §5 37E 111, 113-114
LA1/5.38 §5 111, 113-114
LA1/5.39 §5 37D 111, 113-114
LA1/5.40 §5 111, 113-114
LA1/5.41 §5
LA1/5.42 §5 37E 111-112, 113
LA1/5.43 §5 37D
DJP cat. ref. 2nd fol. order
97, 98, 110, 
170-1
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LA1/5.44 §5 37E 113
LA1/5.45 §5 37D 111-112
LA1/5.46 §5 37D 111-112, 113
LA1/5.47 §5




LA1/5.52 §5 37D 111-112, 113
LA1/5.53 §5 111-112, 113
LA1/5.54 §5 111-112
LA1/5.55 §5 111-112
LA1/5.56 §5 37D/ 113
LA1/5.57 §5 113
LA1/5.58 §5 37E 113
LA1/5.59 §5 112, 113
LA1/5.60 §5 112, 113
LA1/5.61 §5 3[7 E ] 112, 113
LA1/5.62 §5 112
LA1/5.63 §5 37F 112-113
LA1/5.64 §5 37 E, G 113-114
LA1/5.65 §38 37G 113-114
LA1/5.66 §5 114-115
LA1/5.67 §5 114-115
LA1/5.68 §5 [37] H 114-115
LA1/5.69 §5 114-115
LA1/5.70 §38 37H 114-115
LA1/5.71 §42 37H 114-115
LA1/5.72 §5 37F, H1 115
LA1/5.73 §42 37I 115
LA1/5.74 §38 37I cf.115
LA1/5.75 §5 124, 170
LA1/5.76 §5 37K, J, M 124
LA1/5.77 §5 37J, K, M 124, 170
LA1/5.78 §38 37J 118, 119
LA1/5.79 §38 37J 118, 119
LA1/5.80 §38 37J, K 118, 119
LA1/5.81 §38 37K 118, 119
LA1/5.82 §38 37J, L 119-120
LA1/5.83 §38 37L 118-119
LA1/5.84 §38 37M 119
LA1/5.85 §38 37N1 120
LA1/5.86 §38 37O 120-121
LA1/5.87 §10 37O 120-121
LA1/5.88 §38 37P 124, 170
LA1/5.89 §11 124, 170
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LA1/5.91 §6 124, 125, 170
LA1/5.92 §11 37P 124, 125, 170
LA1/5.93 §11 37P1 125, 127, 166
LA1/5.94 §11 37P1 [BLANK]
LA1/5.95 §11
LA1/5.96 §11 37P1, 2
LA1/5.97 §15 37P2
LA1/5.98 §15 37P2
LA1/5.99 §15 37P2 125-126-127







LA1/5.107 §15 37P3 127-128
LA1/5.108 §15 37P3 127
LA1/5.109 §15 37P3A 127






LA1/5.116 §15 37P4 130, 160-161
LA1/5.117 §15 37P4
LA1/5.118 §15 37P4
LA1/5.119 §15 37P4 127-128, 130
LA1/5.120 §15 37P5, 4 161-162
LA1/5.121 §15 37P4/ 161-162
LA1/5.122 §15 160-161
LA1/5.123 §15 37P4/ 160-161
LA1/5.124 §15 37P5 160
LA1/5.125 §15 37P4A 128-129
LA1/5.126 §15 37P4A 128-129
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LA1/5.129 §16 37P5 130
LA1/5.130 §16 131
LA1/5.131 §16 37P5E
LA1/5.132 §16 37P5E 134-135




LA1/5.137 §15 37P5G 135 x 138
LA1/5.138 §16 37P5G 135-136
LA1/5.139 §16 37P5H 159-160
LA1/5.140 §16 37P5H 137, 138, 139
LA1/5.141 §16 137, 139
LA1/5.142 §12 37P5H 136
LA1/5.143 §15 37P5H, I
LA1/5.144 §16 37P5I, J, K
LA1/5.145 §15 37P5K, M
LA1/5.146 §16
LA1/5.147 §16 37P5L 147, 148-149
LA1/5.148 §16 37P5K, L
LA1/5.149 §12? 37P5L 139 x 142
LA1/5.150 §12? 37P5L 139 x 142
LA1/5.151 §12? 37P5L 139-140, 141
LA1/5.152 §6 37P5L 139-140, 141
LA1/5.153 §6 37P5L 139-140, 141
LA1/5.154 §6 37P5K2 139-140
LA1/5.155 §15 155, 159-160
LA1/5.156 §16 37P5J 137, 138, 139
LA1/5.157 §16 37P5J 137, 138
LA1/5.158 §16 37P5J 137, 138
LA1/5.159 §12? 37P5K 138
LA1/5.160 §6 140, 141
LA1/5.161 §12? 37P5L 140, 141, 155
LA1/5.162 §6 37P5L1 140-141
LA1/5.163 §6 37P5L2 141-142
LA1/5.164 §14 37P5M, N 148-149
LA1/5.165 §12? 37P5M 142, 147, 148
LA1/5.166 §6 37P5M 142, 147
LA1/5.167 §6 37P5L, M
LA1/5.168 §6 37P5M 142-143
LA1/5.169 §6 37P5M1 143-144, 147
LA1/5.170 §6 37P5M1 143-144, 147
134-135, 159, 
160
135 x 142, 147, 
149, 155, 159
135 x 138, 142, 
147
139 x 142, 147, 
149, 155
139 x 142, 147, 
149, 155




139 x 142, 147, 
148
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LA1/5.171 §6 37P5M1 143-144
LA1/5.172 §6 37P5M1 143-144
LA1/5.173 §6 37P5M2 144 x 147
LA1/5.174 §6 37P5M2 144-145, 146
LA1/5.175 §6 37P5M2 144
LA1/5.176 §6 37P5M3 145-146
LA1/5.177 §6 37P5M3 145-146
LA1/5.178 §6 37P5M3 145
LA1/5.179 §6 37P5M4, 5 146
LA1/5.180 §6 147
LA1/5.181 §6 37P5M 147-148
LA1/5.182 §16 37P5N 149-150
LA1/5.183 §19 37P5N, O
LA1/5.184 §12? 37P5O
LA1/5.185 §12? 37P5O 149-150
LA1/5.186 §6 37P5O 149-150
LA1/5.187 §12? 37P5O A, B 150-151, 154
LA1/5.188 §17 151-152, 154
LA1/5.189 §17 151-152
LA1/5.190 §17 37P5OB 151-152, 154
LA1/5.191 §43 151-152
LA1/5.192 §43 151-152-153
LA1/5.193 §17 37P5OB/ 152-153
LA1/5.194 §17 37P5OB/1 152-153
LA1/5.195 §12? 37P5OB/, C 154
LA1/5.196 §6? 37P5P1 155, 156, 158
LA1/5.197 §50 37P5OB/5 155 x 158
LA1/5.198 §50 37P5OB/5 155-156
LA1/5.199 §50 37P5OB/5 155-156
LA1/5.200 §50 37P5OB/6 156-157-158
LA1/5.201 §50 37P5OB/ 156-157-158
LA1/5.202 §17 37P5OB/6 156-157
LA1/5.203 §15 37P4, 5, 6 166-167-168
LA1/5.204 §15 37P6 166-167
LA1/5.205 §15 37P6, 7 166-167
LA1/5.206 §15 37P6, 7 167-168
LA1/5.207 §15 37P7 167-168
LA1/5.208 §15 37P7 167-168
LA1/5.209 §15 37P7 167-168
LA1/5.210 §15 167
LA1/5.211 §15 37P5, 6, 7, 8 168






















LA1/6.11 §17 62G, E 126 199-200
LA1/6.12 §17 62K 133 206-207
LA1/6.13 §49 62K/, 134 208, 209, 210
LA1/6.14 §18 133/ 207, 208, 209
LA1/6.15 §18 133, 134 207, 208, 209
LA1/6.16 §18 134 207-208
LA1/6.17 §49 134 207-208
LA1/6.18 §49 135 209-210, 211
LA1/6.19 §49 135.1 209-210-211
LA1/6.20 §49 135 209-210-211
LA1/6.21 §49 210
LA1/6.22 §18 135 209-210
LA1/6.23 §18 134/ 209-210
LA1/6.24 §18 134/3 209-210
LA1/6.25 §49 135.1 210-211
LA1/6.26 §50 135/2
LA1/6.27 §50 135/ 213-214
LA1/6.28 §50 213
LA1/6.29 §50 135/ 213-214
LA1/6.30 §50 213
LA1/6.31 §50 213
LA1/6.32 §50 135/ 213
LA1/6.33 §18 135.3 215
LA1/6.34 §18 135/7 215
LA1/6.35 §18 135.7 215
LA1/6.36 §13 135.7 215
LA1/6.37 §13 62D.4
DJP cat. ref. 2nd fol. order 3rd fol. order
194, 195, 216, 
220, 221
194, 195, 216, 
220, 221
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LA1/6.38 §13 216-217, 219
LA1/6.39 §13













LA1/7.1 §6 11 61-62, 65
LA1/7.2 §6 11 61-62, 65
LA1/7.3 §6 11 61-62, 65
LA1/7.4 §6 61-62, 65, 66
LA1/7.5 §6 61-62, 65
LA1/7.6 §6 11 61-62, 65
LA1/7.7 §6 11 61-62, 65
LA1/7.8 §6 61 x 66
LA1/7.9 §6 11 61-62
LA1/7.10 §6 11 61-62
LA1/7.11 §6 11A 62 x 66, 73
LA1/7.12 §6 11A, B 62 x 66
LA1/7.13 §6 11A, B, A 62 x 65
LA1/7.14 §6 11B 62, 63, 64
LA1/7.15 §6 11A 62, 63-64
LA1/7.16 §6 11A 62, 63
LA1/7.17 §6 62, 63-64
LA1/7.18 §22 11D, A 62
LA1/7.19 §22 62-63, 63-64
LA1/7.20 §6 11B 62-63
LA1/7.21 §6 62-63
LA1/7.22 §6 11B 62-63
LA1/7.23 §6 63-64
LA1/7.24 §6 11C 63-64
LA1/7.25 §6 11C 63-64
LA1/7.26 §6 11C 63, 64
LA1/7.27 §22 11D 64, 65, 63
LA1/7.28 §22 11D 64
LA1/7.29 §22 11E 64
LA1/7.30 §22 11D 63-64
LA1/7.31 §22 11D 63-64
LA1/7.32 §22 11D 65, 62
LA1/7.33 §22 11D 64 x 70
LA1/7.34 §22 11D 64-65
LA1/7.35 §22 11E 64-65
LA1/7.36 §22 11E 64-65
LA1/7.37 §22 64-65
LA1/7.38 §22 64-65
LA1/7.39 §22 11F, G 66 x 70
LA1/7.40 §22 11F 65 x 70
LA1/7.41 §22 66 x 70
LA1/7.42 §22 65
LA1/7.43 §22 65 x 70
LA1/7.44 §22 69-70
LA1/7.45 §22 11F 66 x 70
LA1/7.46 §6 11F, G 66 x 70
DJP cat. ref. 2nd fol. order
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LA1/7.47 §6 66 x 70







LA1/7.55 §13 11F, 11F.2 67 x 70
LA1/7.56 §13 11F 67 x 70
LA1/7.57 §13 11E/, 11F/2 68
LA1/7.58 §13 68-69, 70
LA1/7.59 §13 11F/ 11F2 66, 68-69
LA1/7.60 §22 11F.1 70
LA1/7.61 §22 11F.2 70
LA1/7.62 §22 11F/4 69-70
LA1/7.63 §22 11F/4, 11F.4 69-70
LA1/7.64 §6 39518 67 x 72
LA1/7.65 §6 67, 68
LA1/7.66 §12 67, 68
LA1/7.67 §12 67
LA1/7.68 §12 67, 68
LA1/7.69 §12 67, 68
LA1/7.70 §12 67
LA1/7.71 §12 67, 68
LA1/7.72 §12 11/ 67, 68, 70
LA1/7.73 §12 67, 68
LA1/7.74 §12 11F/5 67, 68, 208
LA1/7.75 §12 11F.5 67, 68
LA1/7.76 §13 11F.5 67-68
LA1/7.77 §13 11F.5 67-68
LA1/7.78 §13 11F.5.2 208, 68
LA1/7.79 §6 11F.5A 208, 68
LA1/7.80 §22
LA1/7.81 §22 208, 68
LA1/7.82 §22 11F.6, 11F.5A 68, 208
LA1/7.83 §22 68, 208
LA1/7.84 §22 11F.5A 68, 208
LA1/7.85 §22 68, 208
LA1/7.86 §6 11F.5A 68, 208
LA1/7.87 §6 11F.5A 68
LA1/7.88 §12 11F.5A, B, A 68, 208
LA1/7.89 §13 70, 72-73
LA1/7.90 §12 72-73
LA1/7.91 §12 72-73
LA1/7.92 §30 11/6, 6 70, 72-73
LA1/7.93 §30 11/6 70, 72
LA1/7.94 §30 70-71, 72
LA1/7.95 §30 70-71
11F, 11F, 2, 3, 
4





LA1/7.99 §54? 11F/6 70-71-72
LA1/7.100 §13 11F.6 70
LA1/7.101 §6 11F.6 70-71




LA1/7.106 §30 73, 72
LA1/7.107 §12 11F/8, 9 72
LA1/7.108 §12 11F/9 72
LA1/7.109 §6 11F/9, 11F.9 72
LA1/7.110 §13 11F.9 corr. 72
LA1/7.111 §13 11F/7 72-73
LA1/7.112 §30 73
LA1/7.113 §13 11F/ 72-73





LA1/7.119 §54? 11F.10 72
LA1/7.120 §12 11F.10, 11F 72
LA1/7.121 §22 11F.11
LA1/7.122 §22 74, 77
LA1/7.123 §22 11G 74, 77, 73
LA1/7.124 §22 74, 77, 73
LA1/7.125 §22 74, 77
LA1/7.126 §22 73-74, 77
LA1/7.127 §22 11G 73-74, 77
LA1/7.128 §22 11G 73-74
LA1/7.129 §22 11G, H, G 73-74
LA1/7.130 §22 11H 74, 77, 81
LA1/7.131 11H, I, H 74, 77
11F.6.2, 
11F.6A






LA1/8.3 §32? 1 1 1 49
LA1/8.4 §32? 2 2 2 50
LA1/8.5 §32? 3 3 3 50-51
LA1/8.6 §32? 4 4 4 51-52
LA1/8.7 §32? 5 5 5 53
LA1/8.8 ? 5A 6 6 53, 55
LA1/8.9 §7 5B 7 7 55-56
LA1/8.10 §41? 5C 8 8 56-57
LA1/8.11 §57? 5D 9 9 57-58
LA1/8.12 §12 10 10 58
LA1/8.13 §12 10A 11 59
LA1/8.14 §12 10B 12 59-60
LA1/8.15 §12 10  11 13 60-61
LA1/8.16
LA1/8.17 §45 5F/1 12 14 84
LA1/8.18 §45 5F/2 13 15 85
LA1/8.19 §45 5F/3 14 16 85-86
LA1/8.20 §45 5F/4 15 17 86-87
LA1/8.21 §45 5F/5 16 18 87
LA1/8.22 §45 5F/6 17 19 87-88
LA1/8.23 §47 5F/7 18 20 88
LA1/8.24 §47 5F/8 19 21 88-89
LA1/8.25 §46 20 22 89
LA1/8.26 §46 21 23 89-90
LA1/8.27 §46 5F/10 22 24 90
LA1/8.28 §41? 5F/11 23 25 91
LA1/8.29 §41? 5F/12A, 12 24 26 91
LA1/8.30 §41? 5F/13 25 27 91-92
LA1/8.31 §46 5F/13A 26 28 92
LA1/8.32 §41? 5F/14 27 29 92-93
LA1/8.33 §46 5F/14A 28 30 93
LA1/8.34 §46 5F/14B 29 31 93-94
LA1/8.35 §46 5F/15 30 32 94
LA1/8.36 §58 5F/16 31 33 94-95
LA1/8.37 §58 5F/17 32 34 95-96
LA1/8.38 §58 5F/18 33 35 96
LA1/8.39 §58 5F/19 34 36 96
LA1/8.40 §58 5F/18, 20 35 37 96-97
LA1/8.41 §58 5F/21 36 38 97
LA1/8.42 §46 5F/22 37 39 97
LA1/8.43 §5 37A 40 97-98
LA1/8.44 37A.1 41
LA1/8.45 §12 37A.2 42
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LA1/8.46 ? 37B 43 110
LA1/8.47 §5 37B.1 44 110-111
LA1/8.48 §5 37C 45 111
LA1/8.49 §5 37D 46 111-112
LA1/8.50 §5 37F 47 112-113
LA1/8.51 ? 37E 48 113
LA1/8.52 §41? 37G 49 113-114
LA1/8.53 ? 37H 50 114-115
LA1/8.54 ? 37I 51 115
LA1/8.55 §5 37H, J 52 118
LA1/8.56 §5 37K 53 118
LA1/8.57 §5 37L 54 118-119
LA1/8.58 §5 37L/ 55 119
LA1/8.59 §11 37M 56 119
LA1/8.60 ? 37L, N 57 119-120
LA1/8.61 §10 37N.1 58 120
LA1/8.62 §10 37O 59 120-121
LA1/8.63 §16
LA1/8.64 §16 37P 60 124
LA1/8.65 §15 37P.1 61 125
LA1/8.66 §15 37P.2 62 125-126-127
LA1/8.67 §15 37P.2 125-126-127
LA1/8.68 §15 37P.3 63 127
LA1/8.69 §16 37P.3A 64 127
LA1/8.70 §15 37P.4 65 127-128
LA1/8.71 §15 37P.4A 66 128-129
LA1/8.72 §16 37P.4B 67 129
LA1/8.73 §16 37P.5 68 130
LA1/8.74 §16 37P.5A 69 130-131
LA1/8.75 §16 37P.5B 70 131-132
LA1/8.76 §16 37P.5C 71 132
LA1/8.77 §16 37P.5D 72 133-134
LA1/8.78 §16 37P.5E 73 134




LA1/9.1 §17 37P.5F 44 134-135
LA1/9.2
LA1/9.3 §6 37P.5G 45 135-136
LA1/9.4 §6 37P.5H 46 136
LA1/9.5 §12 37P.5I 47 137
LA1/9.6 §12 37P.5J 48 137
LA1/9.7 §6 37P.5K 49 138
LA1/9.8 §6 37P.5K.1 50 138-139
LA1/9.9 §12 37P.5K.2 51 139-140
LA1/9.10 §12 37P.5L 52 140
LA1/9.11 §6 37P.5L.1 53 140-141
LA1/9.12 §12 37P.5L.2 54 141-142
LA1/9.13 §6 37P.5M 55 142-143
LA1/9.14 §6 37P.5M.1 56 143
LA1/9.15
LA1/9.16 §6 37P.5M.1, 2 57 143-144
LA1/9.17 §6 37P.5M.2, 3 58 144-145
LA1/9.18 §6 37P.5M.3, 4 59 145-146
LA1/9.19 §6 37P.5M.4, 5 60 146
LA1/9.20 §6 37P.5M.5, 6 61 146
LA1/9.21 §17 37P.5M.7 62 147
LA1/9.22 §17
LA1/9.23 §6 37P.5M.7, 8 63 147-148
LA1/9.24 §16 37P.5M, 9 64 148-149
LA1/9.25 §6 37P.5N 65 149
LA1/9.26
LA1/9.27 §6 37P.5O 66 149-150
LA1/9.28 §6 37P.5O.A 67 150-151
LA1/9.29
LA1/9.30
LA1/9.31 §17 37P.5O.B 68 151-152
LA1/9.32 §17
LA1/9.33 §17 37P.5O.B/1 69 152-153
LA1/9.34 §17
LA1/9.35 §17 37P.5O.B/2 70 153-154
LA1/9.36 §17
LA1/9.37 §17 37P.5O.B/3 71 154-155
LA1/9.38 37P.5O.B/4 72 155
LA1/9.39 §17 37P.5O.B/ 73 155-156
DJP cat. ref. 1st fol. order 2nd fol. order 3rd fol. order
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LA1/9.40 §17 37P.5O.B/6 74 156-157
LA1/9.41 §17
LA1/9.42 §17 37P.5O.B/7 75 157
LA1/9.43 §17
LA1/9.44 §17 37P.5O.B/8 76 157-158
LA1/9.45
LA1/9.46 §6 77 158-159
LA1/9.47 §16 37P.5Q, P 78 159-160
LA1/9.48 §15 37P.5Q 79 160
LA1/9.49 §16 37P.5R 80 160
LA1/9.50 §16 37P.6 81 160-161
LA1/9.51 §15 37P.7 82 161-162
LA1/9.52 §6 37P.7A 83 162-163
LA1/9.53 §6 37P.7B 84 163-164
LA1/9.54 §6 37P.7C 85 164-165
LA1/9.55 §6 37P.7C 164
LA1/9.56 §15 37P.8 86 165
LA1/9.57 §15 37P.9 87 165-166
LA1/9.58 §15 37PQ 88 166-167
LA1/9.59 §6
LA1/9.60 §6 37Q.1 89 167-168
LA1/9.61 §11 89 170
LA1/9.62 37Q2,  3 90 171
LA1/9.63 §60 5F/22A 38 91 171-172
LA1/9.64 §60 5F/23 39 92 172
LA1/9.65 §60 5F/22-4 40 93 172
LA1/9.66 §60 5F/25 41 94 172-173
LA1/9.67 §60 5F/24-6 42 95 173
LA1/9.68 45 98 175
LA1/9.69 §24 46 99 175-176
LA1/9.70 §25 46A 100 176-177
LA1/9.71 46B 101 177
LA1/9.72 §60 5F/28-30 47 105 179-180
LA1/9.73 5F/32 49 107 181
LA1/9.74 5F/32A 50 108 181
LA1/9.75 §10 51 109 181-182
LA1/9.76 §10 52 110 185
LA1/9.77 54.1 112 186
LA1/9.78 55 114 187-188
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LA1/9.81 5J/3 61 120 193
LA1/9.82 §19 121 193-194
LA1/9.83 122 194-195
LA1/9.84 62B 123 195-197
LA1/9.85 §17 62C 124 197-198
LA1/9.86 §15 62D 125 198-199
LA1/9.87 126  126 199-200
LA1/9.88 §18 126/ 200-201
LA1/9.89 §17 62G 128 202-203
LA1/9.90 §17 62I 130 203-204
LA1/9.91 §17 133 206-207
LA1/9.92 134 207-208
LA1/9.93 §18 134/, 134.2 208-209
LA1/9.94 §18 209-210
LA1/9.95 §21 135.1 210-211




LA1/9.100 §17 62K.C 136 215-216
LA1/9.101 137 216-217, 219
LA1/9.102 §18 138 219
LA1/9.103 §18 139 219
LA1/9.104 §17 62N 141 219-220
LA1/9.105 §17 62Ω 142 220-221
LA1/9.106 §17 63 144 224
LA1/9.107 §11 63A 145 224-225




LA1/9.112 5L  5M  5N 64 148 226-227
LA1/9.113 5O 65 149 227-228
LA1/9.114 5O.1 66 150 228
LA1/9.115 §10 67 151 228-229
LA1/9.116 §10 68 152 229-230
LA1/9.117 §21 153 230-231
LA1/9.118
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LA1/9.120 §10 71 155 232-233
LA1/9.121
LA1/9.122 §42 71A1 [?] 156 233
LA1/9.123
LA1/9.124 §21 157 233, 235
LA1/9.125
LA1/9.126 §42 71A2[?] 158 235
LA1/9.127 §42 71A.3 159 235-236
LA1/9.128
LA1/9.129 §43 160 236-237
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1 1 or does it kennel the bitch-hounds?
2 2
named-hounds of the Arya of Britain,
3 3 are they the night-yards of the dogs of the 
Island –
4 4 the rest kennels at the hog-quest?
5 5 Do they mark his froth-track 
6 6 & the wounds
of his brood
7 7 from the foam at Porth Cleis
8 8 to the confluence at the boundary
9 9 where
Wye-stream wars with tidal Severn
10 10 when the dog-cry 
11 11 & the shout of the 
Arya shouting the hunt-cry
12 12 fractured
the hollow sky-vault
13 13 because of the 
impetuous unison
[N/A] [N/A]
14 14 when the dog-throats of the
Arya were lifted as one.
15 15 When he doubled his tracks & doubled
again 
16 16 & stood & withstood in the
high hollow,
17 17 where the first slaughter 
And Are these the name-bearing stones of the
[(for it is the prophecy of the men of the island / to achieve 
unison only when they shout to venery)]
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was.
18 18
the nymph pours out the Nevern
19 19 where the Arya waited with the boar-spears
20 20 and the second slaughter was.
[N/A] [N/A]
21 21
22 22 and where was he thence that no one
could tell?  |1|
[LR1/1.683; 66H3]
23 23 Is the Sumer director |1| within the hewn circle
24 24 hill-pack with the wall-eyed leader?
25 25 What is it that glints from the holed-stone
26 26 Is it the collar of honour with the jewelled
thong that leashes the glistening hound 
of the hunter-lord
27 27 or is it the dark signet of the 
lord of barter
28 28   – was world-gain the quarry 
or the world-hog?
29 29 What of the grouped stones of alluvial 
Towy?
30 30 did they shelter the nurtured dogs 
of the trained venators |2|
31 31 when the innate men of the equal privilage,
32 32 & the men who wed the kin & feud with the
stranger,
33 33 and the torque-wearing high-men on the
named steeds, 
34 34 & the small elusive 
men from the bond-trevs
35 35 who, before the Arya was
knew the beast-way & the elusive
tracks of the Island, 
36 36 without whom the Arya
Was he over Presely <Preselau> Top & down where
[and the torc-bearing hunters of the island deployed / at the 
water-course]
[& the waiting[?] of the quarry when the / chief architect of the 
Island fell to the / boar thrust & at dawn the third slaughter 
was.]
and was the <it> in Teify dun where he
sorrowed the foreign queen, 1
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could not follow the questing beast,
37 37 Because they know the secret ways of the
island
38 38 & the ingrained habits of the fauna
39 39 & the paths of the water-courses
40 40 and the
fissues
41 41 & the rock-strike,
42 42 and the properties 
[LR1/1.684; 66H4]
of the flora
43 43 before the Arya came,
44 44
father's fires, 
45 45 whose charge is the bright seed
under the piled ash 
46 46 which is the life of
the people, |1|
47 47 and the hundred and twenties of oath-taking
riders, 
48 48 who closely hedge with a wattle of
weapons the first of the equals from the
wattled palaces,
49 49 the lords of calamitous
jealousy,
50 50 and the fetter-locked riders
51 51 and the faithless riders,
52 52 the riders who receive the shaft-shock instead of
their lords
53 53 and the riders who slip the column
54 54 whose lords alone reveive the shafts, |2|
55 55 when the men of proud spirit & the men of
mean spirit,
56 56 the named & the unnamed of
the island
57 57 & the dogs of the island
58 58 and the silent lords
59 59 & the lords who
shout
60 60 and the laughing leaders with the
familiar faces from the dear known-sites
and the privilaged <ministering> sons who uncover the
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61 61 & the adjuvant stranger-lords, 
62 62 with aid
for the hog-hunt from over the sleeve,
[LR1/1.684A; 66H [?]]
63 63 & the wand-bearing lords that are kin to 
Fferyllt |1|, 
64 64 who learnt from the Sibyl the
Change-Date & the Turn of Time,
65 65 the lords who ride after deep consideration
66 66 & the lords whose inveterate habit is to
ride,
67 67 The riders who ride from interior compulsion
68 68
kindred,
69 69 Those who would stay for the dung-bailiff's
daughter
70 70 and those who would ride through
the shining Matres, three by three, sought
to stay them,
71 71 The riders who would mount 
72 72 though the
green wound unstitched
73 73 & those who
would leave their mounts in stall
74 74 if the 
bite of a gad-fly could excuse them,
75 75 when the Arya by father 
76 76 by mother,
77 77 without bond,
78 78 without foreign,
79 79 without 
mean descent, |3|
80 80 & the lords from among the co-equals
81 81 and the bond-men of limited privilage
82 82 whose insult-price is unequal 
83 83 but whose
limb-price is equal,
84 84 for all the disproportion
as to comliness & power,
85 85 because the
& the riders whose inveterate habit is to
ride who fear the narrow glances of the
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dignity belonging to the white limbs 
86 86 & innate
in the shining members,
87 87 annuls inequality
of status
88 88 & disallows distinctions of
appearance, |4|
89 89 when the free
90 90 & the bond 
91 91 & the mountain
mares
92 92 & the fettered horses
93 93 & the four penny
curs
94 94 & the hounds of status 
95 95 in the wide jewelled
collars,
[LR1/1.686; [equiv. 66H6]]
96 96 when all the shining Arya rode
97 97 with the diademed leader
98 98 who directs the toil
99 99 whose face is furrowed with the
weight of the interprise
100 100 the lord of the conspicuous scars
101 101 whose visage is fouled with the hog-spittle
102 102 whose cheeks are fretted with the grime
of the hunt toil.
[LR1/1.687; 66H7]
103 103 If his forehead is radiant like the smooth
hill in the lateral light, 
104 104 it is corrugated
like the defences of the hill,
105 105 because of his
care for the land
106 106 & <for> the men of the land.
107 107 If his eyes are narrowed for the stress of the 
hunt 
108 108 & because of the hog,
109 109 they are moist 
for the ruin 
110 110 & for love of the recumbant
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bodies that strew the ruin.
111 111 If his embroidered habit is clearly from a 
palace wardrobe,
112 112 it is mired 
113 113 & rent
114 114 & 
his bruised limbs gleam between the rents
115 115 by reason of the excessive fury of his riding
116 116 when he rode the close thicket
117 117 as though it 
were an open launde;
118 118 (indeed, was it he riding the forest-ride
119 119 or was the tangled forest riding?)
120 120 For the thorns & flowers of the forest 
121 121 & the 
bright elm-shoots
122 122 & the twisted tanglewood
123 123 & stamen
124 124 & stem
125 125 clung & meshed 
him 
126 126 & starred him with variety
127 127 & green 
tendrils gartered him
128 128 and the briary-loops galloon
him,
129 129 with splinter-spikes & broken blossom
130 130 twining his royal needlework.
[LR1/1.688; 66H [9]]
131 131 and ruby petal-points counter the 
132 132 and from his lifted cranium, 
133 133 where the 
priced tresses dragged with sweat 
134 134 stray his straight furrows 
135 135 under the
twisted diadem
136 136 to the numbered bones of his scarred
feet,
137 137 & from the saturated fore-lock
of his maned mare 
138 138 to her streaming
countless points of his wounds and
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flanks
139 139 & in broken festoons for
her quivering fetlocks,
140 140 he was decked in the flora of the 
woodlands of Britain;
141 141 and like a stricken numen of 
the woods he rode, 
142 142 with the trophies 
of the woods upon him,
143 143 who rode for 
the healing of the woods
144 144 & because of
the hog.
145 145 So was he caparisoned
146 146 & so did he
demean himself as a protagonist
147 147 – and
before them all,
148 148 & first of the equals.
149 149 Like the breast of the cock-thrush 
150 150 that is torn 
in the hedge-war
151 151 when bright on the native 
152 152 & the briar points 
cling
153 153 & brighting the diversity of textures
154 154 & 
crystal-bright on the delicate fret the clear 
dewdrops gleam:
155 155 so was his dappling 
156 156 & 
his dreadful variety
157 157 – the speckled lord of 
the Priten 
158 158 in the twice embroidered coat
159 159 - the bleeding man-in-the-green.
160 160 If through the trellis of green 
161 161 & between the
rents of the needlework,
162 162 the whiteness of his body shone,
163 163 so did his dark wounds glisten.
mottling the <deeper> mottle [illeg.] is
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[LR1/1.689; [equiv. 66H9 or 10]
164 164 and if his eyes, 
165 165 from looking toward the
hog-track
166 166 & from considering the hog
167 167 turned to consider the men of the host
168 168 & the
eyes of the men of the host met his eyes,
169 169 it would be difficult to speak of so extreme
a metamorphosis
170 170 when they paused at the check
171 171 when they drew breath
172 172 & the sweat of the men of the host 
173 173 & of
174 174 salted the dew
on the forest-floor
175 175 & the hard breathing
of the many men
176 176
177 177 woke the many-voiced fauna-cry of the 
Great Forest |1|
178 178 & shook the silent flora
179 179 and the extremity of anger
180 180 alternating with
sorrow
181 181 on the furrowed faces of the
Arya
182 182 transmogrified the calm face of 
the morning 
183 183 as when the change-wind
stirs 
184 184 & the colours change in the boding
thunder-calm
185 185 because this was the day of the passion
of the men of Britain, 
186 186 when they hunted
the hog life for life
187 187 when they paused at the check
188 188 when they drew breath
189 189 when they lost the scent
[illeg.] the horses
& the many horses creatures
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190 190 was the thing already as far as Taff 
191 191 or
192 192 had it
broke north & away oblique to the chase
[LR1/1.690; 66H10]
193 193 was it through the virgin scrub back
beyond Lothi[Cothi?],
194 194 was the stench-track
blighting the Iscoed oaks
195 195 does the red spot pale on the high boned cheeks
in Ceredigion 
196 196 because the cleft feet stamp 
out the seed of fire,
197 197
split with the riving tusk in the white
dwellings
198 198 while they pause at the check
199 199 while they draw breath
200 200
201 201 to
ride the high track of the Amman hill-scent
202 202 to the find on the grit-beds of the Vans |1|
203 203 (while the leader rested from toil)
204 204 And is his bed wide
205 205 is his bed deep on the folded strata,
206 206 is his bed long.
207 207 Where is his bed 
208 208 & where have they
laid him
209 209 from Buelt to Gower,<?>
[LR1/1.691; 66H10 > 66H12]
210 210 Is the tump by Honddu his tilted pillow
211 211 does the gritstone outcrope incommode him
212 212 does the deep syncline sag beneath him
213 213 or does his strata's mattress & his rug
of shaly grey ease for his royal dorsals
the caving under-floor?
214 214 If his strong spine rests on the bald
heights, 
215 215 where would you say his foot-chafer 
was it wasting the trevs of Taf or <Teify>
do is the fire-back stone
to take the ford of A Amman flow, 
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leans?
216 216 are his wounded ankles lapped by the
ferric waters 
217 217 that all through the night
of Ystalyfera
218 218 where the narrow-skulled 
219 219 & the
220 220
the changing shifts 
221 221
222 222 Is the Usk a drain for his gleaming
tears 
223 223 when he weeps for the land –
224 224 who
dreams his bitter dream for the folk of
the land.  
225 225 Does Tawe clog for his
226 226 do the parallel dark-seam drainers
mingle his anguish-stream with the
227 227 does his freight of woe flood easterly
228 228 is it southly
borne on double Rhondda's fall to Taff –
[LR1/1.688B; 66H[?] > 66H11]
229 229 Do the troughing streams fill with his
Chrism'd sweat 
230 230 when he dream-flights the
nine-night fight
231 231 which he fought alone with the hog 
232 232 in the wilderness
233 233 to no purpose.
234 234 When the eighteen twilights
235 235 and the nine midnights
236 236 and the equal light of the nine mornings
237 237 were equally lit 
238 238 with the light of the
hear the night song from the <long> night-pits <sheds>
K<C>aethion |2| of the lowest price
K<C>aethion of mixed breed,
labour [illeg.]
for the lords of [illeg.]
repulsive lips <cosmocrats of the dark aeon.>
griefs <sorrows>,
scored-valley's<'> tilted refuse.
on Sirhywy<i> & Ebbw <Ebwy>,
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saviour's fury
239 239 & the dark fires of the
hog's eye |3|
[LR8/6.152; 66H7 > 66H12]
240 240 when he moved in his fretful sleep 
241 241 did the
covering stone dislodge and roll to Reynoldstone |1|
242 242 Are the clammy ferns his rustling vallance
243 243 does the berried rowan ward him from evil |2|
244 244 or does he ward the tanglewood 
245 245 & the
denizens of the wood,
246 246 and the stunted oaks
his knarled guard –
247 247 or are their knarled
limbs strong with his sap.
248 248 Do the small black horses grass on the 
hunch of his shoulders –
249 249 are the hills his
couch, 
250 250 or is he the couchant hills?
251 251 Are the slumbering valleys him in slumber
252 252 are the still undulations the still limbs of
him sleeping –
253 253 is the configuration of
the land the furrowed body of the
lord,
254 254 are the scarred ridges his
dental greaves, 
255 255 so the trickling gulleys
drain his hog-wounds?
256 256 Does the land wait the sleeping lord
257 257 or is the wasted land that very 
lord who sleeps?
258 258 What was he called?  
259 259 Was his
wont-name Cronus 
260 260 or had he another –
[N/A] [N/A]
261 261 Was he always the stern Maristuron.
262 262 How did they ask for the wheat-yield?
[<is his font-name> Arthur / or will they call him Yvain of<de> 
Gaul / Galles]
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263 263 Was the nomen's ending he or she?
264 264 What did he answer to, lord or ma'am?
265 265  was he breaker or creatrix.
266 266 at the other reaping before they sowed
the dragon's teeth, 
267 267 what love-word
wakened him
[LR1/1.692;  66H11 > 66H12]
268 268 Is his royal anger ferriaged where
269 269 Do the bells of St. Mellors toll his
detour;
270 270 are his sighs  canalled where
head for the black pall of Merthyr?
271 271 Do Afan & Nedd west it away
272 272 does grimed Ogwr toss on a
fouled ripple his broken-heart flow
out to widening Hafren |2|
273 273 and does she, the confluence-queen
queenly bear on her spumy frock a
maimed king's sleep-bane?
274 274 Do the long white hands, would
you think, of Ierne queans
unloose galloons to let the black
stray web the wet death-wind –
275 275 does the wake-dole mingle the
cormorant scream,
276 276 does man-sidhe
of a king's griefs?
277 277 (who drank the torrent-way?)
278 278 westing far
out to unchoosing Oceanus.
279 279 Does the blind & shapeless creature of
sea know the marking & indelible
balm from flotsomed sewage 
280 280 & the 
seaped valley-waste?
[N/A] [N/A] [Excised material]
[LR1/1.708; 66H13]
281 281 Is he of the Arya after all 
black-rimed Rhymni soils her marcher-ba[...] |1|
the Mountain Ash droops her [illeg.] <bright>
to fay-queen bemoan for the passage
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282 282 or
was he the gentle lord
293 293 Is that why he smiles behind his eyes 
294 294 & from
the mobile lines between chin & nostril –
285 285 and does he make hares of them all 
286 286 in his iron & bronze & his enamelled 
gilt
287 287 – in his Arya-rig.
288 288 Is his descent agnatic at all –
289 289 or is 
that tale too a woof he's wrought to 
hide his peculiarity –
290 290 the devine old 
hoaxer. |1|
291 291 Will they bless him a font-cup at the 
Turn of Time,
292 292 will they call him the 
lord of the chalice<-hunt,> who sleeps?
293 293 Is this the land where the sleeper sleeps, 
294 294 the sleeper who shall wake,
295 295 is he in
his island cave -
296 296 does Briareus guard 
him yet,




299 299 where lord rests on greater lord
300 300 & by lesser names the greater named are 
called;
301 301 where the inversions are 
302 302 & the high 
anticlines are hid by newer valley ways. |2|
303 303
folds –
304 304 how does it run?  
305 305 What agelus 
306 306
307 307 the 
Is<n> this the charged land of under-myth &
And the under-strike of the ultimate folds 
Mabon 3 knows <recollects> ,
which virile <long-winded> Nestor tells <knows>
Appendix 2 - Division and comparison of scriptias for the 66H1-12 foliational stratum of 'The Roman Quarry'
axile line of the first of the sleepers?
308 308 & 
from what exertion was he fain to lie 
down?
309 309 and what commotion faulted him
through & through?
[LR1/1.709; 66H14]
310 310 But in this place of myth on wonder-myth
311 311 in this place of questions –
312 312 where the
deepest thing outcrops on the highest 
hill
313 313 where the gods are beneath & the 
men are above
314 314 even here, 
315 315 where the known & the 
unknown traffic together at the 
ultimate tilt of Thule
316 316 where the gods 
of Thule rest by the ninth wave.
317 317 in the last cantrevs, 
318 318 at the brink of 
the lithosphere
319 319 even here
320 320 the factual gromatici |1|,
321 321 peevish in
the hill-god's driving piss,
322 322 wipe their
tablets 
323 323 & plain-table the hill-god's 
undulations 
324 324 from the hill-god's knob
325 325 and back to valley quaters
326 326 past the valley-trevs,
327 327 - and see 
the valley Fuzzywuzzies
328 328 togged 







































































































































1 Paper type §27 has the same watermark as type §2, but they are of different dimensions: §2 is 327 x 201mm ; §27 is 322-3 x 197-9mm.  So, in each manuscript sheet being a halved quarto sheet, and in the cutting of these 
sheets never being entirely accurate (a single quarto sheet is sometimes far from rectangular – often by up to a number of millimetres), these 'two' paper types may actually be one.  In other words, the smaller sheets may be 








































































§6 1 Jan '44 – Sep '49 1 Mid­ to late­
1944?
[First 'foliational  
stratum' 
developed out of  
the base stratum]
[Dating Christ's Passion in relation to 
Roman calendar and events.]
Manuscript pp.5A­T, but particularly 5G 
(LA1/4.158­161) where Lucius Aelius 
Sejanus appears.
§32 (and 
§6)
3 (and 1) Mar – Nov 1944 
(and Jan '44 – 
Sep '49)
4 Jones writes about the 
pronunciation of 'Lucius Aelius 
Sejanus' in the same letter (4 
July 1945) in which he accepts 
The Anathemata as a title 
(DGC 130)
Mid­ to late­
1944?  (Mid­
1945 at the 
latest)
The 
Anathemata
“He [W F Jackson Knight] thought Anathemata was the accurate title for my thing in more ways than one, which I was pleased to have his opinion about[...]” (DGC 130)  KFP, letter 
of 4 July 1945.
2
